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COMES NOW counterdefendant American Bank, by and through its attomeys 
Moffatt, Thomas, Ban-ett, Rock & Fields, Chartered, and hereby files this Memorandum in 
SuppOli of Motion for Summary Judgment Re: Wadsworth Golfs Lien Priority. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Wadsworth GolfConstmction Company of the Southwest ("Wadsworth") filed its 
counterclaim to establish priority of its lien claim, along with all of its subcontractors, over 
American Bank's Mortgage. Wadsworth bases its counterclaim almost exclusively on its 
contention that it began services to the property in question prior to the recording of American 
Bank's Mortgage. However, Wadsworth fails to disclose to this COUli that it contractually 
agreed, on behalf of itself and all its subcontractors, to the subordination of its lien claims 
thereby giving priority to American Bank's Mortgage. Wadsworth further fails to disclose to 
this Court numerous post-mortgage lien waivers that it executed and its subcontractors executed. 
The plain terms ofthe lien waivers that Wadsworth and its subcontractors executed in favor of 
American Bank evidence that Wadsworth clearly and unambiguously intended to, and did in 
fact, waive and subordinate priority to American Bank's Mortgage. Accordingly, American 
Bank respectfully requests this Court to grant summary judgment in favor of American Bank 
establishing that American Banle's Mortgage has priority over Wadsworth's lien claims and its 
subcontractors' lien claims. 
II. BACKGROUND 
American Bank incorporates by reference its Statement of Undisputed Facts set 
fOlih in Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Against 
Defendants BRN Development, Inc.; BRN Investments, LLC; BRN-Lake View Joint Venture; 
Roland M. Casati Family Tmst, dated June 5,2008; Ryker Young Revocable Tmst; Thorco, Inc.; 
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Polin & Young Construction, Inc.; Taylor Engineering; and Marshall Chesrown filed July 16, 
2010 ("Plaintiffs SOF in Support ofMSJ Against BRN") at 5-14. American Bank fmiher 
provides the following additional statement of undisputed facts that relate specifically to the 
priority of American Bank's Mortgage over Wadsworth's lien claims. 
A. Wadsworth/BRN Relationship. 
Wadsworth and BRN Development, Inc. ("BRN") entered into a Contract 
Agreement for the construction of a golf course known as Black Rock North. See Affidavit of 
Randall A. Peterman in Support of American Bank's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Against Wadsworth Golf ("Peterman Aff."), Ex. A (Ex. 11 to Deposition of Stephen Arnold 
HarTell ("Harrell Depo.")); Ex. B (Harrell Depo. at 22:5-8). Wadsworth's president, Stephen 
Harrell, signed the Contract Agreement on behalf of Wadsworth. Id., Ex. B (Harrell Depo. at 
8:1-6; 23:18-23). Han-ell testified numerous times in his deposition that when he signs a 
document on behalf of Wadsworth that it is bound by the terms of the written agreement. Id., 
Ex. B (Harrell Depo. at 18:19-23; 25:15-25; 40:4-11; 85:12-20; 91:12-15; 95:12 - 96:9; 99:4-
10). Key provisions in the Contract Agreement include: 
D. SCHEDULING 
Subcontractor shall give Owner advance notice of the anticipated 
starting date for work. (Id., Ex. A, Page 3 of 15). 
* * * 
F. PAYMENTS 
Subcontractor [Wadsworth] shall submit the original payment 
applications to Owner [BRN] by the 25th of the month .... As a 
prerequisite for any payment, Subcontractor shall provide, in a 
fonn satisfactory to Owner, par-tiallien releases, claim waivers, 
and affidavits of payment from Subcontractor, and its 
subcontractors and suppliers of any tier, for the billed portion of 
AMERICAN BANK'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
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Subcontractor's work. (Jd., Ex. A, Page 4 of 15) (emphasis in 
original). 
* * * 
BB. SUBCONTRACTORS 
Any subcontractor of Subcontractor [Wadsworth] shall be bound to 
Subcontractor to the same extent Subcontractor is bound to Owner. 
This fonn may be used for subcontracts and when so used, the 
tenn Owner shall mean Contractor and the tenn Subcontractor 




No modifications to, or waiver of any rights under this Contract 
shall be valid or binding on the parties to this Contract unless the 
same be in writing. Failure of Owner to insist upon strict 
perfonnance of any tenn or condition of this Contract, or to 
exercise any option herein conferred on one or more instances, 
shall not be construed to be a waiver of such perfonnance or 
portion, or of any other covenants or Contracts, on subsequent 
occasions, but the same shall be and remain in full force and effect. 
(Jd., Ex. A, Page 13 of 15). 
In addition to the foregoing provisions, the Contract Agreement has several 
exhibits that constitute the contractually-approved documents to be executed by the parties in 
connection with periodic payments for work completed. Specifically, the Contract Agreement 
contains Exhibit "B," which is entitled Conditional Lien Waiver, Release and Subordination. Id., 
Ex. A (Exhibit "B" to Contract Agreement). The contractually-approved lien release fonn 
provided in Exhibit B contains the following language: 
Upon receipt of payment of the sum of , the 
undersigned waives any and all right to any lien whatever and 
releases all rights to lien or claim any lien against the real property 
associated with the above Project by the undersigned in connection 
with any and all work or labor perfoTI11ed, materials, equipment, 
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goods, or things supplied or furnished, or any other claims or 
obligations owed through the date shown above, on the above-
named Project. 
This waiver and release does not cover rights or obligations that 
might accrue after the above date for additional work that may be 
perfonned. In addition, upon receipt o{the payment stated 
above, the undersigned agrees that anv lien may be filed for work 
performed after said date will only have lien prioritv (rom and 
after the date stated above and will be subordinate to any liens or 
encumbrances attaching to the subject propertv prior to said 
date. 
Id. (emphasis added). 
In addition to the Contract Agreement goveming the relationship between 
Wadsworth and BRN Wadsworth entered into other agreements with its subcontractors, 
including Precision Irrigation, Inc. 1d., Ex. D, AIA Document A401-1997 (Ex. 7 to Han-ell 
Depo.). Notably, even with its own contractors, Wadsworth required lien releases to be 
submitted in the identical form as the contractually-approved lien releases in the Contract 
Agreement between BRN and Wadsworth. Id., Ex. D, AIA Document A40 1-1997 at 
Exhibit "C" Condition Lien Waiver, Release and Subordination. In the AlA contract between 
WadswOlih and Precision In-igation, Wadsworth required lien releases to be submitted that 
contained the following language: 
This waiver and release does not cover rights or obligations that 
might accrue after the above date for additional work that may be 
performed. In addition, upon receipt o{the payment stated 
above, the undersigned agrees that any lien may be filed for work 
performed after said date will only have lien priority (rom and 
after the date stated above and will be subordinate to any liens or 
encumbrances attaching to the subject propertv prior to said 
date. 
Id. (emphasis added). 
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B. Wadsworth's Claimed Priority. 
Wadsworth alleges that it commenced work by October 28, 2006. See 
Wadsworth Answer and Counterclaim at ~ 20. Wadsworth's president, Steve Harrell, contended 
in his deposition that Wadsworth commenced work in September 2006. See Anderson Aff., 
Ex. B, Harrell Depo. at 22:5-19. Under either date, at the time that Wadsworth claims it 
commenced work, it was not registered as a contractor under Idaho law and, as a result, any work 
performed while unregistered was illegal. Id., Ex. E (Registry from Idaho Bureau of 
Occupational Licenses). Moreover, throughout the course of the project and after An1erican 
Balue recorded its Mortgage, Wadsworth executed numerous contractually-approved lien. releases 
reflected in Exhibit B to the Contract Agreement in cOID1ection with receiving payment for work 
performed. Before being paid hundreds of thousands of dollars for work performed, Wadsworth 
expressly acknowledged: 
upon receipt of the payment stated above, the undersigned agrees 
that any lien that may be filed for work performed after said date 
will only have lien priority from and after the date stated above and 
will be subordinate to any liens or encumbrances attaching to the 
subject property prior to said date. 
!d., Ex. C (Exhibit l-C and 63 to Harrell Depo.). !d., Ex. I (Golden Releases produced by BRN) 
(hereinafter "Golden Releases"). Additionally, in connection with each Application and 
Celtification for Payment, Wadsworth fUlther certified that work covered under the application 
for payment was completed in accordance with the "Contract Documents" as required under the 
Contract Agreement. Id. Ex. F (Ex. 63 to Harrell Depo.). 
Wadsworth also admits that it received the payments referenced in at least three 
of the Golden Releases, satisfying the conditions precedent referenced in the Golden Releases. 
Id., Ex. B (Harrell Depo. at 102:20 103:20; 104:17 -105:16). 
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Throughout the course of the project, numerous subcontractors, including 
Wadsworth's own subcontractors, also executed similar Golden Releases as required by the 
Contract Agreement. Id., Exs. G and J. 
On February 6, 2007, American Bank recorded its Mortgage securing its funds 
lent to BRN. See ~ 2.1.6 of Plaintiffs SOF in Support ofMSJ Against BRN. 
On January 6, 2009, Wadsworth recorded its claim oflien against the same 
propel1y that American Bank recorded its Mortgage. See Ex. K to Peterman Aff. 
III. LEGAL STANDARD 
A moving party is entitled to summary judgment under Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 56(c) ifthe moving party shows that there is an absence of material facts with respect 
to a claim and the nonmoving party fails to show specific facts that would support the claim at 
trial. Tuttle v. Sudenga Indus., Inc., 125 Idaho 145, 150,868 P.2d 473,478 (1994); Thomson v. 
Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho 527, 530-31,887 P.2d 1034, 1037-38 (1994). The 
nonmoving party must "make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element 
essential to that party's case on which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Thomson 
v. Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho at 530-31,887 P.2d at 1037-38 (citing Celotex COIp. v. 
Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 323 (1986); Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101,102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 
(1988)). "'[A] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts' is not sufficient to 
create a genuine issue .... " Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84,996 
P.2d 303,307 (2000) (quoting Halpole v. State, 131 Idaho 437, 439, 958 P.2d 594,596 (1998)). 
Where the nonmoving party fails to meet his burden of presenting sufficient evidence to create a 
triable issue of fact such that the court would grant a motion for a directed verdict if the case 
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were to go to trial, summary judgment is proper. Jarman v. Hale, 122 Idaho 952, 842 P.2d 288 
(Ct. App. 1992), abrogated on other grounds by Puckett v. Verska, 144 Idaho 161, 158 P.3d 937 
(2007). 
A motion for summary judgment should not be regarded with disfavor. Celotex, 
477 U.S. at 317. Rather, it should be viewed as an important part of the rules of civil procedure, 
which are designed "to secure the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every action." 
Id.; IDAHO R. CIv. P. 1 (a). 
IV. ARGUMENT 
A. Wadsworth's Claim of Lien Is Void Because It Failed To Comply with Idaho 
Law Requiring That It Register as a Contractor at All Times During the 
Performance of Its Work. 
Idaho Code Section 54-5208 states, "[a] contractor who is not registered as set 
forth in this chapter, unless otherwise exempt, shall be denied and shall be deemed to have 
conclusively waived any right to place a lien upon real property as provided for in chapter 5, 
title 45, Idaho Code." Wadsworth seeks to enforce its mechanic's lien that it filed pursuant to 
chapter 5, title 45, Idaho Code. WadswOlih claims priority in its Answer and Counterclaim as of 
October 28,2006. Fatal to Wadsworth's lien claim is that it was not registered with the state of 
Idaho at the time it commenced work; to the contrary, Wadsworth did not take the basic steps to 
bring itself into compliance with Idaho law until January 9,2007. As a result, Wadsworth's 
claim of priority as of October 28, 2006-a time in which it was not a registered contract under 
the law of Idaho-lacks merit. See IDAHO CODE § 54-5208; cf Park West Homes, LLC v. 
Barnson, No. 36246-2009, Slip Op. No. 68 at 8 (Idaho June 25, 2010) (holding that an 
unregistered contractor "is denied a lien for work or labor done or materials furnished in the 
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construction during the period that the contractor is not registered."). Notably, Idaho Code 
Section 54-5217(2) provides: 
No person engaged in the business or acting in the capacity of a 
contractor, unless otherwise exempt, may bring or maintain any 
action in any comi ofthis state for the collection of compensation 
for the performance of any act or contract for which registration is 
required by this chapter without alleging and proving that he was a 
duly registered contractor, or that he was otherwise exempt as 
provided for in this chapter, at all times during the performance 
OfSllCh act or contract. 
(Emphasis added.) Because Wadsworth was not registered at all times during the performance 
of work during the time period covering its claim oflien, Wadsworth's claim oflien is void and 
unenforceab Ie. 
B. Wadsworth's Contractual Agreement To Subordinate Its Subcontractors' 
and Its Own Lien Interests, Combined with Lien Releases and Surrounding 
Circumstances Demonstrate That Wadsworth Voluntarily Waived Lien 
Priority in Favor of American Bank's Mortgage. 
1. Legal principles of contract interpretation. 
"[W]here a contract is clear and unambiguous, not involving any absurdities or 
contradictions, it is the best evidence ofthe intent ofthe parties and hence a determination of its 
meaning and its legal effect are a question oflaw." Madrid v. Roth, 134 Idaho 802, 805, 10 P.3d 
751,754 (Ct. App. 2000). Put differently, "[q]uestions of contract interpretation and 
enforcement are normally the sole province of the courts." Idaho Power Co. v. Cogeneration, 
Inc., 134 Idaho 738, 9 P.3d 1204, 1214 (2000). Regarding waivers and releases, a "[w]aiver is 
foremost a question of intent .... " Riverside Dev. Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 520, 650 P.2d 
657,662 (1982) (citations omitted). Waiver is defined as a voluntary, intentional relinquishment 
of a lmown right or advantage. Seaport Citizens Bank v. Dippel, 112 Idaho 736, 739, 735 P.2d 
1047, 1050 (1987) (citations omitted). Within the context of a mechanic's lien "[t]he general 
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rule is that an express waiver of a mechanics lien must be supported by consideration in order to 
be effective and binding." Pierson v. Sewell, 97 Idaho 38, 43, 539 P.2d 590,595 (1975). 
2. Wadsworth clearly and unambiguously waived its subcontractors and 
its own lien priority rights as evidenced by the subordination 
language of the construction agreement and the custom and practice 
in the industry. 
The Golden Releases executed by Wadsworth and its subcontractors clearly and 
unambiguously show Wadsworth's intent to waive its priority start date. The Golden Releases 
waive "all" lien rights - not just part or some rights - but unconditionally "all" rights that 
would include the priority right. The Golden Releases do not reserve or include an exception for 
priority. To the contrary, the Golden Releases expressly state that lien priority will be 
"subordinate to any liens or encumbrances attaching to the subject property" prior to the date 
referenced at the top of the waiver. The express language of each Golden Release states "all" 
rights are waived. 
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CONDITIONAL LIEN WAIVER, RELEAsE AND SUBORDINATION $/ 
Payment Amount: $, ,000,000.00 
For Work Through: October 31, 2007 
TO. BRN DEVELOPMENT, INC., OWNER 
PO, Box 3070 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
and-
ALL OTHER PARTIES IN INTEREST 
RE: PROJECT - BLACK ROCK NORTH and BLACK ROCK NORTH GOLF COURSE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 
Upon receipt of payment of the sum of $1,000,000.00, the underSigned waives any and all right to any lien whatever and 
releases all right!> to lien or claim any lien against the real property associated with the above Project by the undersigned in 
connection with any and all work or labor performed, materials, equipment, goods, or things supplied or furnished, or any other 
claims or obligations owed through the date shown above, on the above-named Project. 
This waiver and release does not cover lights or obligations that might accrue after the above date for additional work 
that may be performed, In addition. upon receipt of Ihe payment stated above, the undersigned agrees that any lien that may be 
filed for worK performed after said dale will only have lien priority from and after the date stated above and will be subordinate to 
any liens or encumbrances attaching to the subject property prior to said date. 
As an inducement 10 the above-named Owner to make the payment first described above, the undersigned further 
covenants and represents that it has performed Ihe work and/or furnished the malerials pursuant to and in accordance with the 
plans and specifications or worl< order in effect up through September 30, 2007. The undersigned further covenants and 
represents that either all obligations related to labor, equipment, supplies, materials; lower tier subcontractors at all levels and 
consultants through the date first slated above have been fully paid, or all such obligations will be paid 1lrst out of the funds to be 
received before :my of said funds will be applied to any other purpose and the payment first described above will be sufficient to 
fully satisfy all such obligations. 
If signed on behalf of a company, the undersigned certifies under penalty of perjury under the law5 of the State of Idaho 
Ihat.he..oLShe..is_authorized. to execute lbe.same on benalJ oJ the companYJ~ b.e_bo~l1d. 
(Acknowledgment omitted.) 
WADSWO G CONS RUCTlO CO. 
By: --r--..PH~~"t--M\---f--­
Its: -~"'I"7':.y.,,'-q<~""tl.J-u---\---
Even the most cursory reading of the Golden Release quoted verbatim above 
evidences a clear intent by Wadsworth to subordinate its lien claim to any lien or encumbrance 
that attached to the subj ect property prior to October 31, 2007. The waiver language is express, 
it is clearly stated, and it is not subject to multiple interpretations. WadswOlih knew each and 
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every time that it executed the Golden Releases that it was waiving "aU" rights associated with 
its lien claim and, more specifically, that its priority would be subordinate to any lien that 
attached before October 31, 2007, which would include American Bank's Mortgage that was 
recorded against the property on February 6,2007. 
C. Idaho Law Expressly Allows Parties To Waive the Priority of Their 
Mechanic's Liens. 
Idaho and other jurisdictions recognIze that parties can and have agreed to 
subordinate the priority of their lien through the use of a waiver and release. 
A lien claimant's priority is established by Idaho Code Section 45-506 which 
states: 
§ 45-506. Liens preferred claims 
The liens provided for in this chapter shall be on equal footing with 
those liens within the same class of liens, without reference to the 
date of the filing of the lien claim or claims and are preferred to 
any lien, mortgage or other encumbrance, which may have 
attached subsequent to the time when the building, improvement or 
structure was commenced, work done, equipment, materials or 
fixtures were rented or leased, or materials or professional services 
were commenced to be furnished; also to any lien, mortgage, or 
other encumbrance of which the lienholder had no notice, and 
which was unrecorded at the time the building, improvement or 
structure was commenced, work done, equipment, materials or 
fixtures were rented or leased, or materials or professional services 
were commenced to be furnished. 
In the case of Baker v. Boren, 129 Idaho 885, 934 P.2d 951 (1997), the Idaho Supreme Court 
supported the proposition that the priority date of a lien can be modified by agreement. 129 
Idaho at 896, 934 P.2d at 962 (distinguished but on other grounds). In Baker, the defendant 
hired plaintiff to remodel their home. The plaintiff executed a lien waiver stating that plaintiff 
had perforn1ed work on the residence that amounted to $27,908.66 and had been paid in full. Id. 
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129 Idaho at 889, 934 P.2d at 955. The supreme court stated that although the "lien waiver 
unambiguously released all of [Plaintiffs) rights against the property and acknowledged 
payment in full. .. as of June 17 [the] waiver does not release the [defendants] of any labor and 
material cost claims alleged by [plaintiff] subsequent to June 17." 129 Idaho at 888-89, 934 P.2d 
at 954-55. 
In an early case, the Idaho Supreme Court, in Smith v. Faris-Kesl Construction 
Co. Ltd., et ai., 27 Idaho 407, 429, 150 P. 25, 32 (1915), recognized the practice of a contractual 
lien waiver and release to waive priority. In Smith, the owner canal company and general 
contractor agreed in their contract to "waive and release on behalf of itself and its successors 
assigns, and subcontractors all lien or right of lien for work done" in a superior position to the 
mortgage so that the mortgage company's security remained in a priority first position. ld at 
428, 150 P. at 32. "[T]he parties [are] interested in having said mortgage constitute a first lien on 
said canal system, has and does hereby waive and release . .. all lien or right of lien for work 
done .... " ld. The agreement between the general contractor and subcontractor consistently 
stated that the subcontractor "does hereby waive any lien on the property .... " ld. The COUlt 
held this agreement did not act as a total bar to the subcontractor's right to a lien, but only 
changed the priority ofthe subcontractor's lien in relationship to the mortgage. ld. The 
agreement made the lien "subsequent to the mortgage" and "did by contract waive the priority 
of his lien to the $350,000 mortgage made by said Canyon Canal Company in favor of the 
American Trust & Savings Bank, as trustee." ld. (emphasis added). Thus, the Idaho Supreme 
COUli again recognized that via contractual agreement, a claimant can lose his priority over a 
mOligage, or any other lien. 
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The Idaho Supreme Court first interpreted the question of priority in 1905 in the 
case of Pacific States Savings, Loan & Building Co. v. Dubois et aI., 11 Idaho 319, 83 P. 513 
(1905). At that time, the question was whether the priority of all mechanics' liens "relate back" 
to the same date when commencement construction of the building first began, or whether 
priority was established by each individual lienor on the specific date its materials were first 
delivered and/or labor first commenced. Id. The trial court ruled in favor ofthe lien claimants 
that all liens had the same beginning priority date and "related back to the time of the 
commencement of the building" and gained priority over the mortgagee irrespective of whether 
labor or materials were delivered prior or subsequent to the recording of the mortgage. Id. at 
323, 83 P. at 513. On appeal, the supreme court agreed with the mortgage company, reversing 
the lower court's ruling and instead held that priority regarding mechanic's liens is established 
by the first date materials are proved to have actually been delivered or labor actually supplied. 
Id., 11 Idaho at 325-26,83 P. at 514. 
Though not interpreting a lien release in the priority dispute, the court in Pacific 
States emphasized a strong public policy statement supporting lenders. That policy should also 
apply to the present case. The supreme court stated: 
Money is absolutely necessary for building anywhere, and, if 
security cannot be given until the building is completed and all 
liens cleared, it would in many cases be impossible to complete the 
work. We think the case at bar furnishes a good illustration of the 
evil effects of such a construction of our statute. 
11 Idaho at 350,83 P. at 524. Simply put, advancing the view that a lien waiver and release 
CalIDot change priority would undercut the above policy in that a lender could never be assured 
of its mortgage's priority until after the entire project was completed and all amounts paid to the 
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general contractor, which may have begun work prior the mortgage being recorded. If that were 
the law, no lender would ever extend credit on any project that has already begun. 
In 1924, the Idaho Supreme Court addressed the concept of priority by agreement 
by relying on case law from New York, Iowa and Tennessee to conclude that changes in priority 
status of a mechanic's lien must be expressed and cannot be inferred. Carlson-Lusk Hardware 
Co. v. Kammann, 39 Idaho 654, 657,229 P. 85, 86 (1924) (stating, " ... [I]n the absence of 
express provision, a lien created by statute is subsequent to other liens which are prior in time."). 
In 1936, the Idaho Supreme Court again addressed the question of priority by agreement in the 
context of the continued employment of mine worker. See White v. Constitution Min. & Mill. 
Co. et al., 56 Idaho 403, 425, 55 P.2d 152, 162 (1936). In its analysis of the continuing nature of 
the employment, the court referred to and quoted the Utah case of Fields v. Daisy Gold Mining 
Co. for the rule that a presumption of priority as of commencement of the furnishing of materials 
arises with regards to a continuous contract unless rebutted by an express agreement. Id. at 422 
P.2d at 161. 
Other jurisdictions are in accord. See First Union Nat 'I Bank v. RP B 2, LLC, 674 
N.W. 2d 1, *4 and *5 (N.D. 2004) (stating "A party entitled to a mechanic's lien may waive that 
right by a signed writing. A party may also be estopped from asserting a mechanic's lien by 
conduct constituting estoppel.") (also citing to Minnesota and Nevada case law, which upheld 
lien waivers supported by consideration.); accord, Richard's Lumber & Supply Co. v. Nat 'I Bank 
of Joliet, 336 N.E. 2d 820,837 (Ill. App. 3d 1975) (stating "The bank loaned money to Witbrod 
in reliance on the waivers, which had been completed and presented to the bank. Under the 
facts, the appellants would lose any priority they might otherwise have had as to the bank by 
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reason oftheir mechanic's liens."); see also Herbert & Brooner Constr. Co. v. Golden, 499 
S.W.2d 541, 545 (Mo. Ct. App. 1973) (stating "A claim oflien as well as the preference 
accorded the lien by statute may be waived, but the intention to do so must be clearly 
manifested. "). 
D. Wadsworth Did Not Perform Any Work Giving Rise to a Claim of Lien Until 
After American Bank Recorded Its Mortgage on February 6, 2007. 
As noted above, Wadsworth did not register as a contractor until January 9, 2007. 
Assuming arguendo that Wadsworth's failure to have performed work as a registered contractor 
"at all times" under Idaho law as required by Idaho Code Section 54-5217(2) does not create an 
absolute bar to its claim of priority, Wadsworth bears the burden to at least establish that it 
performed lienable work between January 9,2007 and the time that American Bank recorded its 
Mortgage, i.e., February 6, 2007. See Elec. Wholesale Supply Co. v. Nielson, 136 Idaho 814, 
821,41 P.3d 242, 250 (2001); see also Boone v. P & B Logging Co., 88 Idaho 111, 115,397 
P.2d 31, 33 (1964) (citing burden of proof standard for logger's liens); and Wheatcroft v. Giffith, 
42 Idaho 231, 245 P. 71, 73 (1926) (citing burden of proof standard for farm labor lien). As it 
applies to a mechanic's lien, work is lienable where the lien claimant shows "that the labor or 
materials were incorporated into the land or building that is the subject ofthe claim." Elec. 
Wholesale, 136 Idaho at 821, 41 P.3d at 250. See also Baker v. Boren, 129 Idaho 885, 895, 934 
P.2d 951,961 (1997) ("The purpose of the mechanic's lien statutes is remedial in nature and 
seeks to provide protection to laborers and materialmen who have added directly to the value of 
the property of another by their materials or labor. "). Conversely, "where the labor is not used or 
the materials are not incorporated into the building, structure or improvement, no lien on the land 
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or building results." ehie/lndus., Inc. v. Schwendiman, 99 Idaho 682, 687, 587 P.2d 823, 829 
(1978). 
The work that took place between January 9,2007 (the date Wadsworth registered 
as a contractor), and February 6, 2007 (the date American Bank recorded its Mortgage), 
associated with Wadsworth's claim oflien for its construction of a golf course was to "monitor 
erosion control, inspect[] yard and equipment for vandalism, general outlook of job site." See 
Anderson Af£, Ex. H, Operations Reports (Ex. 71 to Harrell Depo.). This claimed "lienable 
work" took place in the dead of winter and did not add directly to the value of the property nor 
did such work incorporate labor or materials into the golf course improvement. Elec. Wholesale, 
136 Idaho at 821, 41 P.3d at 250. Simply put, Wadsworth's efforts to prevent vandalism or 
erosion control did nothing to add value to the land; to the contrary, such efforts at most ensured 
no diminution in value to the land. Under Idaho law, no "lienable work" exists until such time as 
that work was actually "incorporated into the land or building that is the subject of the claim." 
Work does not, therefore, become "lienable work" until it actually improves the value of the land 
or structure by virtue of some associated construction activity. 
Because Wadsworth cannot rely on preliminary non-lienable work to establish its 
alleged commencement date, the earliest possible date Wadsworth's lien could have attached to 
the project at issue was after American Bank recorded its Mortgage on February 6, 2007. 
Accordingly, Wadsworth's mechanic's lien is clearly junior and subordinate American Bank's 
Mortgage. 
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E. Alternatively, Wadsworth's Claims of Lien Must Be Subordinate to All 
Other Liens. 
In the event that this Court finds that Wadsworth did not contractually agree to waive its lien 
priority when executed the contractually-required Golden Releases, then such lien claims should 
be subordinated and postponed to all other liens. Idaho Code Section 45-508 provides: 
In every case in which one (1) claim is filed against two (2) or 
more ... improvements, owned by the same person, the person 
filing such claim must, at the same time, designate the amount due 
him on each of said ... improvement; otherwise the lien of such 
claim is postponed to other liens. 
(Emphasis added.) 
Wadsworth contracted with BRN to construct the golf course known as Black 
Rock North. See Anderson Aff., Ex. B (Harrell Depo. at 22:5-8; 45:9-20). In its Notice of Claim 
of Lien, Wadsworth claimed a lien against all of the real property associated with the Black Rock 
N011h development and did not limit its claim to the real property associated with the 
construction of the golf course. Compare Answer and Counterclaim at Ex. B, with First 
Amended Complaint at Ex. A. Accordingly, Wadsworth's claim oflien is filed against two or 
more improvements. However, Wadsworth did nothing to parse out or designate the amounts 
due as against each improvement as required by Idaho Code Section 45-508. Instead, 
Wadsworth made a general claim of lien for the full amount of $2,329,439.72 together with 
interest. Because Wadsworth failed to properly designate the amount due for each improvement, 
Wadsworth failed to substantially comply with the statutory requirement set f011h in Idaho Code 
Section 45-508 and its lien claims must be postponed and subordinated to all other liens on the 
propel1y. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, American Bank respectfully requests this Court 10 
grant is motion for partial summary judgment and to determine that American Bank's Mortgage 
has priority over Wadsworth's claim of lien and its claim oflien on behalf of its subcontractors. 
r~ 
DATED this ~ day of July, 2010. 
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By--=--t_f"--__ 
Tyler J. Anderson - Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Sr-
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this j.1 -day of July, 2010, I caused a true and 
conect copy of the foregoing AMERICAN BANK'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT 
WADSWORTH GOLF RE: LIEN PRIORITY to be served by the method indicated below, 
and addressed to the following: 
Jolm R. Layman 
LA YMAN, LAYMAN & ROBINSON, PLLP 
601 S. Division St. 
Spokane, W A 99202 
Facsimile (509) 624-2902 
Attorney for Defendants BRN Development, 
BRN Investments, BRN-Lake View Joint 
Venture, Marshal Chesrown, Lake View AG, 
Robert Levin, Trustee For The Roland M 
Casati Family Trust, Dated June 5,2008 and 
Ryker Young Revocable Trust 
Barry W. Davidson 
DA VlDSON BACKMAN MEDEIROS PLLC 
601 W. Riverside #1550 
Spokane, W A 99201 
Facsimile (509) 623-1660 
Co-Attorney for BRN Development, BRN 
Investments, BRN-Lake View Joint Venture, 
Marshal Chesrown, Lake View A G, Robert 
Levin, Trustee For The Roland M. Casati 
Family Trust, Dated June 5, 2008 and Ryker 
Young Revocable Trust 
Charles B. Lempesis 
ATTORNEY AT LA W 
W. 201 Seventh Ave. 
Post Falls, ID 83854 
Facsimile (208) 773-1044 
Attorney for Defendant Thorco, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) facsimile 
( 0"E-mail 
(~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) yacsimile 
('-'fE-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) facsimile 
(0'E-mail 
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Robert 1. Fasnacht 
A ITORNEY AT LAW 
850 W. Ironwood Drive #101 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile (208) 664-4789 
Attorney for Defendant Interstate Concrete & 
Asphalt Company 
Edward J. Anson 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DA VENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
608 Northwest Blvd. #300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Facsimile (208) 667-8470 
Attorney for Defendants The Turf Corporation, 
Wadsworth Golf Construction Company of the 
Southwest and Precision Irrigation, Inc. 
Richard D. Campbell 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KlRBY, PLLC 
7 S. Howard St. #416 
Spokane, W A 99201 
Facsimile (509) 455-7111 
Attorneys for Defendant Polin & Young 
Construction 
Timothy M. Lawlor 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT & 
TOOLE, P.S. 
422 W. Riverside Ave., Suite 1100 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Facsimile (509) 458-2717 
Attorney for Defendant Taylor Engineering, Inc. 
Steven C. Wetzel 
Kevin P. Holt 
WETZEL WETZEL & HOLT, PLLC 
618 N. 4th St., Suite 2 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83814-3021 
Facsimile (208) 664-6741 
Attorneysfor Defendant ACI Northwest, Inc. 
( ~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Deli vered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) E-mail 
( )}J.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
(0 Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) E-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) yacsimile 
(\fE-mail 
(v{ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) pacsimile 
(0'E-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) yacsimile 
(0'E-mail 
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Maggie Y. Lyons, Receiver 
RESOLVE FINANCIAL GROUP 
3731 N. Ramsey Rd., Suite 11 OB 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Terrance R. Harris 
RAMSDEN & LYONS, LLP 
700 Northwest Blvd. 
P.O. Box 1336 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336 
Attorneys for Receiver 
(..{'U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) E-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( 1£acsimile 
(v) E-mail 
f;... Tyler 1. Anderson 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT OF K/~~~7-¥~~~ 
In the Matter of the Petition of: 
AMERICAN BANK for Release of 
Mechanic's Lien of ACI Northwest, Inc. Upon 
Posting of Surety Bond 
Case No. CV 09-2619 
ORDER SETTING DATE AND TIME 
FOR HEARING ON PETITION FOR 
RELEASE OF MECHANIC'S LIEN 
Petitioner American Bank having petitioned the Court pursuant to Idaho Code 
Section 45-518 et seq., for the release of the Notice of Claim of Lien described in the Petition 
upon the posting of a surety bond, notice is hereby given that a hearing on the Petition will be 
held on the 27th day of July, 2010, at 3:00 o'clock p.m., in the District Court of the State of 
Idaho in and for the First Judicial District, Kootenai County, 501 Government Way, Coeur 
d' Alene, Idaho. 
If, on the hearing of the Petition, the Court finds that the proof required is 
evinced, the liens will be released of record as provided by Idaho Code Section 45-521. 
The within and foregoing Order shall be served on the lien claimant described in 
the Petition in the same manner as provided by law for service of a summons at least two (2) 
days before the date set for the hearing. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Court's seal has been affixed hereto as of this 
]'-1:" 
2.~ day of July, 2010. 
The Honorable John P. Luster 
District Judge 
ORDER SETTING DATE AND TIME FOR HEARING ON 
PETITION FOR RELEASE OF MECHANIC'sJ..Il¥~ 5 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE jF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thiqI day of July, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER SETTING DATE AND TIME FOR HEARING ON 
PETITION FOR RELEASE OF MECHANIC'S LIEN to be served by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Layman 
LAYMAN, LAYMAN & ROBINSON, PLLP 
601 S. Division St. 
~ Spokane, WA 99202 
Facsimile (509) 624-2902 
Attorney for Defendants BRN Development, 
BRN Investments, BRN-Lake View Joint 
Venture, Marshal Chesrown, Lake View AG, 
Robert Levin, Trustee For The Roland M. 
Casati Family Trust, Dated June 5,2008 and 
Ryker Young Revocable Trust 
Barry W. Davidson 
DAVIDSON BACKMAN MEDEIROS PLLC 
601 W. Riverside #1550 
Spokane, WA 99201 
~Facsimile (509) 623-1660 
Co-Attorney for BRN Development, BRN 
Investments, BRN-Lake View Joint Venture, 
Marshal Chesrown, Lake View A G, Robert 
Levin, Trustee For The Roland M. Casati 
Family Trust, Dated June 5,2008 and Ryker 
Young Revocable Trust 
Ryker Young, Trustee 
RYKER YOUNG REVOCABLE TRUST 
2448 S. Manard Road 
Fort Gibson, OK 74434 
Pro Se Defendant Ryker Young, Trustee For The 
Ryker Young Revocable Trust 
Charles B. Lempesis 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
W. 201 Seventh Ave. 
~ Post Falls, ID 83854 
"Facsimile (208) 773-1044 
Attorney for Defendant Thorco, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
~Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
, Facsimile 
0{) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
,,( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
~ o Overnight Mail 
yFacsimile 
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Robert J. Fasnacht 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
850 W. Ironwood Drive #101 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
~acsimile (208) 664-4789 
Attorney for Defendant Interstate Concrete & 
Asphalt Company 
Edward J. Anson 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
608 Northwest Blvd. #300 
~ Coeur d' Alene, ID 83814-2146 
'\ Facsimile (208) 667-8470 
Attorney for Defendants The Turf Corporation, 
Wadsworth Golf Construction Company of the 
Southwest and Precision Irrigation, Inc. 
Richard D. Campbell 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY, PLLC 
7 S. Howard St. #416 
~ Spokane, WA 99201 
"Facsimile (509) 455-7111 
Attorneysfor Defendant Polin & Young 
Construction 
Timothy M. Lawlor 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY,DAVENPORT & 
TOOLE, P.S. 
"" 422 W. Riverside Ave., Suite 1100 
'" Spokane, W A 99201 
Facsimile (509) 458-2717 
Attorney/or Defendant Taylor Engineering, Inc. 
Steven C. Wetzel 
Kevin P. Holt 
WETZEL WETZEL & HOLT, PLLC 
618 N. 4th St., Suite 2 
~ Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-3021 
Facsimile (208) 664-6741 
Attorneysfor Defendant ACI Northwest, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail tt Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail '1- Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail r; Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
~Facsimile 
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Maggie Y. Lyons, Receiver 
RESOLVE FINANCIAL GROUP 
3731 N. Ramsey Rd., Suite 11 OB 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944 
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
10 1 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
~ Boise,ID 83701 
'" Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
Nancy L. Isserlis, ISB No. 7331 
Elizabeth A. Tellessen, ISB No. 7393 
WINSTON & CASHATT 
250 Northwest Blvd., Suite 107 A 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Facsimile (509) 838-1416 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Terrance R. Harris 
RAMSDEN & LYONS LLP 
700 Northwest Blvd 
PO Box 1336 
C5eur D'Alene ID 83816-1336 
lri'f, {/jj -5<6Y;~ 
~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
'() Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail Y Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
~ Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
~vernight Mail j" acsimile 
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IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
In the Matter of the Petition of: 
Case No. CV 09-2619 
AMERICAN BANK for Release of 
Mechanic's Liens of ACI Northwest, Inc. 
Upon Posting of Surety Bond 
ORDER RELEASING CLAIM OF LIEN 
This matter carne regularly before the Court at a hearing on July 27, 2010 at 
3 :00 p.m. This Court having determined that: 
(a) ACI Northwest, Inc. have been duly served with the Court's order setting 
the time and place for hearing at least two (2) days prior to the hearing hereon; 
(b) Petitioner American Bank having presented satisfactory proof as required 
by Idaho Code Section 45-521 that a bond complying with the form prescribed by Idaho Code 
Section 45-519 was procured and paid for with respect to the: 
(i) Notice of Claim of Lien filed by ACI Northwest, Inc. on August 
15,2009, and recorded as Instrument No. 2216696000, in the records of the Kootenai County 
Recorder, a complete copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 
(ij) Endorsement to Claim of Lien for Payment on Account filed by 
ACI Northwest, Inc. on December 10,2009 in the records of the Kootenai County Recorder, as 
Instrument No. 2244689000, a complete copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit B; and 
(c) the original bond in the amount of $2,250,000.00 having been filed with 
the Court; 
ORDER RELEASING CLAIM OF LIEN - 1 Client:1702506.1 
17390RIGINAL 
(d) ACI Northwest, Inc. having agreed to the fonn ofthis Order; and 
(e) ACI Northwest, Inc. having agreed that the real property subject to the 
mortgage lien of American Bank ("Real Property") is described in Exhibit C attached hereto and 
incorporated herein by this reference; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, and this does order, that the: 
(a) Notice of Claim of Lien filed by ACI Northwest, Inc. on August 15,2009, 
and recorded as Instrument No. 2216696000, in the records of the Kootenai County Recorder, 
against and the Real Property; and 
(b) Endorsement to Claim of Lien for Payment on Account filed by ACI 
Northwest, Inc. on December 10,2009 in the records ofthe Kootenai County Recorder, as 
Instrument No. 2244689000, against the Real Property; 
are hereby released of record for all purposes, to the same extent as if such liens had been 
released of record by ACI Northwest, Inc. and if such claims are asserted by motion pursuant to 
Idaho Code Section 45-523 or in an independent action pursuant to Idaho Code Section 45-522, 
the bond filed herein shall be subject to the claims that would otherwise constitute liens against 
the above-described property. 
fh 
DATED this 21 day ofJuly, 2010. 
ORDER RELEASING CLAIM OF LIEN - 2 




CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ay ofJuly, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER RELEASING CLAIM OF LIEN to be served by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
John R. Layman (0'lJ.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
LAYMAN, LAYMAN & ROBINSON, PLLP ( ) Hand Delivered 
601 S. Division St. ( ) Overnight Mail 
Spokane, W A 99202 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile (509) 624-2902 
Attorney for Defendants BRN Development, 
BRN Investments, BRN-Lake View Joint 
Venture, Marshal Chesrown, Lake View AG, 
Robert Levin, Trustee For The Roland M 
Casati Family Trust, Dated June 5,2008 and 
Ryker Young Revocable Trust 
Barry W. Davidson 
DAVIDSON BACKMAN MEDEIROS PLLC 
601 W. Riverside #1550 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Facsimile (509) 623-1660 
Co-Attorney for BRN Development, BRN 
Investments, BRN-Lake View Joint Venture, 
Marshal Chesrown, Lake View AG, Robert 
Levin, Trustee For The Roland M Casali 
Family Trust, Dated June 5, 2008 and Ryker 
Young Revocable Trust 
Ryker Young, Trustee 
RYKER YOUNG REVOCABLE TRUST 
2448 S. Manard Road 
Fort Gibson, OK 74434 
Pro Se Defendant Ryker Young, Trustee For The 
Ryker Young Revocable Trust 
Charles B. Lempesis 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
W.201 Seventh Ave. 
Post Falls, ID 83854 
Facsimile (208) 773-1044 
Attorney for Defendant Thorco, Inc. 
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(~s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(Y11.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
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Robert J. Fasnacht 
A TIORNEY AT LAW 
850 W. Ironwood Drive #101 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile (208) 664-4789 
Attorney for Defendant Interstate Concrete & 
Asphalt Company 
Edward J. Anson 
WrnIERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P .S. 
608 Northwest Blvd. #300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Facsimile (208) 667-8470 
Attorney for Defendants The Turf Corporation, 
Wadsworth Golf Construction Company of the 
Southwest and Precision Irrigation, Inc. 
Richard D. Campbell 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY, PLLC 
7 S. Howard S1. #416 
Spokane,WA 99201 
Facsimile (509) 455-7111 
Attorneys for Defendant Polin & Young 
Construction 
Timothy M. Lawlor 
WI1HERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT & 
TOOLE,P.S. 
422 W. Riverside Ave., Suite 1100 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Facsimile (509) 458-2717 
Attorney for Defendant Taylor Engineering, Inc. 
Steven C. Wetzel 
Kevin P. Holt 
WETZEL WETZEL & HOLT, PLLC 
618 N. 4th St., Suite 2 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-3021 
Facsimile (208) 664-6741 
Attorneys for Defendant ACI Northwest, Inc. 
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(0lJ.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(o/O.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(0iJ.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(J-tJ.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(J-B.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Fa~simile 
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Maggie Y. Lyons, Receiver 
RESOLVE FINANCIAL GROUP 
3731 N. Ramsey Rd., Suite 110B 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
T41e.r Qnd.er-5QI-J 
Ratldan A. Peterman, lSB No. 1944 
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973 
MOFFATI, THOMAS, BARRETI, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise,ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
Nancy L. IsserIis, ISB No. 7331 
Elizabeth A. Tellessen, ISB No. 7393 
WINSTON & CASHATT 
250 Northwest Blvd., Suite 107 A 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Facsimile (509) 838-1416 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Terrance R. Harris 
RAMSDEN & LYONS LLP 
700 Northwest Blvd 
POBox 1336 
Coeur D'Alene ID 83816-1336 
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ACI Northwest, Inc. Notice of Claim of Lien 




CLAIM OF LIEN 
1. The name oithe.Claimant is ACI Northwest, Inc., an Idaho corporation, 
haVing itS principai place ofbu~inessat 6600 North .Government Way~ Coeur d'Alene, 
Idaho 838]5. . 
2:. The name-b.fthe. i;lwnel' ofrell1 property:a:gainst which.said lien is claimed 
is BnN D.evelopment, Ihi;:'i'tmJdabt> 'OOlyoratioJi ~Crejriafte:r "Ownerj. 
3. The 'Clalmllilt hereby *laim~:a·ljen.a~·all.propertieS described in.the 
.attached Exhiblt ")..:.'. 
4: This li~ni:sC1aimedfo;t monieS due lP1dowibg.to Claimantfor various 
construction wOrk. includmg ~1!l :Q9tJimJted to'U1~·conslmctibn of streets, 'golf cartpatbs,. 
'~QI~erts, ditChes, swa)es,.;wet and dry lltiIi1ies,.l'ilOl)g with. demolition, excavation. and 
p-iping~' . 
5. 1'he.n;lat~l:ll~bor and materi{!l$ were.:penonnedand mrnished at· the 
request' ofBRN'Developin-ent;Inc. 
6. Peiromianee of the .tela ted hi1;>ri.r4nd furnishing of the related materials 
emnmenced on October 1-~.2006 and ended on March 17, 2009. 
7. The I!mount claimed due and owing to the Claimant for the labor and 
materials is Sl.49?;8.i1.6il . .re.~.dtla4hed'EXhlbit "B"" 
8. A lien is also .claimed fof~l~t due·.and owing at twelve percent (12%) 
'~r annum j>muant to Idaho Co.deSe~tion Zs-'22-1 04(1)1 in the amo.Uilt of$32,466.08 as 
of May 31, 2009, plus $4!B.09)let-day:every day thereafter, until p;Pd. see attached 
Exhibit "B"" . 
9. In the event·6fUHgation, 'aJien is also claimed for any costs'and attorneys' 
fees awardedJ>Ul'8uant tp Idaho Code Section 45 .. ,$ 13. 
TO" All amounts claimed.under this1ien ,are fair, just and equitable for the 
materials thai were supplied ilDdlQr tbe.IabQr that w.as performed . 







STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) :ss 
County ofKootenoi ) 
AdIl'Loper,.hclng first duty sworn.deposes and says: 
l am th~ s~rrrea.s:urer of ;AOlNorlhwest, Ine;,.thc., Claimant in' the. abov.e-
elltitled Claim of Lien. I 'am coIilpetenHo testify as to ail matters· con~ed in.this Clahn 
·ofLien.Jhave:read.theforeg()ing Claim 0fLi~.lKnowthe contents thereof; and r 
lestifythat'tbc facts slated ·therChi are we, corr.eet:and just based upon my persQn8.1 
knowledge. . 
ACI Northw~t, ln~. 
S.TATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ~ss. 
CoUJl1y ofKo-pt!mai .) 
On this 1 ~~Y'OfJunC!, Z0Q9. b.efore·me:tha undersigned. a.Notary pUblic in 
~a.nd for the Statc'ofIdaho, persoually·app¢art:d Ada Lop.crt lo;lQwn tome to 'bethe 
·S.eaetaryltr.c.)~ of AcI Northw~f, Inc .• 'who ac1pJ9wled~ to me that she executed 
the. withininstmment and' acknoWledged.to:)JlC 1h:at ·she. execUled the satne for and on 
~~l1alf.of.ACINorthweSt, Inc. . 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Ibave hereonto ~t IIl)'·band. anil ~ed my official 
sealt;he .y:ruJd. year first ~.ov~ wrlttcnin ·this. ·"eroticale. 
CLAIM OF lJF;N 
~.~ 0GCl£ 
Notary for the Sbite.· of'ldah~ /t' . 








Order N6. 6001-17833.l 
TBE'llOLLOWlNG 4 T.RAcrsLABELLEbA;-D:~  LOrS!7.AND8lN~CTION 8 • 
TOWNSHIP 48ND~. JrANGE'4 WFSl'~ BO~~lAN. S:~ COUNI'Y,IDAHO: 
'.mAar A: 
A'.OlACl' OF LAND,LOCA'l'.E1HN GOVEltNMJ1:N'l''1iOO'~. ~~:8,:'.l'OWN8BIP 48 NOR.'m, 
:R.<\NGB,4 WBS'l'. B'OISEMERlDIAN, :xOa.mN'AlCO~"STAT,B OFD>ABO, ~E$CRIBEJ:) AS 
FOLLOWB: 
COMMENcING ATTimNO~COIUm.R,P:F.'$AlD 'G,ODRNMENTL'()'J,!:~; 
.'.l'.ImNCE SOUl'H3'DBGimESS1i03"'WF..ST':A'L'ONG'TlIE-WEsT'LiNEOJ/'" S~ ®VImNMENl'LOT. 
ADJ$.t'ANCB O~,1.1U.1'F.EE'i' TO -Tn.E NOmmGllT'oit:WAY -(Ui':ExJsnNG LOW'S BAY 
ROAD; 
THENCE 55.0 SO~Y.AL{)NG'A- ClIR.VBTO'.riatIUmn'WlTB ARADJUS,OF_290,O ' 
'.mETONA CHOlID BEAJUNG'SOtJ'l'H 6S'DEGRBEs:l7iM"'BAS.i'. 5-5;1$'O;mET; • 
'I'IlENCE Soum &DEGR:EJrS 47'3911 EAS'ALONG,S.i\lD Ri~OF'WAY.1l5.37 FEET TO 
'.l'JIB'T.RUEPOINT. OF :BEGINNING; 
TJiENCE,NORTR3 DEGRImS37'03" EAS,r. '588.0 F.im'r; 
'l'.BENCESOU'l'll86 D'EG.REBs"54'3!)" EAS';r.95s..4F.E'R1' TO nm~QNWl1'l.i T1iE 
NOlt'l1llUGHT OF'WAY OF~G coUNrt. ROAn; 
THENCE SOUTH 42 DEGREES 3lJ'lQA wBsr ALONG SAmlUGHT OFWAY-53806 fEET; 
THENCE.ALC)NGSAIDmGIl'J,' OF'WA.Y' ort A, ClJIt.~ 'fO 'mE JUGBT,lfiM7 .mETWlTHA 
RADWS OF 690.0 FEET AND A CEN'l'RALANGLE OJ' 13 DEGREES,24'll1"; 
'mENCE SOU.TH 55 DEGREEs ~8'39"WESr ALONG SAID RlG~ OFWAYi 101.1.7 FEET; . 
THENCE ALONG SAID mGFl' OF WAY ON A CURVE '.fO THERIGHl'. 341.96 F.lmT'wtm A 
RADIUS OP~.O:FREl' ANP A ~ANGLE'OF61D~ 13'41"; 
THENCE NORTH 62 DEGREES 4'1'39" WEs.r ALONG SAID ltlGBT Ol1WAY, 100.0 Ilm1!r TO 'T1IE 
TRUB f.OlNT OF BEGINNING. 
T.R.ACT:B: 
A PARCELOJ'LAND LOCATED.IN TIm NORTHBALF 01 SECTION 8, TOWNSBII' 4S NORTH, 
RANGE 4 WEST OF'l'BE BOISE MERlDlAN.,KOOO'.RlfAl COUNTY, IDAHO. BAID PARCEL BEING 
1747 
". 







Order No. 6001-17833.2 
BXHJBlT"A" 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
APOR.TION OFGO~·LOT1. ~AJD SECTION 8, MOREPARTlCQLARLY DESCRIBED 
AS ro~LOW'S: ' 
: -; ~ . ·S; '.' ·'·WltMhSt.·eO.nNElt:O.p:Jl9T2tl.-AS'8IiOWliT·ON _.~C():RD OF 
W,*; .. ~. ~W .- ... 'lifiii;'W)102O .. Fl.tBDlNBOOX •. i\!t.PA.~~~' 
~ , ' ~'iIR_:WiacR;!us~Oll~~.~¢tI(jN':BEA1tS 
SOlrrii3:l)~.2ili~ii. . '. ·A.:P1ST~CR·0l!'1.1S'.89 JBl'; 
'1'HBN~'SOtrmB6])~'54t:39" EASl' ALONG!lS NORTIUlOUNDARY l..lNB, SAID 
-GO~:wrif .. AbJsrANcE<m:WU4mrTO-TBENOltTBJWTCOltNER:OF 
iL()T';,. "_ 
THtmcm.3-D~GiUm8;a1"'03"WBBT ~G'l1m-BA.:STERL"1lODNDARY LINE. SAlD,WI' 
1, 4l>l$'tAN.C$QF,766;0l~ ® TIlE TRUB roIN:r,()II'~EG1NNING JOlt THIS 
DB~ONJ 
Til:SNCB:SotlTJl3"DiG~:m.03"·WES'l' .CONTINUING ALONG SAlDLlNBA.J)mAN'Cic 
OF34S~'Os:liimTro:fAl'blNr'Ol'('TBE~ORTmmLY -RIGHT OIl'WAY~ OJ.!'·LOmr'S BAY 
ROAD."sm.:FOMlimNG-ft'l1EBEGiNNlNG OF A NO~TANGBJi/T .CURVECONCAVE TO'THE 
SO~ ilA.VlNG:A iitmJris.DF2!!O~09IXE'1:;THRoUGn It. CEN'l"llAL ANG:LE·OF sb ' . 
-P~~'.60':~ 'i}!s.rA,NcE-4LONG'l1IE.ARC OP'25'i.s:Hi'B~} TI;IE CHORD BEARING' 
OF StUD:OURVJfBEING SO'(mi'8()·DBGREES ~I 47" WES'tl 
~NQE:~Oum-5~:J.>~~:).81 10" WJl$N~Olfr,lNlJlNG ALONG BAlD IU6irrOF'WAY, A 
JjJ8'l'AN~'(j.F:'ii!1...1fJ.'1!l!Jfl'm~·1J~G OJ.!'A CURVECONCA,VE TO '£1m 
SOtJ'l'BE~.l.JAVlN(; A ~ltJ8 OJ' 1980.00 FBET, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLl;t OF'1 
DEGREES.821 ~"~A:;DlST~ ALONG 'l'BE A'RC OF 243.38.FEBT; 
TBENCESOlJii!B48'J:)EGR'EES:1S' 4QI 'WFs.r CONTINUiNG ALONG BAID RIGHT OF'w AY'A 
DIS'l'ANCE OF243;Q'.J:KE'rTO.ioBBEGINNING{)F A CURVE CONCAVE TO TIlE 
NOJi'J.';iJ;WF.ST, JlAVlNG J\l~ADlUS~F670.00·JI'EET, TimQUGHA CENTRAL AN~ 01l"1~ 
DEG~ OOr* ,ADlSTAN:~.AU>NG'J.".8l' ~C OF 128.63 )!EET; 
'I;'HENCENORTlI3'DJr.G.Iums51'04J1EASTLBAVINGSAlDlUGIlI'OFWAY.ADlSTANCE 
QF279~~~ 
~CE NO).tT,H liSDEGiUmS,-{)I)' OIY' EAST A D1STANCB OF 831.46 FEET; 
TIJENCR S01J'l'.il86DEGREEB '54' 391l EflSr A DlSrANCE OIl' .84.09 FEET; 
THENCE soum 41 DEGREES 42' 23" EAST A DlSTANCE OF 133.87 F.EE1'; 
THENCE SOUTil86'l>EGREBS,S4' 39i' EAST A DISTANCE OF 568090 'J!EF[t 'fO THE TRUE roJ~"OF BEGINNING. ' 
T.RACI'e: 
A PARcEL OFLAlIDLOCATlID IN TliENORTlJ BALF OF SECTlON 8, TOWNSHIP 48 
NORT,H. J.tANGR4WEST, BOlSE MmUl>IAN. KOOl'ENAl COUNTY, IDAlIO, SAID PARCEL 
-,:i 





; ........ .. 
Order' No. 6001-1'1833.2 
mmmrr"A" 
LEQAL,Dl!SqUP"IJON 
:BEING A I'OltTlONOF OOVERNPtIENT LOT 7, SAID,SECTION 8, ~ORE P.AltTJCULARLY 
J>BS6uBED AS JlOLLOWS: 
:C~~~(f'A-T/liJB.loJO~~Q~ ~~~!:A.8'·$.()WN:O~',.'REC0nD-o.lI 
.,,', ' iYiWG_&'~RN. :R.J,.S.,Il0i0' ,:ltQ.Jm,lN$,()ttlI~:A'rPAGE$S9~ , 
.K: ' -':ain:iImimcm~ii\PM~Wl1l~,~~:p~:~AmQ!mON'$·:b~ 
sPD'l1i3'DEGIUmS'2Bl~" ~.I:A ~~~CJHm1159~;EElU; 
TBBNcE'8()l11'B3,J)E~:~' 3"II'~; ..u.bN(;;,~:~Y,:BOUl'IDARYL1NEOJ! 
LOTZO, AS snoWNON'S~imC,ORD:()F~¥, AJ)is'.rM.'l~'OJr67.i.,CJ:!. ~'l'O ' 
~'SOlJT.8BAST CQ~,~II':s.mu:.qr2{l','SAlIH;;.~~'BE1NGTBET.RUEP01NTOJ!'~ 
B:B~G)fOltT.HIS:1)~ONf ' 
TlI8NeE SOUTlU6:D_EEil54I'tj9;I, EASx.A:ms:r~CE:'0lf.~58MO Jl.EE'l'; 'EBENCE 
soum 16 DEam:sCH!"(lQ't'WBS1? A. 'Dlst~cE' b:t·~l,46'~; 
'J'lIBN(!E:sC).lim~J)~~~I:04!t W;IWr~ 'A ])isrAN:~,01rj.7M5 J!.ImT'tO A POINT 
ON TIm~OliT.B:RlCBT'l>F·WAY.~,~l';LQFF'B::BAY RO.AJ): " 
T.IIBNCE.NOltTIUJ6nmroms 491 !J.6!' 'WB8;r~'~YiNG,.s'AJJ):RIGRT OFWA,Y, A. 
DISTANCE OJ!3"'.86-~TO 'mES~CO~'(J'Jil:<OT,2t.,ASSHOWN ON TIm 
SAID.1lECOlID'Oll'SURVEtl 
TlIENCEN01lT1i3 J>EG:REEs 2)'3(IIEAST, ~ONGTlIEEAST,ERtY<BOU1U)ARYLINE, 
SAID'LOT Zl, ADI~ANCEOF i08Ull :mE'r-TO TB.E!i'1tUE)!OINT- OF BEGJNNINQ. 
T.RACT D THEFOLLOWJNG,3 PARCEr;S; 
'nL\CTl: 
TJIA7'PPllTJ01',.()P G(l~~or:8,~CTJQN8. roWNSHiP.48 NOR'l'lJ. RANGE A 
WEST, ,BO)SE MERIDJA1II'f ltQ.()'i'ENAi. CO~.,iJ)AHO, LYING NORTH OFLOli'F'S'BAY 
CO'ONTY'ROAll. D~CRmiID ASWLtoWsl ' . 
BEGJNNING AT mENORT.8W,ESTC9:RNmt'0l1 ~AID,GO~ LOT~; 
'.I'.IlENCE SOUrH86 DEGlUm8 54"3!)1IJMSI!; ALONG TIlE NOltTH L1NE TImREOFZ15.00 
P1!ZT; . 
'i'lmNOE·SOlJ'IB 03 DEGRImS28I '34"WEsr, '587.9'7 FEET~ 
'1'BEl'IOEN0RT886 D:£GBEJlS'54'391f~; 0.3L:mET; 
TaKNCE SOUTH 00 ,DRGUEB 281 34" WEST. 588.00li'EET TO THE,NORTHMARGlN QF 
BAlD LOl1'I1'SBAY ROAD; , 
TBENCE NORTH 62 DEGREES 1ft' 3l>"'WBST. ALONG SAID'J'lORTlI MARGlN 115.37:mET 






TBROUGB A CENT.RALANGLE OF n DEGREES OO'lfll'. AJ'l ARC DIsTANCE Oll' 5.5.69 
F.EEl'; 
T.DENCi!:NOll1'1lm D~ 37' 00" E~t AL.ON$'I'I:IE"WES't ~ OJ! SA]]) 
OOVERNrlmNTLOTI, 1111.tO mmTTPTBE-NORTHLlNB~P; AND.TIIE TRUE-
J>OINT-OPllEGlNNING. 
'l'RAC'l' 2: . 
=::,~.~~~~r~~~~~:·· 
.cOUNTY ROAJ).DFS.Cn:nmo ASt'OJ.'LOWS: 
COMMENCING ATTlm NOR.THWESr CORNER OFS~ .GO~LO'l'·8j 
THENCE:80lfI!HS61>EGmmS ~' '39ti·:~, '~()NG TimN()JtTaL~ THEREO:F, ~.OO 
DET'OO:".l!£IE.T.i.UB.roINr:()FlIE~r . . . 
TREN~ pONriNPiNG SQU'nl8~DEGltEES54' 39" EASr, J\.t;ON~:~-NO:RmL1NE. 
·151,3l J.IEE'l'; . '.;' 
THENCESOtiT.H"23DEG~ 49'53"~, -6~m.'~ 
. . 
'l'HEN~NOIm!t6 DEGlUmS.54',3!)i1 WESr •. S3S.63,1l.EE'I'; 
'l'.UENClt NORTlI 03 Dl!'.GRll!EB28' 34u EAST, 581.Y1l1:EET TO BAlD NORTH LINE AND 
THE TRuE POINT OFlJEGlNNlNG, 
'l'RAe,r~: 
TIIA'l'l'ORTrON;Oll"«<)~-l;:Pr.~:~o~t :1!O~~·i}8J~fjRllJ;:RANGE4 
WMl',.BOlSE,tdlmlDIANj K~"~E>~ lDUQ.1:;1~~·ifo.IYm·()FLO]'Jj'ISBi\Y 
ROAD. . 
LESS AND EXCBPT I). TRACT OF'LANDLOCATlID IN·GOVE~LOT 8, SECnON 8, 
TOWNSHIP 48 NOIlTB. RANGE 4 WMr. BOISE MERIDIAN, :KOOTENAI COUNTY, grATE QIl' 
IDAHO, DESCRIBED AS FQLLOWS: . 
COMMENCiNG AT TBENOR'l'HWE&T COnNER OF SAID QOVERNMENI' LOT 8; 
1'H£l'ICR SOUTH 3 DltGREES37t 03ft WEST ALONG ~ WJrSl'LlNE OF SAID GOVERNMENT 
L-()T, A DIS'l'ANCE OF Ull.1 F.JmTTO·nm NORTfUUGBT·()!I'WAY OF·EXlSTiNG 
LOD'S BAY ROAD; . 
T.BENCE S5.69SOt1'I1lEASTERLY ALoNG A CURVE TO THEID:GBTWlTll A:RADIUS OF 
m.o FEET ON A CH()RD sEAlllNGSOUl'll Q.DBGREBS 17'44" BASI', SS.fiO ll'E.ET; 
TlIENCB SOtml 6ZDEGRImS 47' 39" EAST ALONG BAID RIGID' OIPWAY1l5.37ll'lmT 
1750 
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:BXHIBlT • A' 
LEGAL Dl!.SCRlPTION 
TO 'I1IB TRUE 1'OlNl' OJr BEGlNNINQ; • 
T.HENCE-NORTR3 DEGRlmS37' 03" EAST, 5S8.{) EEET; 
Order No. 6001-17833.2. 
'l'JIRNCR-8~ 86 DEGREES 54' 39n EASl', §5SA IEBT ~O '''Fl:IllJN''.J;.lUtSBClOrrwrm 
T.IJB NO:RT.HlUGHr OJ! WAY OJ!~G CQUNl'Y,JtoAD; 
'.l'BENCEsotml4i DEGREESM' 10· w.rs.r ALONG sAlDmGHt ot-WAY 538.6BE'r; 
TlIENCE ALONG SAlDmGRr1)J!WAY ON A-:ctntvlrTO_'l'lUnUGRH61.4'11iDTWlTB A 
lLwIUS-Oll'~O.IJJiB.ln' ~ A-~ANGt&-bJr13 D~ruqm?U'~": 
~ SOU'lii-S,SDEGIUmS 58' 39ii ~:#.9NG:SAIIY~IGB1'WAY107.'27:l1'EET; 
-~N~ idbNG SAlD1UGll';t'iOli'-WA:"Y-ON ;A. ctJRVE:itO:T,BE-Rl~ 341.~:F.EE1-wrm-A 
-lb\DWS-Qll'320.0 'FEET ANDA-~-:A.N~_OJ!'~ DEGrums;:J;3'-~; 
'l'BENCE-NOR'l'lI r;Z-D~ tfl· 39" ~ MONQ'BAID lUqHT:O]!-WAY.l00.D l'i'B'ET TO 
TBB TR1JE.110lNI'-OF-BEGlNN!NG. 
ALSO,EXCEnmG TBEnmrROM THAT J'ORnON'Oll"GOl'ERNMENl' Lc:Yr-S; SEC'llON 8, 
TOWNS,Im> 48 NORTHt ·RANGE 4 WESr~ BOISE MER.IDJ~~KOOTENAI-roiJNTy.:IDAHO. 
L1'1NG- N01t'T..ll ~1I' LQJl1'B BAY COU,l'f.rY ROAD; DBSCIUBED AS -lI'OLl.QW8: 
BEGINNlNG AT THE NORT1IW.ES't'eO~-oF$AID GOVJmNMENT LOTS: 
TBBI\TCE 80D'.l'1J:86DEGREES 54' 39;'EAS'l', ALoNG 'JltE:NQR'l'H LINE '.I'lIBREOli'Z.25~OO 
:fEET; _ 
TBBNCE SOll'lH 03 DEGREES lS' 34" WEST. -587.97 :F.EJrr; 
THENCE NORmS6 D:EG:illmS-54' 39" WEST, '9.31 FEBl'; 
TlmNCE BOUl'B03 DEGRDS. 28' 34- WJ!$r, 588.00 FEET TO TIm NORTH MARGIN-()J! 
SAID WWB BAY ROAD! - -
T.lmNCB NOlt'f.({ 62 DEGREES If!' 3911-wBm', ALONG SAlD NOR'l'Hl'tJAllGIN :tlS.37li'EEl' 
ronm.BEGlNMNG OF A CI1.R:VE TO-TJmUYrrJIA.VJNG.A RADIDB OJ!Z90 FEET 
7fBROUGH.A CBNTRAi. ANGLE OF 11 DEGREFS 00' 10", AN ARC DISl'ANCE-OF 5S.~9 
BET; 
TBENCEnORTII 03 DEGRlms 37' O~":gAST. Al.ONG 'tim WEST_J.INE-OF S~ 
(:OVERNMEN'l' LOT 8, Jnl.lo-J'EETTO-T:,aB-lItORm LINE ~F, AND TIlE TRUE 
POINT OF'lmGJNNING. 
AlSO EXCEPTING T~OM THAT PORTION OJ! GOVERNMENT LOTS, SECTlON 8. 
TOWNSHIP ~ NORIJ'IJ, BANGE 4 WEST, :BOISE MEIUD.lAN, KOO'l'.KNAJ COUNTY, IDAHO, 
LYING NORTH ()Fl..OP'F'S BAY-COUN'J'¥ ROAD DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
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order NQ. QlOl-1'1833.1 
EXHIBIT • A· 
LBOAL DESCRlPTlON 
'COMMENCING AT 'l'lIENOIt.THWP.srCORNlm. OJ' BAlI>GO~LOT8; 
'l'lD;N'CE ,BOurn 86 DEGREES ·54' 39" EAST,. ALONG THE NORTHLll'$ T.{IERlIDF, m.oo 
FImTTO THE TRUE 1'01NT OJ! BEGINNING; 
TJJEN(!B·CO~GSOVl'B·S6D.EGR.EESS4' 39" BAST, ALONG SAID NQ~LJNE 
'S7.31~j -
'llIENCESOu.m231>~Gmms 49' 53-~, ~i8m :J.IlmT; 
~CE:N6ltTJUl6DEGltEES.$Il' 39"'~ .. 53_IJ."Gi~; 
meNcENORTH'{J3 DEGREE828134""l~Asr. SiNnm-r·'i():SAIP.-NORTiIUNE AND 
~TRtmFOlNTO'BEGlNNING.· '. 
. . . . 
PAltCBL2: 
TlIE~ORTH_lWiF·OF.TDE$~~·tttr~1lmSO~:.~~'T.BE 
·SOlJ'l'BEAS:r.QUAlt~OF~@N-Si ;ANIHiI()~.l;0.T$;\l;~f;~O~ 8, 
ALL.IN·TOWNS.llll" 4BNOImi.1tANGE 4. 'W.&S't, ·:BOlBE.MERID~r·.itOO'rENAlC011N'.n', 
~A'l1WF·IDAHO • 
.:PMtCEL 3: 
T.DB SOU'.l'BEASr QUAlt'l'ER OFT.BBSO~·_QU.ARTEIt-OJ!'l'.QIC SOuim¥.EST:QUART.ER.OF 
SBCllON 5; TOWNSBIP 48 NORTH.ltMfGB4 WlllST,B.OIS.E MEIUDIAN,:n:OOl'.ENAl 
COUNTY,.Jl)ABO; 
':r-!\RCEL'4: 
·THENORT.lIWFSl' QtrAR'.l'.ID1 OJ!THE·80lTIlIEASTQDART.EROJ!T.IlESO~ QUAR'l'EB 
AND~NOR'lllEAST QU4RTER OIl'~ BO"QTBF;AST QUARTER ().F' THE SOl1l'lIWEST 
QUAltnm.·OF SECTION 5,'TOWNSHIP 4B·NO:RTH. RANGE 4 WESl';.lJO)SB MERIDiAN, 
KOO'l'ENAJ COUNTY,1DADO. . 
}>AltCEL5: 
'.l'lm80tJ'I'HEASr Ql1A1l'1'B.R. OF T.I1ESOVTJJEMT QUA'RTER OF 8EC'llON 5, ·TOWNsmP 48 . 
NO~m. RANGE 4WB81', nO:ISE ~lAN, ]{QO'l'RNAl COl1NI'Y, STAll$ OF IDAIIO, 
AND 
LOT 2, If LOCK I, SCJi()~·AT..Rll'lS.se:Olr.T PMtl',. AC.(JQlWm.P-tfO TBEPLA.T 
UCORDED1N:BO~I'l"",0J1;.ELATSA"TPAGes~~253~, ImeolWS:OFK~ 












- - .. : 
EXHIBrl' -A" 
UlGALD.BSCJiIFTION 
wrS:l.. ~ AND ~t nm solJ'J'lIEAST QVA.'RTER. Q"T.aS;~G :.:.' . , 
NOltt'HEAST QUAll'J'Etl OIt'lllRSOu.mw.EST QU~~:~ ... , , 
NOltTJIEASTqUARTER ANnTBESOlJTHEAST'Ql1~~'m., .. t.T.Bll~ 
SECl'ION 5, TOWNsHIP ~ NORTH, ~ "W.ESl',::aOISBcMQIDlAN;' 
AND 
OO~Im'4, $EC'no~ 4, TOWNSlIIP 43NOltTB, llANGlN'WFs.l'-t Db_ 
'MElUJ)IAN,.~OOT.EN.U COtl.N".n'. JD.ABO. 
,KtCEl'TING T:8EREFROMi\ PORTION .OJ! WT Plti)P.ti:RTY:~tro'IN~lT'~'E" 
OFQ1JJET 'J'tn;BJtJDGEMENTRECO)U)EDUm>Elt'iNstR~'NO~ »~lN,8~ 
COl}NTI' ANl)M.rJlmPAR'1l~"f Dlr8ClUBE]);~j()LtQWS: 
COMMENCING ATTIlB:80lJ'l'BEASTcCORNER'0]7,BAID G()~'lm,~,:~CTIGN '4; 
'fHENeE . 
:N9ItTB 00 'i>:EGlt:EESJtS' ~9" 'E/tSl ALONG ''l'.DE Em ~:,QF'~AiD J;OO':4 k 
l)ISr.ANCE OF 13S;SD.F.Ii;E'l' TO T.D:El'Omr 0]7 Bli!GJNNIlIiG;!l'BENcR 
S~lJ.rJl'B1])~21' *WEST>48.'1.U,Eil:r; ~CE 
NOkl'lI 01 DRGltlmS 51'U"WES'I':32.fY1lr.r(ET; TJ'JENCE 
NORm I)3'DRGREES]3' 21" WEST 10.60 P'.lmT; TBENCB 
NOll:l,ll Oz D~GaI.mS 51' 19" ~23.1l1r.EET; Tm;NCE 
NORTH 03 DRGREES,43'WI" WEST 37;6S·FHET; 'l'lIENcs 
NORTIl 03 DEGRlUW46' ~"'WF.S'l' 51. 50 Jl'.EEl'; 'l'.HSN($ 
NORTH 03 DEGREES 11' stlfWEST l'~ JI'EBT; ~ 
NORTB'07.'DBGREEB 58' 23" WEST 24.73 J1mTj. TJlBNcs . 
NOro'H OS'DEGItEFS 22' 53· W.RST 23..29 mET; TImNCE 
NORTH 06 DEGRltlr.S 14( 4811 ·WBS1' 58.80 mET; ~CE 
NORTH 05 DEGl$E8 01' 03n WEST trl.73 ~; 'l'HENCE 
NOltTlI I)(J DEGREES 16' un WEST 39.2l FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 111 DEGR'.KES 20' 54" wEsr 5.51 J!.EET; THENCE 
NORTH 00 DEGREES 28' 20" WEST 116;.01 FEET; THENCE 


















NORTll 03 DEGREES 34' Illil BAST 185.71 FEET: ~CE 
NORTBOl DEGREES 44' 00" Ei\Sl'ill.99 J!'BET; ~CB 
soum BD.DEG1m.E&57' 24" EAST 34:12 .Jl'BET~THENCB 
OnlerNo. 6001-1'1833.1. 
SOu:rK'" DE.G:JUtES ".,134~·EAS1'·31.42 P.EBT'TO..A POlNT O~'l'JIE EAST L1NE OIl 
S;UD:qQ~.LOT4;~CE 
.sotl'rilOo D~ 4s"3,"'\V:Fm' A DlSTANCE ell' "O.6B·WEI' TO Tim FQ1NTOJ' 
'B#~G.····· . . 
ANl>1«cEPTlNQ·':rtIERi.mROM AlJ,·OJ1'THAT],~():RT10N OF SAID GO~·t9.l'·1t·1 
~QN" 4,;~yn«H~o.RTimAm'EliL"¥ OPTB.E:EXJSTlNG RQi\:PWAY" 'fOw.tif$U.>:4 
NO~ R.ANG~'4 "'WEST; WIBE-MERIDIAN.·JllJ,RT.HER DESClUB$ 'AS i'O:r.i:.GWS: 
ALLOF'l'.UATroltTlONOJ'GO~·~OT·4, S)l:c.rION 4, LYlNG NO:R~·Y,.QF 
'mE~G1tOADw.Y. ~~·48 ~6Rl'U. J{ANGE·4 WBsT; ~:l'rIERlDlAN~:ANI>­
~G,~ORB PARTIC1JLAIU;,YDES~~Y r..mTBBANDiBOlJ.NDB AS:ro~WS: 
.BEG~~'A.'r-.~ roUND l/lJNCJJ ~ONROD AND.PLS34Sl CAP~GTiIE 
NOR!HEAST·COJU.mROF·GOVE'RNMBNl' LOT 4, SEC'lION'4, 'tOWNSBlP 48 NO.RT.H •. RANG~. 
ilWBSTr.B()~MERmIAN, KOOTENAI COUNrY,lDAlIO; 
THE.tiCE ALONG 'l'BB EMIrLlNBOli' SAlD GOY.EB.NMBNTLfYr 4, SBCTlON'4,;S()Ul'IUlG 
DEG~ 46'41~WESl', A DlEr.l'ANCE of 137 .. 9 .. ':-F.E~r TO A SET mONROD MU>:PLS 
41'" CAP O~TlIE NO~8rimLY. luGHT OF WAY OF COUNT1" .ROAD'NO. US 
BllliLGRO~Oj.\·Jio~ 
T£iENtEALONGTBENOR~YlUGIl'l'Oli'WAYOJ'BAIDROADTlIE:lk>Ll:.OWJNGZ 
COI1.RS.E$, J\LL l'tlAREEDBY mONJIO))S AND n.s 4194-CAPS: 
1) NQRTH 50 DE~ 44)36- w.ssr., A DlS'l'ANCE OF 73..10 Jl.EET; 
2} TJIEN~NOR'm'60 D:EGRBES31'3011 WBSl', A DlS'l'ANCB OF 210.'419 FRET TO ~ '. . 
IN'l'BRSlIDl'IONWlTHT.6ENORTIlLlNEOFTBE AFOREMEN'l10NED GO~LOT 4, 
~CTION4; 
THENCE ALONG SAID NORTJILlNE Oli' GOVERNMENl' LOT 4, -sECTION 4, 8QUTiU'J 
DEGJUmS13'28" EAST, A DJSTANCE Oli'241.fHi liEETTO T.8BPOJNT OF BEG1NNING. 
PARCEL 7, THE FOLLOWING 'J'RACfS: 
TRACT A: 
A PART OF ~ S01J1'1lWBSf QUAR.rBR OF'THE NOR.'llIEAST QUARTER, AND (roVER.NMENT 
LOO' 2, SECTION 4, TOWNSlDP 48 NORTB,.RANGE 4 WBST, BOISE MBRJD1AN, 









• Order No. :~i-l'1lf33;2. 
lIXHlBrr "A· 
LEGALDBSCRIPTlON 
1COO'.l'ENAICOlJNI'Y,lDABo. MORE rAllTi~V D:F.SCRlBlIDAS to:Lt.()lVS: 
BEGINNING ATTIiE NOltTJmiBSr-CORNl!!ROFSAlD so.1JTllWESTQUART,ER.:OJla1lE 
NORTllE:m:QtJAltTER (Cl'UtlGCQRNER);' . 
TlJENCE NORTlI:1 DEGlUmS OB"18" !:ABT. lS!)J}8 J.i$E'l' ~ T.8Ewm BOt.JNJ}AR:Y 
:OF·B,AlI),J:iJt.iroAP:OINT;o:.N·THR~ 01LOFEBB.AYROAD; 
~-TRA~a:S.AID;CP.Nl'ERlJ:N&;AS FOLLOWS: 
BOtn:H'Sll 'D~a6' .s.511~,. 4!MI1;~; 
T.Q:E.NQ.:~i3.J~ALON'GT.JiBA!RCOFA33S.sBJ'OOT-llAD:it1s;ct).RVE1U~m.:~.f\ID 
·CDRv.EliA~G·A.eBORDBBAilNG-sotJTH30 DEGRImS 14'24" EASl', '~11J~!)6 ~ 
~'$OlJfJtlD~-5.l1 ~311··BA8T,au~01 WET; 
'.l'.BENCESOlJ'1'lr·Z'DEGREElt28'D4" WES'r~.lOiS.iJl·FEin'; 
TBEl'J~ sou:m.n})~ 4!ll.~ lVEBT, 42.13 FEltt; 
I TlmNa'SOl1l'JIZl D:rtGlmES 56' llJl 'WFSr, SUI 'lI'.EET; 





THENCE ~Olt,Ol3.6 DEGJmIi.S,33·I~n·WEST~ 100;.94 :FEET.; 
'l'Hf!NcE·S01J'.Ol41 DEGREES 15' 53I1WESTT. 51.24 EEET; 
THENCE NORTH 1.DEGJiEES 08' 28":BAST, ANIn.iEAVlNG 8A1D~1l'liE 955.7,$ 
~~G. THE WEST Bo.UNDARY OF SA1DB~ Ql1i\l.T.ER o.F TJm.NOllTHB.AsT. 
QUAR'!'EaTO'"TBE POINT OF lJEGJNNJJiIG. 
EXCin1' ·AN¥POltTION LYING:INLQi'FB BAY-ROAD. 
TRACTB; 
A PARCEL OltLANDJN .OOVERNfr1BN1' LOT 3,. SECTION 4,TOWNSHIP,48 NOltTH,. RANG~ 
4. w.ESr,;J.K)JS8.~))~, ~O'O'l'EfiIM COUNTY,ll)AUO, AND FUR'.l'HEll DESCRIBED MJ 
FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING ~:r '.PIE SO'ilmWEST ~ORNER o.)?~AID GOY.EBNMENI' LOT 3t S.l!:CT.lQN 4; 
'I',BENCE NORTH 00 DEGRElS46':osn EAST, ALONG THE. WEST··I.JNE OF SAm 
GOVERNMlWrLOT3. -A DISTANCE o.F 135.57li'EE1'r 








Order No. 6061-17833;2 
BXBIBlT"A" 
LBGALDESCRlPTION 
'l'IJm{($ NtmT.n1i9 DEGREJr,S n' (y:Jb &Sl', A D1STANCE Oli' ;U2.l2Ji'EET; 
THENCE NO~89'D"EGREES47' $6" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 321.36 FEET; 
'.t'HENCE NORTH &9D:EGltEES06' 35" EAST, A DlST~ OF 325.48F.EET. 
"l'BENCE NOnmBlDEGBlmS 25! 3ii~ EASt ADlST~CE. OF"17U8 EEET; 
'.l1JBNt:E SOunI~ DEGREi1B~1 44n:EAST, ADISTANCE OF 128..59 F,Blr.r; 
TH1,tNCJt:~O_17 D)M1REES~' 56"'EAS'i', ADISTANCE OF 78.'74 FBBT'TO 'l'JiE 
IN'l'.ERSECllONWJ;m"l1'IB wESTLINE oir 8AlD(;OVERNMENT LOT lj 
'l'.ImNC.E:~Ul'JI·OH)EG~~~1 4ift·WJtST. A"j)IBI'ANClt OF 260.57 ~TO·THB 
NORT,H:L;lNEOFTBESO~·QlJ.AR.TBR:OJi'THE·NORTHWESTQlJAltTml.QF·SEcnON 4. 
~0~;4JjqO~,'iiANGE'4·w.sT, ~OJSB·MERlDJAN; . 
TBBN.cEN9a:m·85~39~ 4.9" WEST, ~.86..FEETTOT.BE·POlNTOF 
BEGlNNJNG. 
~~TllATPQ:RTiON~f)j'~ Nojt.m~QtJ~·Qr:$CTION~" TOWNSBIP<m 
NOlt~ RAN~4·~7"~BQ.;~Mi§,.:i(~:-co'i:JNlYt.IDABd; DESCRIBED AS 
~U.OWS: .  .. 
. COMMENCING AT THE NO.R.T.II ONE QUARTER COBNEll OF SA]]) SECTION 4;. 
TJmN~S~Ol DE~.57' 14" WES,f, ALONG THE ~ASTLINE OF THE 
NOJl'l'JlWllS'l"QlJ~~OlNJAlD8ECTlON'4,980..?3 FJmT TO TJm P01NTOF 
BEGlNNlNG .OF'l'1lJSl>EBCIW'TION; .. 
TliENCE CO.NTINqE.S(:)t1.I'R Ol.D1UmElms 57' 14" WEST, AL(}NGSAJD,EASTLlNE, 
·~.86FEEl' TO 'J'BBNOR'l'JiERLYRlGBT OFWAYUNE OF LOmBAY ROAD; 
THENCEN01tTJl51' DBGREES48'·19u WEST, ALONG SAID NO:RTBERLY mGHTOFWAY 
LtNE ll5.33 BET: 
'I'.RF.NCB SOlJTllIIH)BGlmES'34' Olu BAST. 29.69 FEET; 
TflENCB.NOR'lB 88 D¥GREBS;l6' 39'1 EAST, 78.83 JlJlET TO THE POINI' OF 
BBGINNING. 
ALLLYING SOl',1l'H OFTllE BOUTBUNB O:.F~J!LAT 9FMClBAN MEADOWS RECORDED 
IN BOOK "QD OFPLATS PAGB 4!r3.KOOTENAI COlJNTY1 IDAHO. 
TRACfC: 
~·~.R!I.'iI'IIAlJIOF.~'~6.~ QtJ~ i.\Ni)~:SOO'l'iJ:WFS1' QUARTER OF-TIIE 
,SOJ1'1l1lWB.ST'®~J\NPT.iiE~t11'l,lB~QIl'~'I'B:I,t;O~TBESOU'l'lIWESTQlJA1lTBRAND 

















Order Np. 6OO1-17833.Z 
BXHIBlT 'A~ 
LEQAL P:EscRlPTION 
nm SOtn'1lWESl' QUART.ER-OFTBEsot.rrimAs:r:QU.t\RT.ERAND TIm SOur.HEASl' QUARTER 
-OF~ BO~ Ql1~ AU.l'N SEtrlON4, TOWNSJnP-48t;Owm,ltANGE4 
WlWl'. BOJSE MERIDIAN, KOO'l"BNArC~:n'Nl'Yt mAHO~ 
-EXClWI'lNG 'l'lIEIlUR~M A 1'01i.'IlO~-~YTllE SOU'l'BEAS'l' QlJAlll'ER OF SEC'tlON 4, 
'ROWNBBIP 48 NOM'll. -RANG1i:_4 WRST.BOJSS:Mmm>JAN, X()()'I1tN(\I- e<>UN'I'Y, mABOI 
MORE .. ARTJCllLAlUiY D1tScRIBD AS:J'OLLOWSt . 
:BEGltOONG ATTBE so1.l'l'BBAS'.!.' _Co:RNlm-Q:rr-SAD?SE~ON 4, TOWNSBIP 48 NORTH, 
'RANGE 4 WPEJ:, :BOlSE-:MERlDUN,-BA:m~B~G-A-llNCl1lRONP1PE AA 
SHOWNBl' JNS.rn~NO. $xg@~ -mt(!~lIDS O'i!KOO'.rENAl COUNTY, IDAHO; 
HNcg-NORm 76 D~- ·sst.ss"'W.ESTALmiG TIm-SouTlIlJNE'(tFSECl'ION 4, A 
-D~ANCE'Olr 1106.6:.Hrmr.r;: 
THENCE NORTB 29DBGJtEES O1'51D:El\Hl',:A DI~A,NCE OJi370.78-FBET TO ASl8 
JNC1rREB~"wrmA·PJlANG:E~C cA:J>. ~~.P.L.s.4341i; 
TBENCE.N()R'l'll.'71 D;£GltEES:05'2O" JMSTI'A 'DIStANCE OF 402..G.7 FEET TO A 5/8 
lNCHmmAR WITB A OltANGE~CH:;J;!.' sr'A.M:fIID .P.L.S. 4346; 
THENCE NOR'ni 28 DEGImEs 40'f)9!' EAST. A DIStANCE OF-3ZS.54 P.EETTO A -S/8 
lNCHmm~-wrmA ORANGEPLAS1'IC· CA,P~D P.L.S;, 434«1; 
T.lmNCE:NOR'l'H 14 DBGBERS 25'38h BM'i'. A-DlSl'ANCE OF-2l5.75 F.EET TO A 518 
INCB:REBAR WlTBiA ORANGE P.LA8l10-~ST.A.MPlID P;L..S. 4346; 
TBBNt;$ NDR'Ill65:DEGREEB OO·OS"EAST, A Dmr-~~ OF 1lI'I..30 J!EETllElNGON 
TEE El\ST·WEST :If.16Tlf.~ BJn'W,EEN ~:SC! 1l.l6'l'H CO)lNER CN TBESoum 
VJ6',m COltNER'OF BAlD SECTlON 4, SAID POlNT ALso BEING-A 518 INCH REllAR 
W1TH A ORANGEP.I..A.8TlC cAr ~-p:L.s. 4346; 
~asoUl'lI 7IJ DBGREES$1'20" EAST ALONG SAID EAS'l'-WEST 1I1QI'11LINB A 
DISTANCE Oil' 46..31 J!l[f:f TO '.l!I$-SolJ!lll 1I16TRCORNEll OF SAlD SBCI'lON 4; 
THENCE sourn 00 DBGR:EES 25'WWESl' ALONGT.BE-BAST LINE OF SAID SEc:r.tON 4 
.A DJSI'ANCE OF 1324.52 FBEl''l'O'1'.IIE-sOl1l'IIEA81' CO:QNER OF 8~ SECTION 4 AND 
'l'UJl:POINT OF :BEGINNING. 
AND 
THE SOUl'.lJ lJALF OF THE NOlOIDVEST QUARTER OF SECTION 4, 'rOWNsnn' 48 NORTH, 
RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MBRIDJAN, KOOTENAI COtJN1'Y, STATE OF IDAHO. 
EXCEPTING TQEREFROM THA'r l'ORTION CONVEYED TO-BABBm LOGGING, INC. BY 
































'tJ.tA!r)iOltT.tOl'rOll'TlIlfs.otf~QY~()lfT.B£ NO.R'DlW:ES1' QUAR'.lXR.oj' SECTION 
4 .. ~~·48.N0ll'T.1J; _«&.4.~i~l$.:MElUDJANj KOO'llENAI'CO'UNTY, srATE 
OF·mAHQ. LYlNG·:E!\$':()FW~~~l.trP,UNl'Y'ROAD. 




'B*Gfiob:p.;,~; .~~~ '.' .MitOLr.OwSi· 
•• . If"' ... _ ...... >._~n~.... .' ___ ... . .' ._ 
.B'EGmNiN(;:AT-A.·BO~1/:nN$m9~~OD'~l':nUl;S_3.$ CIiP~GTJm 
NO~·®.R$R:OF,~~-wTi4, ~QN.a. TOWNSHIP 4II.NORTlI,RANGE 
4 ~. BO.lSB MElUDIAN, KQC>'1'.ENAl-COUN'lY'; m.tUlO; 
'1!HENCEALONG'l'BE.:EABTI:3.1.'iEOl!'·gAlD·GO~·J.,OT4 .. BE~ON-4,SOU'I'Il:OO 
DE~ 46'41- WEST. A~AN~OllU1~~'TO Al!ETlltONItOD AND·.Pl.iS 
4l94CAPONTHB NO~YmGm'Oli'-WA.YOFCOUNTll'ROAD NO. lIS 
BEl:WROVE-STlNSON RO~ . - - . . . 
. , TBBNCE ALONG 'l'BENO'1l'I'iIEAE'l':Y RlGm Oll WAY ()l!'SAlD ROAD THE FOLLOWING ~ 
COtJ.RBES, AIL MARKED By-iRON RODS AND PLS-;n94 CAl'S: 
~ • <. 
-J 
~ .. ~ .. 
1). NORTH SO DEGxums4iJ'~" l'VE$f:i A. 'DJBTAN~ pll'J3.iQ FEEt; 
2). "l'IJlI'.N~ NOIO'Il til) ~EQiUmS' 31'30" WEST,.A, t)lSTANCE OF Z10~09l!'EEr1'O THE 
INTBR8Ee'.fIoNWlTli TH;E NOlt'l';H LJNE Ol1'''J!.lIE A'FOJmMENTIONBDGo\~lOOlMENT un: 4. 
SECTlON4; 
1.1JENCE·ALONG 8AID;lWll.m_~.(>l1~9Y~~N.M~~,fYtW 4, 'BEmON 4)80u:m 87 
DBGltlmS 13'28" EAS'r. 4 J)~~Q.:()i~"tlW£tpTimroim'-1)Jln.~iNNING. 





. IiO NORTHWEST,INC; 




~ ~ Invoke Amount Accrued to 05/31 
J 9/10/2008 8104 6169 SU5S.oo 4;509,62 ,'latkrotk OifsJte Sewer 
i 10/10/2008 8101 6322 .200;01'-63 ~,181.M Panhandle MOllIfications 
'J 
10/10/2008 B!I1Il 6312 1.as.31> 546.59 can Path Worlt-llole 5&6 
'; 1O110}2008 8187 6i67 6~3.65 503.56 New'Oubhouse SIte 00-5040 
". 10/10/2008 8186 6366 4,270J19 3.27.16 BJUifErosion'!:OIl!to! 06-5035 
11/10/2!J08 8101 8448 2O-.~1.7S 1,992.09 Panharulle .McxIIflcalloll& 
• 11/l0/2008 PlJt:I 6452 19.67.0.00 1;299.66 'BRNWlnIQrWOIk 
1. 
ri/loi2ooB 8974 8448 1,.46.2;73 !t7.14 Kooienal CamP:1l6-5038 
'll/lo/2Otia ~187 6451 t:3.9?2;92 924.~· NIit# .Clubh9useSilO ()6.5040 
illlOiioos ' '-8964 6487 1.1!SlI:!)3 6IIJI6. ,.8RN GiillCoU/Sa 06-5040 
llJjIJj2OO& siss 6451) 14.568:.30 967.-49 BRN.~~!ioI 06-5036 
iJ:l/lO/)f1Ja 8097 ~ 837:Qg 55;65 SR CcimJoIt staII0n.R8tenlloi1-
~ 
1l!1P/2!108 8058 e43G 2.312.0D isiS4 ~R Hous.:·D~lenlIon 
·32/10]2008- 8101 6ti08 1S.355.~~ 1.;037..9.1\, p.alihandl& 1.1odifications 
12/10/2008 SI!)1 8677 49.544.78 2;i!ln-66: Panhantile'Relunllon 
.~ '12/10/J?IYil8' 89&4 8628 3.0:45;9l! .i'ii:u B8N:GolfCoim;e'06-5D4D 
,. 12/tOj2008 8186 6657 ;;.742.46 '2i1.Ga . B~'EI~C~06-5D35 
> .1 12/l0j1OO8 8503 6646 4.249-()O ,$,(6" BRN ConduIt@NowEnlr.lnca 
I· 
12/10/2008 8097 6661 1.178.95 66.67 ·.BlmCOnifOrI Stallons 
12/l0}2008 BOi7 !!WI) 1·O.110.ll4 9~\o2 . BRN~~WllIII·p/us·relenllon 
l2/10/2003 '8104' 6.818. 1-.0.32.49 $7.~' BRNptrslle.s~.·r~lenllon 
:.., ~ '. "_ .. ~ 
454,ll7S.06 32;466:08 . 
Bonus Per Con.tract for C9$t Savings 1,045,752:$7 
:~~ 
1,499,827.63 3~466.OB . 































1-. l'he ~ll. of'thc cJ8b.nantis.ACI Northw.est,lno .. havitrg its prinCipal pmCC! ofbnsiness at 
6§OO N. ·Go:vemn;ent Way, Coeut:d'A)el1e, IdahO:838fS p.ereinafter "claimant, . 
2. ~.nu:me Dt(he owner.:ot the ie8l;-property Blid improvements ·thm;on againstwhich_lho. 
lieu merroo io hclr~~: is claiJ;Qe!l th~~Cit··l>rope.tty") is BRN Deye)opment, Inc., anldaho. 
~Qq;o~~;ii·{hereinafter"oWh~. 
;3. Tb~ CIa.imal):tl'r~Yiousl)'~f1iCld a:QJ4iin tif1;ien as InstnJm.ent No. ;221.6696000. 
Reoo$:~f~tlOt!lIliii Gi!unty~ .I~.~ thel'roptllo/. A copy of sru.d Claim of Lien-ill 
·:altac;hed hmto .. a$'EXhi'bit ~A -n. . 
4. The CjBUillmt.r~eiv.eill(payment .. OD.~OU!lt from .owner on December 9. '2009. 
TherefoJe •. purstiant to.lda1io Ccidb,Section 45-5 lO~ the binding.ef(ect of the Claim of Lien sball 
nmfoxrsix-(6J tDonths~er .. that date • . 
S. -"[his 1!od~~n'( aM 'JAAund~l'lying Po!lYJllOllt on aCcQuotsha]l Dot afi'Ol!t Owner's rights. 
to cballeng«:l1P.eNt!lldity Qftb~Cll!iiD orLieh,*f~rredtb here~. 
STATEOP IDAHO. ) 
).:ss 
·Cou,nJ:y.ofKootenai ) 
Ada Loper. -bem~ fiis~ duly swom deposeund says: 
I am the S.e.oretmylfreas.ur.er of ACI Noi1hWQSt, Inc .. 1he Claimant in tho Claim ofLien 
rcfCJ"enced above. 1 am cOmpetent to testify as to alllDllUers·containedJn tllis Endorsement to 
Claim of'Ucnfor Payment on A~.connt.l hJlve.read. the fOIegomg Bndorsement-to Clai,m pfLi!1D 
;fbr.l!il)'ment on.Aclx)lmt, I:im.o.w·the CQDtents thereof, and I testify that the facts stated therein. are 
.I;ru,~ ~orreCt aildj~ based ~'pon mypersonil knowledge. 
ENDQRSEMENT1'O 
CLAIM.OF.LlEN FOR 









Co.unty of Kootenai ) 
~ 
On tb!iI day of Dece,mbei'~ 2009 before me the 'QIldersigned, a NOtary Publio jn and 
for the State ofldaho, personally appeIired Ada Loper. known to me "to be the Secretarylfreasuter 
of ACINorthwest, "Inc .. who aclqiowledged to mJ'that she tlxecuted the within inStrument and 
acknowtedgedto me that :She"ex@ufed the same lor and on"bt:lmIf:9f ACI Northwest, IDe, 
m WrrNESS viHEREoF.lhave he~unto"~tmy ~and afijx!:d,my'official seal the 
diIy andyearJirst abov.e"wrltt.~fu"this~caf..\'. 
ENDORSEMENT TO 
CLAIM: OF LIEN FOR 




Q:.AlM OF LIEN 
1. The name of the 'Claimant is ACl NOrthwest, Inc., an Idaho corporation, 
having it,s,priricipai place of business a~ 6600 Nat:tb Government Way, Coeur d>Alene;, 
Idabo.ttt8~S. ' 
~~ The'name oftlie owner' of real propet'ty ag!linst whieb said lien is claimed 
is. BRN Dwelo.pment. InC., an Idaho !XlxporatioD (hereinafter "Owner"), 
3. The;qa,imanthereby -claims a lien against all properties dl~scrjbed in the 
attachCtJ Exhi~it uN'. -
,'4. 'Thi:i-,iien is clajm~ for monies due aDd owing to ,Claimant fpr various 
conslmcti.on-W.ork; inclu.ding but not limited to UJe construc;tiOJi of streets, golf cart paths" 
-c~"erts)ic;1itcli~;:sw.ales. wei!an(l dry utilities. alongwifh demolition, excavation, and 
'piping. - ' -
-5. -~~'r:i:iat~ labonmd materials were performed !Ind.-furnished a~ the 
,T.~uest 'ofBR1'l-Development~ lnc.-
-6. Performance ot-the related labor and fumishiilg of the related materi!i1s _ 
-commence.d on O~obet 1, 2006 and ended on March 17, 20W. 
7, The amount claimed due and owing to '!be Claimant for the labor and 
milteria1s. is ~ 1,499,827.63. see. alttJched Exhibit '<.en, 
8, A lienis,also claimed fot interest due and Qwing at twelve percent.(12%) 
p~ramIUm pllISuant,to Idaho ,Code Section 28-22-104(1), in tb~ ImlOlI!lt of$32,466.0Bas 
o-fMay 31> 2009, pll18 $493.09 pllr day every day thereafter, until paid, see attache4 
Exhibit "B". 
9. In the event of litigation. a lien is also claimed for any costs and attorneys' 
fees awarded pnrsuantto Idaho Code Section 45-513. 
to. All amo~ olaimed under this lien are fair. just and equitable for the 
materials that were supplied and/or the labor that was pmOlllled. 
CLAIM o.F LIEN 1 














STATE OF IDAHO 




Ada Lqper. be.ing:first duly sworn de.poses.andsays: 
I·am the Secretaryffreasurer of ACI N!)$west. me., the .C!hlmant in the above-
entitled CJIlim of Lien. l-am CQropettmt to. ~eStify .8$ to all matters contained in this Claim 
QfLien.. I ba\fe iead Qle foregomg Claim of Lien, or know:the contents thereof, and I 
t~.Wy that:the facts stated lhe:tein arc .true. conect ~ifjqst- ba&.ed upon my' ~I\al 
know.ledge. . 
STATE OFIDAHO ) 
) :ss 
Co.uni}' ofK:oot~ai )-
On Iliis I ~ay of Jtme; 2009 ·before me the :undelSlgned, a Notan' Public in 
and for the State ofld~o,.-pernonallY app~ Ada I.pp.e;r;Jenown to me to' be the-
Secretatylfreasn:rer.of ACI.Northwe.l!t. Inc .... who B<il<nOW]~g!ld to'~6 that she'executed 
the wjthin im>U:ument andllCkbowledged -to m~ that she executed :the s.ame for ~d on -
behalf of ACI Northwest, Inc. 
INWITNESS WHilREOF, I have hereunto sermyl1and and affixed my official 
seal the da.y 111111. year first abovc'writtenin this c~cate. 
GLAll)f OF LIEN 
~r;.14 
Noiary forthe State OfIdah§. d 
CoJD1lli.ssi~.nEWires: n / '07 
I -
1764 
Exhibit A. O2of2 
EXlIIBITC 






Order ND. 6001·17833.2 
Version 3 
UPDATE 
THE FOLLOWING 4 TRACTS LABELLED A-D IN GOVERNMENr LOTS 7 AND 8lN SECTION 8, 
TOWNSlIlP 48 NORTH, :RANGE" WEST, BOlSE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY. IDAHO: 
T.RACTA: 
A TRACT OF LAND LOCATED IN GOVERNMENT LOT 8, SECTION 8, TOWNSB1P 48 NORTH, 
RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO, DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS; 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTFlWEST CORNEll OF SAID GOVERNMRNTLOT 8; 
THENCE SOUI'H3 DEGREES 371()3"WEST ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAlD GOVERNMENT LOT, 
A DlSTANCE OF 1111.1 FEET TO THE NORm RIGHT OF WAY OF EXlS'l'lNG LOF.F'S RAY 
.ROAD; 
T.HENCE 55.69 SOliTH.KASJ1!:RL), ALONG A CURVit i'O TIm roGHT WITH A RADIOS OF z9D.O 
FEET ON A CHORD BEARING SQ(ITII 68 DEGREES 17'44" EAST, 55;60 FEET; 
THENCE SOlJT1I 62 DEGREES 47'39" EAST ALONG SAID RIGHT OF WAY, 115.37 PEET TO 
THE TRUE POINT OFImGlNNINGj . 
THENCENORTII 3 DEGREES 37'03" EA-sl', 588.0 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTJI 86 DEGREES 54'3'" EAST, 955.4 :FEET TO TIm lNTERSECTION WITll THE 
NORTH RJGHT OF WAY OF EXISTING COUNTY ROAD; 
THENCE SOUTiJ 4Z DEGREES 34'10" WEsT ALONG SAID RIGlIT OF WAY 538.6 FEET; 
TllENCE ALONG SAID RIGHT OF WAY ON A CUR.'VE TO Tlm lUGHT, 161.47 FEET WITH A 
RADIUS OF 690.0 FEET AND A C1l!NTRAL ANGLE OF 13 DEGREES 24'29". 
THENCE SOUTH SS DEGREES 58'39" WEST ALONG SAID IUGIIT OF WAY, 107.27 mET; 
THENCE ALONG SAID ruGlIT OF WAY ON A CURVE TO THE RIGHT. 341.96 FEET WITH A 
:RADIUS OF 320.0 FEET AND A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 61 DEGREES 13'42"; 
THENCE NORm 62 DEGREES 47'39" WEST ALONG SAlD RIGm OF WAY, 100.0 FEET TO THE 
TRUE POINT OF :BEGINNJNG. 
TRACT 13: 
A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN TIm NORTH HALF OF SECTION 8, TOWNSIDP 48 NORTH, 
~GE 4 WEST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO, SAID PA.RCEL BEING 







A PORTION OF GOVE.RNMENT LOT 7, SAID SECTION 8, MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRl'.BlID 
AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF LOT 20, AS SHOWN ON THE RECORD OF 
SURVEY BY EUGENE H. WELBORN, R.L.S. #1020, FILED IN BOOK 4 AT PAGE 249, 
KOOTENAI COUNTY RECOlU)S, FROM WIDCH THE CENTER OF SAID SECTION 8 BEARS 
SOUT1I3 DEGREES ZS' 34" WEST A DISTANCE OF 1,75.9.89 FEET; 
THENCE SOUJ'H 86 DEGREES 54' 39" EAST ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY LINF.. SAlD 
GOVERNMENT LOT 7, A DISTANCE OF 1329.84 FEET TO THE NORTHEASl' CORNER OF 
LOT 7; 
THENCE 3 DEGREES 37' OJ" WEST ALONG THE EASTERLY BOUNDARY LINE, SAID LO'r 
7, A DISTANCE OF766.02 FEET TO THE TRUE POIN1' OF BEG1NNING FOR THIS 
DESClUITJONj 
THENCE soUTH 3 DEGREES 37' 03" WEST CONTINUING ALONG SAID LINE A DISTANCE 
OF 345.08.FEET TO A POINT ON THE NORTHERLY RlGlIT OF WAY L1NE OF LOFF'S BAY 
ROAD, SAID :POINT BElNG THE BEGINNING OF A NON-TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE TO THE 
SOUI'H, lIA VlNG A RADIUS OF 290.00 FEET, 'l'HR.OUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 50 
DEGREES 52' 50" A DISTANCE ALONG THE ARC OF 257.53 lJ'EET, THE CHORD BEARlNG 
OF SAID CURVE BEING SOUTH BO ~EGREES 44' 47" WEST; 
THENCE SOUl'B SS DEGRERS 18' 20" WEST CONTINUING ALONG SAID RIGID OF WAY, A 
DISTANCE OF 297.82 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE CONCA VB TO '!HE 
. SOUTHEAST, l'IAVING A RAi>WB OF 1980.00 FEET, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF7 
DEGREES 02' 34", A DISTANCE ALONG THE ARC OF243.38 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 48 DEGREES IS' 46" WEST CONTINUING ALONG SAID R1GlIT OF WAY A 
DlSTANCE OF 243.62 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE CONCAVE TO THE 
NORTHWEST, HAVING A RADIUS O:F 670.00 FEET, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 11 
DEGREES 00' 00" A DISTANCE ALONG THE ARC OF 128.63 FEET; 
THENCE NOR'l1l3 DEGREES 51' 04" EAST I;ll;AVING SAID RIGHT OF WAY, A DISTANCE 
011'279.05 FEET; . 
THENCE NORTH 16 DEGREES DO' 00" EAS'.l' A DISTANCE OF 831.46 FEET; 
THENCE soUTlt 86 DEGREES 54' 39" EAST A DISTANCE OF 84.09 :FE:ItI'j 
THENCE SOUTH 41 DEGREES 42' 23" EAST A DISTANCE OF 133.87 FEET; 
THENCE soUTiI 86 DEGREES 54' 39" EAST A DISTANCE OF 568.90 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OFDEGINNING. 
TRACTC: 
A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN THE NORTH HALF OF SECTION 8, TOWNSHIP 4S 
NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO, SAlD PARCEL 
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BEING A PORTION OF GOVERNMENT LOl' 7, BAID SECTION 8, MORE PARTICULAJ1LY 
DESClUBED AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT TIlE NORTHEAST CORNER, LOT 20, AS SHOWN ON THE RECORD OF 
SURVEY BY EUGENE H. WELBORN, R.L.S. 61020, FlLED IN BOOK 4, AT PAGE 249, 
KOOTENAI COUNTY RECORDS, FROM WHICH THE CENTER OF BAlD SECTION 8 BEARS 
SOUTH 3 DEGrumS 2'8' 34" WEST, A DISTANCE OF 1759.89 FEET; 
THENCE SOUl'll 3 DEGREES 28' 34"WEST, ALONG THE EASTElfLY BOUNDARY LINE OF 
LOT 20, AS SHOWN ON S.AID RECOlID OF SURY..\l:V, A DWANCE OF 671.01 FEET TO 
TIlE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAlD LOTiO. SAID CORNER BEING THE TRUE POlNT OF 
BEGINNING FOR TmS DESCRIPTION; . 
THENCE SOUTH 86 DEGrornS 54' 39" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 580.00 FEET: THENCE 
SOUTII 16 DEGREES 00' 00" WEST, A DISTANCE OF 831.46 J!.EET; , 
THENCE SOUTH 3 DEGREES 51' 04" WES1', A DISTANCE OF 279.05 FEET TO A POINT 
ON THE NORTHlUGHT OF WAY LINE OF LOWS BAY ROAD; 
THENCE NORTH 86 DEGREES 49' 26" \-VEST, LEAVING SAID RIGHT OFWAV, A 
DISTANCE OF 397.86 FEET TO T1lE SOUTHEAsT CORNER OF LOT:n. AS SHO"VN ON THE 
SAID nECOlID OF SURVEY;· . 
THENCE NORTH 3 DEGREES 2S' 34" EAST, ALONG THE EASTERLY BOUNDARY Ll/ll£, 
SAID LOT 21, A DISTANCE OF 1088.88 FEET TO 'llIE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNlNp. 
TRACT D THE FOLLOWING 3 PARCELS: 
TRACT 1: 
THAT PORTION OF GOVERNMENT LOT 8, SECTION 8, TOWNSHIP 48 NORTH, RANGE 4 
WEST, BOlSE MERIDIAN. KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO, LYING NORTH OF LOFF'S BAY 
COUNTY ROAD, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID GOVERNMENT LOT 8j 
THENCE SOUTH 86 DEGREES 54' 3?" EAST, ALONG T'He NORTH LINE THEREOF 225.00 
FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 03 DEGREES :L8' 34" WEST, 587.97 FEETj 
THENCE NORTH 86 DEGREES 54' 39"·WEST, 69.31 :FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 03 DEGREES 28' 34" WEST, 588.00 FEET TO THE NORTH MARGIN OF 
SAID LOFF'S BAY :ROAD; 
THENCE NO:RTH 62 DEGREES 47' 39" WEST, ALONG SAID NORTH MARGIN 115.3'1 FEET 
TOTlIE BEGlNNING OF A CURVE TO TIlE LEliT HAVING A RADIUS OF 290 FEET 
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THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 11 DEGREES 00' 10", AN ARC DISTANCE OF 55.69 
FEET; 
THENCE NORTH Il3 DEGREES 37' 03" EAST, ALONG THE 'WEST LINE OF SAlD 
GOVERNMENT LOT 8, 1111.10 FEET TO THE NORTH L1NE 'THEREOF, AND THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
TRACT 2: 
THAT PORTION OF GOVElffiMENTLOT 8, SECTION 3, TOWNSlffi> 48 NORTII, RANGE 4 
WEST i BOISE MElUDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, mAlIO, LYlNG NORTH OF LOW'S BAY 
COUNTY ROAD DESCRIBED AS liOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID GOVERNMENT LOT 8; 
THENCE SOUTH 86 DEGREES 54' 39" EAST, ALONG n-m NORTH LINE THEREOF, 225.00 
FEET TO TIm TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; 
THENCE CONTINUING SOUTU 86 DEGltEES 54' 39" EAST, ALONG SAID NORTH LINE 
757.32 FEET; -
THENCE SOUTH 23 DEGREES 49' 53" WEST, 618.71 FEET; 
nmNCE NORTll86 DEGREES 54'39" WEST, 538.63 FEET; 
nmNCE NORTII 03 DEGREES 28' 34" EAST, 587.97 FEET TO SAlD NORTH LINE AND 
THE TRUE POINT OF BEG1NNlNG. . 
TRAC'l'3: 
THAT PORTION OF GOVERNMENT LOT 8, SECTION 8, TOWNSHIP 48 NORTH, RANGE 4 
WEST, BOISEMElUDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO, LYING NORTH OF LOFF'S BAY 
ROAD. 
LESS AND EXCEPT A TRACT Olt' LAND LOCATED IN GOVERNMENT LOT 8, SECTION 8, 
TO'VNSHlP 48 NORTH; RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, STATE OF 
lDAlIO, DESCRlBE~ AS FOLLOWS: -
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER. OF SAlD GOVERNMENT LOT 8; 
THENCE SOUTH 3 DEGREES 37' 03" WEST ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAID GOVERNMENT 
LOT, A DISTANCEOF1111.1l7EETTO TllENORTHlUGHTOFWAY OF EXIsTING 
LOW'S BAY ROAD; 
THENCE 55.6.9 SOllTflEASTERLY ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT WIlli A RADIUS OF 
290.0 FEET ON A CHORD BEAlUNG SOUTH 68 DEGREES 171 44" EAST, 55.60 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 62 DEGREES 47' 3911 EAST ALONG SAID IUGlff OF WAY 115.37 J.i'EET 




TO THE-TRUE POINT OF BEGlNNJNG; 
TIIENCE NORTH 3 DEGREES 37' OJII EAST. 588.0 FEET; 
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THENCE SOUTH 86 DEGREES 54' 39" EAST, 955.4 FEET TO TIlE INTERSECTION WITH 
THE NORTH RIGIIT OF WAY OF EXlSTlNG COUNTY ROAD; 
'THIl:NCE SOUTH 42 DEGREES 34' 10" WEST ALONG SAID ruGHT OF WAY 538.6 .F.E.ET; 
THENCE ALONG SAID RIGlIT OF WAY ON A CURVE TO Tlm RIGHT 161.47 FEETWlTIl A 
RADIUS OF 690.0 FEET AND A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 13 DEGREES 24' 29"; 
'fHENCE sourn 55 DEGREES 58' 39" WEST ALONG SAID RIGHrWAY 107.21 FEET; 
THENCE ALONG SAID RIGHT OF WAY ON A CURVE TO "I'lJE ruGm 341.96 PEET WlTlI A 
RADrus OF 320.0 FEET AND A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 61 DEGnEBS 13' 4:2"; 
THENCE NORTH 62 DEGREES 41' 39" WEST ALONG SAID RIGHT OF WAY 100.0 lIEET TO 
THE mtmPOINT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO EXCEPTING TIIEREFROM THAT PORTlON OF GOVERNMENT LOT 8, SECTION-8, 
TOWNSfDP 48 NO:RTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO. 
LYING NORTH OF LOFF'S BAY COUNTY ROAD, DESCR1BED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID GOVERNMENT LOT 8;-
TIMNCE SOUfH86 DEGREES 54' 3'" EASI, ALONG THE NORTH LINE THEREOF 225.00 
FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 03 DEGREES 28' 34" WEST, 587.97 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 86 DEGREES 54' 39" WEST, 69.31 FEET; 
THENCE SOUI'H 03 DEGREES 28' 34" WEST. 588.00 FEET TO THE NORTH MARGIN OF 
SAlD LOFF'S BAY ROAD; 
THENCE NORTH 61. DEGREES 47' 39" WEST, ALONG SAID NORTH MARGIN 115.37 FEET 
TO THE BEGINNlNG OF A CURVE TO TIlE LEFr HAVING A RADIUS OF 290 FEET 
THROUGa!l. CENTRAL ~GLE OF 11 DEGREES 00' 10". AN ARC DISTANCE OF 55.69 
FEET; • 
TIIENCE NORTH 03 DEGREES 37' OJ" EAST, ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAID 
GOVERNMENT LOT 8, 1111.10 FEET TO THE NORTH LINE THE:REOF, AND THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM THAT PORTION OF GOVERNMENT LOT 8, SECTION 8, 
TOWNSlllP 48 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MEruDlAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, lDAHO, 
LYING NORTII OF LOFF'S :BAY COUNTY ROAD DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
1 77°0°7/2010 MON 16:56 (TX/RX NO 7338] 1a)026 
EXHlBlT"A" 
LEOAL DESCRIPTION 
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COMMENCING AT nm NORTIiWEsT COItNER OF SAID GOVERNMENT LOT 8; 
THENCE SOU.rn 86 DEGREES 54' 39" EAST, ALONG TIlE NORTH LINE THEREOF, 225.00 
FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OFBEGINNlNGj 
THENCE CONTINUlNG SOUTH 86 DEGREES 54' 39" EAST, ALONG SAlD NORTH LINE 
757.32_FEET; 
THENCE SOurH 23 DEGREES 49' 53" WEST, 628.71 FEETi 
THENCE NORTH 86 DEGREES 54' 39" WEST, 538.63 FJmT; 
THENCE NORTH 03 DEGREES 28' 34" EAST. 581.97 FEET TO BAlD NORTI:I LINE AND 
THE '1'RUE FOINT OF BEGINNING. 
PARCEL 2: 
THE NORTH HALF OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTIm.. TlJE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE 
SOUTIIEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 5, AND GOVERNMENT LOTS 1 AND 2, SECTION 8, 
ALL IN.TOWNSHIP 48 NORTH, RANGE 4 'WEST. BOISE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI C011NTY. 
srATE OF IDAHO. 
J;>ARCEL3: 
THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE S01JTIIEAST QUAR'tE:R OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF 
- SECTION 5, TOWNSHIP 48 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI 
CO~.IDAHO. ' 
PARCEL 4: 
THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOlJTHWEST QUARTER 
AND THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOtJTJmAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTllWEST 
QUARTER OF SECTION 5, TOWNSHIP 48 NOR'l"'II, RANGE 4 WEST. BOISE MERIDIAN. 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO. 
PARCELS: 
THE SOUTImAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER m~ SECTION 5, TOWNSHIP 48 
NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERlDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, STATE OF IDAllO, 
AND 
LOT 2, BLOCK 1, SCHORZMAN-ATKINS SHORT PLAT, ACCORD1NG TO THE PLAT 














LOTS 1, .2 AND 3, THE SOl)'fiIEAST QUARTER OF THE NORTlIWFSr QUARTER, THE 
NORTHEAST QUART.Elt OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, TIIE SOUTHwEST QUARTER OF THE 
NORTHEAST QUARTER AND THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF TIm NORTIIEAST QUARTER OF 
·SECTION 5, TOWNSHIl' 48 NOR'IH, RANGE"4 WEST, BOlSEMERJI)lAN. 
AND 
GOVERNMENT LOT 4, SECTION 4, TOWNSlllP 43 NORm, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE 
MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO, 
EXCEPTING 'I'lmImPllOM A. PORTION OF THAT PROPERTY RE.EERlUID TO IN EXBXlJIT "E" 
OF QUIET TITLE JUDGEMENT RECOlU>IID UNDER INSTRUMENT NO. 1906262 IN SAID 
COUNTY AND MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRlBED A.S F9LLOWS: 
COMMENCING ATTIrE SOUl'HEAST CORNER OF SAID GOVERNMENT LOT 4, SECTION 4; 
THENCE 
No.RTH 00 DEGREES 45' 39" EAST ALONG nm EAST LINE OF SAlD LOT 4 A 
DlS'fANCE OF 135.30 FEET TO TlIE POlNT OF BEGINNING; THENCE 
. SOurH 87 DEGREES 21' 30" WEST 48.71 FEET; THENCE 
NO:RTH 02 DEGREES 51' U" "VESr 3.2.0'1 FEET; THEJliCE 
NORTH 03 DEG:REES 13' 21" WEST 10.60 FEET; THENCE 
. NORTH 01 DEGREES 51' 19" WEST 23.11 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 03 DEGREES 43' 08" WEST 37.65 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 03 DEGREES 46' 01" WEST 51. SO FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 03 DEGREES 11' 51" WEST 16.13 FEET; THENCE 
NO'RTH 07 DEGREES 58' 2.," WEST 24.73 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 05 DEGREES 2.2' 53" WEST 23.29 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 06 DEGREES 14' 48" WEST 53.80 FEET; TImMCE 
NORTH 05 DEGREES 01' 00'1 WEST 87.73 FElJ;T; THENCE 
NORTH 00 DEGREES 16' 11" WEST 39.22 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 18 DEG:REES 20' 54" WEST 5.S7 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 00 DEGRBES 28' 20" WEST 116.01 FEET; TIIENCE 
NORTH 04 DEGRBES 23' 45" EAST 125.91 FEET; THENCE 
CClMllT .1omU.' 




NORTH 03 DEGREES 34' 02" EAST 185.71 FEET; TIIENCE 
NORTH 02 DEGREES 44' 00" EAST 41.99 FEET; THENCE 
SO'llTH 80 DEGREES 57' 24" EAST 34.12 FEET. THENCE 
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SOUTH 73 DEGREES 27' 34" EAST 37.42 FEET TO A POINT ON THE EAST LINE OF 
SAID GOVERNMENT LOT 4; THENCE 
SOUTIl 00 DEGREES 45' 39M WEST A DISI' ANCE 09880.68 FEET TO THE P01NT OF 
BEGINNING. .. . 
AND EXCEPTING THEREFROM ALL OF THAT POR'l'JON OF SAID GO'VERNMENT LOT 4, 
SECTION 4, LYING NORTHE;ASTERLY OFTJI.e EXISTING ROADWAY, TOWNSHiP 48 
NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, FURTlIER DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
ALL OF THAT PORTION OF GOVERNMENT LOT 4, SECTlON4, LYING NORTHEASTERLY OF 
THE EXISTING ROADWAY, TOWNSHIP 48 NOR.TH, RANGE 4 WEST~ DOISE MERIDIAN, AND 
BElNG MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED ~Y METES AND BOUNDS AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGiNNING AT A FOUND lJ2lNCB mON ROD AND l'LS 3451 CAF MARKING THE 
NORTImA$T CORNER OF GOVERNMENT LOT 4, SECTION 4, TOWNSHlP 48 NOItTH, RANGE 
4 WEST, BOlSE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO; 
THENCE ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID GOVERNMENT LOT 4. SECTION 4, BOUTH 00 
DEGREES 46'41" WEST, A DISTANCE OF 137.94 FEET TO A SET mON ROD AND 1'LS 
4194 CAP ON THE NORTHEAS'J."ERLY ruGHT OF WAY OF COUNTY ROAD NO. 115 
BELLGROVE-STlNSON ROAD; 
THENCE ALONG THE NORTHEASTERLY RlGIIT OF WAY OF SAID ROAD THE FOLLOWING 2-
COURSES, ALL MARKED BY mON RODS AND 1'L8 4194 CAFSl 
1) NORTH SO DEGREES 44'36" WEST, A DISTANCE OF 73.10 FEET; 
2) THENCE NORTH 60 DEGREES 31'30" WEST, A DISTANCE 01":2.10.09 FEET TO THE 
INTERSECTION "WITH THE NOR.TH LINE OFTlm AFOREMENTIONED GOVERNMENT LOT 4, 
SECTION 4; 
THENCE ALONG SAID NORTH LINE OF GOVERNMENT LOT 4, SECTION 4, SOUTH 87 
DEGREES 13'28" EAST, A DISTANCE OF241.66 FEET TO TIm POINT OF BEGINNING. 
PARCEL 7, THE FOLLOWING TllACTS: 
TRACT A: 
A PART OF Tl:lE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER, AND GOVERNMENT 
LOT2, SECTION 4, TOWNSlflP 48 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST,llOrSEMERJDIAN, 
tCUOl1T.~'I4Alo.O 
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KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAlIO, MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE NORT.JIWEST CORNER OF SAll> SOUTHWES'I' QUARTER OF THE 
NORTHEAST QUARTER (CN 1/16 CORNER); 
THENCE NORTH 1 DEGREES OS' 28" EAST, 159.98 FEET ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY 
OF SAID LOT Z TO A POlNT ON THE CENTERLINE OFLOFFS BAY ROAD; 
THENCE TRAVERSING SAID CENTERI.J.NE AS FOLLOWS: 
SOUTH 58 'DEGREES 36' 55" EAST, 49.07 FEET; 
THENCE 332.38 FEET ALONG TIlE ARC OF A 335.58 FOOT RADIUS CURVElUGHT. SAID 
CURVE HAVING A CHORD nEWNG SOUTH 30 DEGREES 14' 24" EAST, 318 • .96 FEET; 
TImNCE SOUTH 1 DEGREES 51' 53" EAST, 328.02 FEET; 
TImNCE sourn 1. DEGRImS 28' 04" WEST, 104.42 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 12 DEGREES 40' 51" WJ!S}:, 42.731l.EETj 
THENCE SOlJTlI21 DEGREES 56' 11" WEST, 51.81 11:EET; 
THENCE SOlJI'H 31 DEGREES 00' 18" wEST, 99.74 FEET; 
THENCE SOlJ1lI 32 DEGREES 35' 22" WEST, 104.42 FEET; 
THENCE SOUl"H 36 DEGREES 33' 02" WFSr, 100.94 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 42 DEGREES IS' 5~" WEST, 51.24 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 1 DEGREES 08' 28" EAST, AND LEAVING.sAID CENTERLINE 955.75 
FEET ALONG THB WEST BOUNDARY OF SAlD SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF'rf{E NORTHEAST 
QUARTER TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPT ANY PORTION LYING IN LOFF'S BAY ROAD. 
'l'RACTB: 
A PARCEL OF LAND IN GOVERNMENT LOT 3, SECTION 4, 'I'OWNS.HJP 48 NORTH, RANGE 
4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ~OOTENA] COUNTY, IDAHO, AND :FU.RTllER DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: ' 
BEGINNING AT'l'1:lB SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID GOVERNMENT"LOT 3, SECTION 4; 
THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 46' 05" EAST, ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAID 
GOVERNMENT LOT 3, A DISTANCE OF 135.57 FEET; 
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THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 12' 07" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 312.12 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 41' 56" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 321.36 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 06' 35" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 325.48 FEETj 
THENCE NORTH 82 DEGREES 25' 36" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 170.38 FEET; 
'l1mNCE SOurH 84 DEGREES 22' 44" EAST. A DISTANCE OF 128.59 P'.E:ETj 
THENCE NORTH 87 DEGREES 27' 56'(EAST, A DISTANCE OF 78.74 FEET TO 'J:'Im 
INTERSECTION WITH TIm WEST LINE OF SAID GOVE.RN.M:ENT LOT Zj 
THENCE SOUTH 01 DEGREES 08' 46" WEST, A DISTANCE OFZ60.S7 F.EET TO THE 
NORTH LINE OF THE S01JT.FIEAST QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 4, 
TOWNSI:DP 48 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST. :SOISE l.\1ERIDlAN; 
THENCE NORTH 35 DEGREES 39' 49" WltST, :1334.86 F.EET TO THE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
EXCEFT THAT PORTION OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 4, TOWNSHIP 48 
NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO, DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWSI . 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTH ONE QUARTlm CORNER OF SAID SECTION 4; 
THENCE SOUTH Ol DEGREES 57' 14" WEST. ALONG DIE EAST LINE OF THE 
NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SAID SECTION 4, 980.93 FEET TO THE POIN'.r OF 
BEGINNING OFTHlS DESCRn>TIONj 
THENCE CONTINUE SOUTll 01 DEGREEES 57' 14" WEST, ALONG SAID EAST LINE. 
65.86 FEET TO THE NORTHERLY RIGHT Oll' WAY LINE OF LOFFS BAY ROAD; 
THENCE NORTH 57 DEGREES 48' 19"WEST, ALONG SAID NORTHERLY lUGHT OF WAY 
" LINE 125.33 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 83 DEGREES 34' 01" EAST, 29.69 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 88 DEGREES 16' 39" EAST, 78.83 FEET TO THE :POINT OF 
BEG1NNlNG. 
ALL LYING sourH OF THE SOurH LINE OF THE PLAT OF MCLEAN MEADOWS RECORDED 
lN DOOK "Gil OF PLATS PAGE 493, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAllO. 
TRACTC: 
THE NORTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER AND THE SOUTHWEST QUAR'fER OF THE 
SOUTHWEST QUAnTER. AND 'J1IE SOUTImAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUAR'l'ER AND 
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THE SOU'I'1IWBST QUARTER OF THE SOlJTHEAST QUARTER AND THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER 
OF THE SOurHEAST QUARTER, ALL IN SECTION 4. TOWNSHIP 48 NORTH, RANGE 4 
WEST, BOISE MERlDIAN, KOOTENAI. COUNTY, IDAHO. 
EXCEPTING THEREF.ROM A PORTION OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 4, 
TOWNSHIP 48 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERJDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO, 
MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
:BEGINNING ATTllE SOUTHEAST CORNER o.F SAID SECTION 4, TOWNSHIP 48 NORTH, 
RANGE 4 WEST, .BOISE MERlDJAN, SAID POINT BEING A 1lNClI lRON PIPE AS 
SHOWN BY INSTRUMENT NO. 1341198, RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO; 
THENCE NORTH 76 DEGREES 58'58").'VEST ALONG THE SOUTII LINE OF SECTION 4, A 
DISTANCE OF 1106.63 FEET; 
THENCE NORTII 29 DEGREES 07'51t1 EA$T, A DISTANCE OF 370.78 FEET '1'0 A 518 
INCH REBAR WITH A ORANGE PLA,STIC CAP, STAMPED P .L.S. 4346; 
TImNCE NORT.K 11 DEGREES 05'20" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 402.01 FEET TO A S/8 
lNCHREBAR WITH A ORANGE PLASTIC CAP frrAMPED P.L.S. 4346; 
THENCE NORTH 28 DEGREES 40'09" EAST, A DISTANCE OF325.54 F'E]l:TTO A 5/8 
INCH REBAR WITH A ORANGE PLASTIC CAP STAMPED P.L.S. 4346; 
THENCE NORTH 14 DEGREES 25'38" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 225.75 FEET TO A 5/8 
INCH REBAR WITH A ORANGE PLASTIC CAP STAMPED I P.L.S •. 4346; 
THENCE NORTH 65 DEGREES 00'05" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 297.30 FEET BEJNG ON 
THE EAST·WEsr 1I16TIILlNE BETWEEN THE BC 1/16'l'H CORNER ON 'J'Bll: sours: 
11l6TH CORNER OF SAiD SECTION 4, SAlD POINT ALSO BEING A 5/8 INCH ltEBAR 
WrI'H A ORANGE PLASTIC CAP STAMPED P.L.S. 4346; 
THENCE SOUTH 78 DEGREES 57'20" EAST ALONG SAID EAST-WEST 1116TH LJNE A 
DJSTANCE OF 46.31 FEET TO THE sourn 1J16TH CORNER OF SAID SECTlON 4;. 
THENCE SOUTH 4)0 DEGREES 25'56" WEST ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID SECTION 4 
A DISTANCE OF 1324.52 FEET TO THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAlD SECTION 4 AND 
THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
THE SOUTH HALF OF THE NOR'I'HWEST QUARTER OF SEC'.rION 4, TOWNSHIP 48 NORTH, 
RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERJDlAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO. 
EXCEPTING THEltEFROM THAT PORTION CONVEYED TO BABBITT LOGGING, lNC. BY 
WARRANTY DEED RECORDED JULY 1,1997 AS JNSTRUMKNT NO. 1495927, DESCRIBED 
AS FOLLOWS: 
t()tOUS' .... OM..o 
06/07/2010 MON 16:56 ITX/RX NO 7338] ~032 
1776 
" , 1 
EXHIBIT "A" 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
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THAT Po.R.TION OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER DF THE NOR'l'HWEST QUARTER QF SECTIQN 
4, TOWNSHIP 48 NORTH.llANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, XOOTENAI COUNTY, STATE 
QF IDAHO. LY.TNG EAbT DF LOFF'S BAY CQUNTY R.QAD. 
TOGETHER WITH TIIAT POR.TION QFTHE No.ltTHEAbT QUARTER QF THE SQUTHWES'j' 
QUARTER, SECTION 4, TOWNSHIP 48 NQRTH, RANGE 4 WEST, D01SE MERIDIAN, 
KQOTENAI CQVNTY, STATE QF IDAHO, LYING EAST QFLQFF'S DAY COUNTY ROAD. 
PARCEL 8: 
ALL QF '!HAT PORTlON o.F GOVERNMENT Lo.T 4, SECTION 4, LYING NQRTHEASTERLY QF 
THEEXlSTING ROADWAY, TQWNSHIP 48 NORTH. RANGE 4 WEST, DOISE MERIDIAN, AND 
BEING MDRE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED BY MEn:S AND BQUNDS AS FOLLQWS: 
BEGINNING AT A FQUND 112 INCH IRON RQD AND PLS 3451 CAP MARKlNG TIm" 
NORTHEAST CQRNER QF GOVERNMENT LQT 4, SECTION 4, TOWNSIDP 48 NQRTH, RANGE 
4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDA.1IQj 
THnNCE ALONG THE EAST LINE QF SAID GOVERNMENT LOT 4, 8,ECTlQN 4, SQu'I'n 00 
, DEGREES 46'41" WEST, A DISTANCE QF 137.94 FEET TO. A SET mON ROD AND PLS 
4194 CAP ONTRE NOltTHEASTERLY RlGRT OF WAY QF CQUNTY RQAD NO. 115 
DELLGROVE-STINSON ROAD; 
THENCE ALONG THE NORTHEASTERLY RIGHT OF WAY OF SAID ROAD '.rHE FOLLQWING 2 
COURSES, ALL MARKED BY IRON RODS AND PLS 4194 CAPs: 
1) NDRTIISO DEGREES 44'36" WEST, A DISTANCE OF 73.10 FEET; 
2) THENCE NORTH 60 DEGREES 31'30" WEST. A DISTANCE OF 210.09:FEET TO THE 
INTERSECTION WITH T.Im NORTH LINE OF TIlE AFOREMENTIONED GOVERNMENT LOT 4, 
SECTION 4; 
THENCE ALQNG SAID NQRTII LINE OF GOVERNMENT LOT 4, SECTIQN 4, SOUTH 87 
DEGREES 13'2811 EAbT, A DlSTANCE OF 241.66 FEET TO THE .POINT OF BEGINNING. 





Order No. 6001-17833.2 
Version 3 
UPDATE 
THAT :PORTION OF THE SOUI'lmAST QUARTER OFTHE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 
4, TOWNSHIP 48 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, STATE 
OF IDAHO, LYING EAST OF LOFF'S BAY COUNTY ROAD. 
TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF TIlE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST 
QUARTER, SECTION 4, TOWNSlllP 48 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO, LYING EAST OF LOFF'S BAY COUNTY ROAD. 
PARCELS: 
ALL OF'nlAT l'ORTION OF GOVERNMENT LOT 4, sECTION 4, LYING NORTHEASTERLY OF 
THE EXISTING ROADWAY, TOWNSHIP 48 NORTH. RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN. AND 
BEING MORE PARTICULARLY DESClUBED:BY METgs AND BOUNDS AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A FOUND 112 INCH mON ROD AND PLS 3451 CAP MARKING TIm·· 
NORTHEAST CORNER OF GOVERNMENT LOT 4, SECTION 4, TOWNSlDP 48 NORTH, RANGE 
4 WEST, BOJSEMERIDIAN, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO; 
.. 
THENCE ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID GOVERNMENT LOT 4, SECTION 4, SOUTH 00 
I DEGREES 46'41ft WEST, A DISTANCE OF 137.94 FEET TQ A SET IRON ROD AND PLS 
4194 CAP ON THE NORTHEASTEBLY RIGHT OF WAY OF COUNTY ROAD NO. 115 
BELLGROVE-STlNSON ROAD; 
THENCE ALONG THE NORTHEASTERLY mGHT OF WAY OF SAlD ROAD 'THE FOLLOWING Z 
COURSES, ALL MARKED BY mON RODS AND PLS 4194 CAPs: 
1) NORTHSO DEGREES 44'3'" WEST, A DISTANCE OF 73.10 FEET; 
2) THENCE NORTH 60 DEGREES 31'30" WEST, A DISTANCE OF Z10.09 FEET TO THE 
INTERSECTION WITH THE NORTH LINE OF THE AFOREMENTIONED GOVERNMENT LOT 4, 
SECTION 4; 
THENCE ALONG SAlD NORTH LINE OF GOVERNMENT LOT 4, SECTiON 4, SOUTlI 37. 
DEGREES 13'28" EAST, A D1STANCE OF 241.66 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
\ 
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!, 
JOHN R. LAYMAN, ISB #6825 
PATTI.TO FOSTER, ISB #7665 
LA YMAN, LA ¥MAN & ROBINSON, PLLP 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83814 
(800) 377·8883 
(509) 624~2902 (fax) 
Please Fax and Mail To: 
LAYMAN, LAYMAN & ROBINSON, PLLP 
601 S. Division Street 
Spokane, Washington 99202 
(509) 455-8883 
(509) 624·2902 (fax) 
Attorneys for BRN Development, In.c., BRN Investments, LLC, 
Lake View AG, BRN-Lake View Joint Venture, the Roland M. 
Casati Family Trust, dated June 5, 2008, the Ryker Young 
Revocable Trust and Marshall Chesrown 
BARRY W. DAVJDSON 
DAVIDSON. BACKMAN MEDEIROS PLLe 
1550 Bank of America Financial Center 
601 West Riverside Avenue 
Spokane, Washington 99201 
(509) 624·4606 
Attorney for Marsha11 Chesrown 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




BRN DEVELOPMENT, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, BRN INVESTMENTS, LLC, 
an Idaho lim.ited liability company, LAKE 
VIEW AG, a Liechtenstein company, 
BRN-LAKE VIEW JOINT VENTURE, 
an. Idaho general partnership, ROBERT 
LEVIN, Trustee for th.e ROLAND M. 
OROT3R. ON BRN DEI'S' MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE OF PL'S 
MOTrON FOR SJ AND MonON TO SHORTEN nME -1-
Case No. CV09-2619 
[PROPOSED] ORDER ON 
DEFENDANTS BRN 
DEVELOPMENT, INC., BRN 
INVESTMENTS, LLC, LAKE VIEW 
AG, BRN"LAKE VIEW JOINT 
VENTURE, ROLAND M. CASATI 
FAMILY TRUST, RYKER YOUNG 
REVOCABLE TRUST, AND 
MARSHALL CHESROWN'S 
MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
1779 
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CASATI FAMILY TRUST, dated JtUl.e S. 
2008. RYKER YOUNG, Tmstee for the 
RYKER YOUNG REVOCABLE 
TRUST, MARSHALL CHESROWN, a 
single man, IDAHO ROOFING 
SPECIALIST, LLC, an Idaho lim.ited 
liability company, THORCO, INC., an 
Jdaho corporation, CONSOLIDATED 
SUPPL Y COMPANY. an Oregon 
cOlPoration. INTERSTATE CONCRETE 
& ASPHALT COMPANY, an Idaho 
corporation, CONCRETE FINISHING. 
INC., an Arizona corporation, THE TURF 
CORPORATION, an Idaho corporation, 
WADSWORTH GOLF 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF THE 
SOUTHWEST, a Delaware corporation, 
POLIN & YOUNG CONSTRUCTION, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, TAYLOR 
ENGINEERING, INC., a Washington 
corporation, PRECISION IRRIGA nON. 
INC., an. Ari.zona corporation and 
SPOKANE WILBERT VAULT CO .• a 
Washington corporation, d/b/a WILBERT 
PRECAST, 
Defendants. 
L L & R 
AND 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME 
THIS MATTER havin.g come on for hearing on Defendants, BRN Development, 
PAGE 40/43 
Inc., BRN Investments, LLC. Lake View AG. BRN-Lake View Joint Venture, RolandM. 
Casati Family Trust, Ryker Young Revocable Trust, and Marshall Chesrown's Motion 
for Continuance of Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and Motion to 
Shorten Tjme, the Court having reviewed al1 material pertinent hereto and for good cause 
appeanng, 
NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby 
OR.DER ON BRN OEFS' M'OTION FOR CONTINf.lANCr: OF PL'S 
MOTION FOR SJ AND MOTION TO SI-IORTRN TJ:ME ·2· 
1780 
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ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the aforesaid motions be and the 
same are hereby GRANTED. Plaint.iff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
previously scheduled for August 18,2010 is continued until November 16,2010. 
DONE IN OPEN COURT th.is a~ day of July, 2010. 
JUDGE JOHN P. LUSTER 
Presented by: 
LA YMAN, LAYMAN & ROBINSON, PLLP 
JO . A " ISB #6825 
Attorneys for BRN Development, Inc., BRN 
Jnvestments, LLC, Lake View AG, BRN·Lake 
View Joint Venture, the Roland M. Casati Family 
Trust, the Ryker Young Revocable Tntst and. 
,.~hesrown 
. ;;:~"' ~/\~------. 
Bar,ty Davidson, Pro Hac Vice 
Attorney for Marshall Ches.I.'OWD 
ORDER ON BRN DEl'S' MonON F:OR CONT:INUANCB or. PL'S 
MOTION FO;R 81 AND MOTION TO SHORTEN TIMB -3-
1781 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the~ day of July, 2010, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
ql~7q rr'YlOl1 60 9 ~&dLjvc] 903 
Nancy 1. Issedis [] Hand-delivered 
Elizabeth A. TeIlessen [ ] Regular mail 
Winston. & Cashatt [ ] Certified mail 
601 W. Riverside, Suite 1900 [ J Ovemightmail 'I ) 
Spokan.e, WA 99201 [Xl Facsimile l~rs -;]) 0 
Barry Davidson. 
Davidson, Backman, Medeiros 
601 West Riverside #1550 
Spokane, W A 99201 
Richard Campbell 
Campbell, Bissen & Kirby 
7 South Howard Street #416 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Timothy Lawlor 
Greg Embrey 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole 
422 West Riverside~ Suite 100 
Spokane, W A 99201 
Charles B. Lempesis 
West 201 Seventh Avenue 
Post Falls, 10 83854 
Edward J. Anson 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole 
608 Northwest B1vd, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
[ ] Interoffi.ce Mai 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ) Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight maU 3 )/ /.. 0 
[X] Facsimile tJJ9-6d ... lfl'.(! 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand·delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ J Certified mail 
[ J Over.ru~tmaiI9 "re:-l) 1/ 
[X] Facslllnle60 -7(.)'-" 
[J Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail. 
[ ] ~:c:~t~19_7'$_cil/-1 
[XJ v' 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular m.ail 
[J Certified mail 
[ ] Ovemi ght mail , J@ 
[X] Facsimile 11 3 -- 107/ 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand-deli.vered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[] Certifi,ed mail 
[ J Ovez:ni~ht m;~ ..... c:;c-1~ /, 
[X] Facslmlle &1.4-' U 7 V 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
ORDER. ON BRN DEFS' MOTION FOR. CONTINUANCE 01' PI:S 
MOTION FOR SJ ANO MOTION TO SHORTBN T1MB-4- 1782 
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Randall A. Petennan 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields 
1. 0 1 South Capital Blvd, 10th Floor 
Boise, ID 83701 
Steven Wetzel 
Wetzel, Wetzel & Holt 
1322 West Kathleen Avenue, Suite 2 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Terrance R. Harris 
Ramsden & Lyons, LLP 
POBox 1336 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816·1336 
Robert Fasnacht 
850 W. Ironwood Drive, Suite 101 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 
Corey J. Rippee 
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow & 
McKJveen 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, 1D 83701 














































Overnight mail .J 










Certified mail ~ I 
Ovemightrnai.1 r _, ':;(;1 .X""6d~ Con oi\Vl\l Ou 
Facsimile ;;0 'Q"-./7 u \ 'C./\ 
Interoffice mail 
ORDER ON BRN OEFS' MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE OF PI)S 1 7 8 3 
MOTJON FOR ~J AND MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME -5-
08/31/2010 09:34 
JOI-IN R. LAYMAN, ISB #6825 
PATTI .10 FOSTER~ ISB #7665 
LAYMAN, LA ¥MAN & ROBINSON, PLLP 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d' Alene, Jdaho 83814 
(800) 377-8883 
(509) 624·2902 (fax) 
Please Fax and Mail To: 
LAYMAN, LAYMAN & ROBINSON, PLLP 
601 S. Division Street 
Spokane, Washington 99202 
(509) 455·8883 
(509) 624-2902 (fax) 
L L & R 
Attorneys for BRN Development, Inc., BRN Investments, LLC, 
Lake View AG, BRN-Lake View .Toint Venture, the Roland M. 
Casati Family Trust, dated June 5, 2008, the Ryker Young 
Revocable Trust and Marshall Chesrown 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STAlE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 1HE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




BRN DEVELOPMENT, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, BRN INVESTlvIENTS, LLC~ 
an Idaho lim.ited liability com.pany, LAKE 
VIEW AG. a Liechtenstein company, 
BRN-LAKE VIEW JOINT VENTIJRE, 
an Idaho general partnership, ROBERT 
I..EVIN, Trustee for the ROLAND M. 
CASATI FAMILY TRUST, dated June 5, 
2008, RYKER YOUNG, Trustee for the 
RYKER YOUNG REVOCABLE 
TRUST, MARSHALL CHESROWN, a 
single man, IDAI-IO ROOFING 
SPECIALIST, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, THORCO. INC., at!. 
Idaho corporation, CONSOLIDATED 
SUPPL Y COMPANY, an Oregon 
ORDER FOR CONTINlI ANCE Of' lmARJNGS ON PVS 
M.OTIONS FOR PARTIAL s.r ·1· 
Case No. CV09·2619 
AMENDED ORDER FOR 
CONTINUANCEOFI{EAruNGSON 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTIONS FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AGAINST DEFENDANTS BRN 
DEVELOPMENT, INC.; BRN 
INVESTMENTS, LLC; LAKE VIEW 
AO; BRN-LAKEVIEW JOINT 
VENTURE; ROLAND M. CASAT! 
FAMILY TRUST; RYKER YOUNG 
REVOCABLE TRUST; THORCO, 
INC.; POLIN & YOUNG 
CONSTRUCTION, ]NC.; TAYLOR 






88/31/2010 09:34 50962 
cot]loration. INTERSTATE CONCRETE 
& ASPHALT COMPANY, an Idaho 
corporation, CONCRETE FINISHING, 
INC., an Arizona corporation. THE TURF 
CORPORATION, an Idaho corporation, 
WADSWORTH GOLF 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF THE 
SOUTHWEST, a Delaware corporation, 
POLIN & YOUNG CONSTRUCTION, 
INC., an Idaho corporati.on, TAYLOR 
ENGINEERING, INC., a Washington 
co.r.poration, PRECISION IRRIGATION, 
INC., an Arizona corporation and 
SPOKANE WILBERT VAULT CO., a 
Washington corporation, d/b/a WJLBERT 
PRECAST, 
Defendants. 
L L & R 
THIS MATTER having come on for hearing on July' 27, 2010 on Defendants, 
PAGE 83/08 
BRN Development, Tnc.; BRN Investments, LLC; Lakc View AG; BRN-Lake View .Toint 
Venture; Roland M. Casati Family Trost; Ryker Young Revocable Trust; Thorco, In.c.; 
Polin & Young Construction, Tnc.; Taylor Engineering, Inc.; Marshal1 Chesrown; and 
Wadsworth Golfs Motion.s for Continuance of Hearings on Plaintiff's Motions for 
Partial Summary Judgment, the Court having reviewed aU material pertinent hereto and 
for good cause appearing, 
NOW, THEREFORE) it is hereby 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the aforesaid motions be and the 
same are hereby GRANTED. Plaintiffs hearings on its Motions for Partial Summary 
Judgm.ent previously scheduled for August 18,2010 ate hereby continued untiJ 
November 2,2010 at 3:00 p.m. 
/111/ 
ORDER. FOR CONTINUANCE or- HEAR!NGS ON PVS 
MOTIONS FOR PART1Al. SJ ·2· 1785 
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DATED this 7"'~ay of Se,Jr:~, 20)0. 
JUDGE JOHN P. LUSTER 
Presented by: 
LAYMAN, LAYMAN & ROBINSON, PLLP 
J1f.&t.I~~S 
PATTI JO FOSTER, ISB #7665 
Attorneys for BRN Development, Inc., BRN 
Investments, LtC, Lake View AG, ,BRN·Lakc 
View Joint Venture, the Roland M. Casati FamiJy 
Trust, the Ryker Young Revocable Trust and 
Marshall Chcsrown 
2 ~Il~------
Barry w. D&Zson, Pro I -Iac Vice 
Co-Counsel for Marshall Chesrown 
Approved as to Form; Notice ofPreselltrnent Waived: 
CHARLES B. LEMPESIS, CHTD 
~~~. 
CHAESB:LEMiESIS, ISB# 2550 
Attorney for Tho:r.co, Inc. 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S 
~-n.:..,~. 
EWARDi.AN"SON. ISB# 2074 
Attorneys for Wadsworth Golf Constrllction 
Compan,y of the Southwest, The Turf Corporation, 
and Precisioll Jrri,gation, Inc. 
OR.neR. FOR CONTINUANCE Of' t'MIUN(fS ON PL'S 
MOTIONS FOR PAATtI\L S.I -3- 1786 
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CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY, PLLC 
. 
~~~. 
RICHARD CAMPBELL, ISB# 5177 
Attorneys for Polin & Young Construction, Inc. 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S 
~~~. 
T~WJ ... OR, ISB# 8160 
GREG EMBREY~ ISB# 6045 
Attorneys for Taylor Engineerings Inc. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED 
~-n.:~. 
~TERMAN,ISB# 1944 
C. CLAYTON GILL, ISB#4973 
Co"Attomeys for Am.erican Bank 
WINSTON & CASHATT 
~~~. 
N ~RLIS, ISB# 7331 
ELIZABETH A. TELLES SEN, 18B# 7393 
Attorneys for Am.erican Bank 
WETZEL, WETZEL & HOLT 
~~~. 
8T VEN WETZEL, IS8# 2988 
KEVIN P. HOLT, ISB#7196 
Attorneys for ACI Northwest, Inc. 
C Y J. RIPPEE, I8B#6803 
Attorney for Sun.daJ.1ce Investments, LLP 
ORnER FOR CONTTNUANCE OF T IEARINGS ON 1.'1. '$ 
MOTrONS FOR PART1AL SJ -4-
1787 
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ROBERT J. FASNACHT, PC 
R B .... RT 1. FASNACHT, ISB# 3500 
Attorney for Interstate Concrete & Aspbalt Company 
ORDER FOR CONTrNUANCll OF HI:!ARI'NOS ON PL'S 
MOTIONS FOR PART1"!.. $.r -5- 1788 
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I hereby certify that on the day 0., ~~~~.......,v- 0, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing do ent by the method indicated below, 
and addressed to the followi.ng: 
Nancy L. Isserlis 
Elizabeth A. Tel1essen 
Wjn.ston & Cashatt 
601 W. Riverside, Suite 1.900 
Spokane, WA.99201 
Barry Davidson 
Davidson, Backman, Medeiros 
601 West Riverside #1550 
Spokane, W A 99201 
Richard Campbell 
Campbell, Bissell & Kirby 
7 South Howard Street #416 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Timothy Lawlor 
Greg Embrey 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole 
422 West Riverside, Suite 100 
Spokane, W A 99201 
Charles B. Lempesis 
West 201 Seventh Avenue 
Post Falls, ID 83854 
Edward J. Anson 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole 
608 Northwest Blvd, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
ORDBR FORCONTTNU.ANCr:: OF H~ARINas ONPL'S 
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Randall A. Peterman 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields 
101 South Capital BJvd, 10th Floor 
Boise, 1D 83701 
Steven Wetzel 
Wetzel, Wetzel & Holt 
1322 West Kathleen Avenuc, Suite 2 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83815 
Terrance R. Harris 
Ram.sden, & Lyons, J..,LP 
POBox 1336 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336 
Robert Fasnacht 
850 W. Ironwood Drive, Suite 101 
Coettr d'Alene, 10 83814 
Corey J. Rippee 
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow & 
McKlveen 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
ORIJER. FOR CONTTNUANCIl OF HEARINOS ON PL'S 
MOTIONS FOR PARTIAL 8J .,. 
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1 NANCY L. ISSERLIS, ISB #7331 
ELIZABETH A. TELLESSEN, ISB #7393 
2 WINSTON & CASHATT 
3 250 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 107 A 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
4 Telephone: (208) 667-2103 
Facsimile: (208) 765-2121 
5 nli@winstoncashatt.com & eat@winstoncashatt.com 
6 
7 RANDALL A. PETERMAN, ISB #1944 
C. CLA YTON GILL, ISB # 4973 
8 MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK 
& FIELDS, CHARTERED 
9 101 South Capital Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
10 Boise, Idaho 83701 
11 Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
12 rap@moffatt.com & ccg@moffatt.com 
13 Attorneys for Plaintiff 
14 
15 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 






BRN DEVELOPMENT, INC., an Idaho 
Plaintiff. 
20 corporation, BRN INVES1MENTS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, LAKE VIEW 
21 AG, a Liechtenstein company, BRN-LAKE 
22 VIEW JOINT VENTURE, an Idaho general 
partnership, ROBERT LEVIN, Trustee for the 
23 ROLAND M. CASATI F AMIL Y TRUST, dated 
June 5, 2008, E. RYKER YOUNG, Trustee for 
24 the E. RYKER YOUNG REVOCABLE TRUST, 
MARSHALL CHESROWN a single man, 
25 IDAHO ROOFING SPECIALIST, LLC, an Idaho 
26 
STIPULATION AND ORDER AMENDING ORDER 
GRANTING CONTINUANCE OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT-l 
Case No. CV 09-2619 
STIPULATION AND ORDER AMENDING 
ORDER GRANTING CONTINUANCE OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 



















limited liability company, THORCO, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY 
COMPANY, an Oregon corporation, 
INTERSTATE CONCRETE & ASPHALT 
COMPANY, an Idaho corporation, CONCRETE 
FINISHING, INC., an Arizona corporation, THE 
TURF CORPORATION, an Idaho corporation, 
WADSWORTH GOLF CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY OF THE SOUTHWEST, a Delaware 
corporation, POLIN & YOUNG 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
TAYLOR ENGINEERING, INC., a Washington 
corporation, PRECISION IRRIGATION, INC., 
an Arizona corporation and SPOKANE 
WILBERT VAULT CO., a Washington 
corporation, d/b/a WILBERT PRECAST, 
Defendants. 
And 




ACI NORTHWEST, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
17 STRATA, INC., an Idaho corporation; an 







22 ACI NORTHWEST, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
23 Cross-Claimant 
24 v. 
25 AMERICAN BANK., a Montana bankin 
26 
STIPULATION AND ORDER AMENDING ORDER 
GRANTING CONTINUANCE OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
1792 
1 corporation, BRN DEVELOPMENT, INC., 
Idaho corporation, BRN INVESTMENTS, LLC, 
2 an Idaho limited liability company, LAKE VIE 
3 AG, a Liechtenstein company, BRN-L 
VIEW JOINT VENTURE, an Idaho general 
4 partnership, ROBERT LEVIN, Trustee for th 
ROLAND M. CASATI FAMILY TRUST, date 
5 June 5, 2008, E. RYKER YOUNG, Trustee fo 
the E. RYKER YOUNG REVOCABLE TRUST, 
6 MARSHALL CHESROWN a single man, 
7 THORCO, INC., an Idaho corporation 
CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY COMPANY, 
8 Oregon corporation, THE TU 
CORPORATION, an Idaho corporation 
9 WADSWORTH GOLF CONSTRUCTIO 
COMPANY OF THE SOUTHWEST, a Delawar 
10 corporation, POLIN & YOUN 
11 CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho corporation 
TAYLOR ENGINEERING, INC., a Washingto 
12 corporation and PRECISION IRRIGATION 
INC., an Arizona corporation, 
















Plaintiff American Bank, by and through its attorneys of record, Nancy L. Isserlis and Elizabeth 
. Tellessen of Winston & Cashatt and Randall A. Peterman and C. Clayton Gill of Moffatt, Thomas 
arrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered; and Defendants, BRN Development, Inc., BRN Investments, LLC, 
ake View AG., BRN-Lake View Joint Venture, Roland M. Casati Family Trust, Dated June 5, 2008, E. 
yker Young Revocable Trust and Marshall R. Chesrown, by and through their attorneys of record John 
. Layman of Layman, Layman & Robinson and Barry W. Davidson of Davidson Backman Medeiros; 
efendant Thorco, Inc., by and through its attorney of record Charles Lempesis; Defendants The Turf 
orporation, Wadsworth Golf Construction Company of the Southwest, and Precision Irrigation, Inc., by 
STIPULATION AND ORDER AMENDING ORDER 
GRANTING CONTINUANCE OF PLAINTIFF'S 













d through their attorney of record Edward Anson of Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole; 
efendant Polin & Young Construction, Inc., by and through its attorney of record Richard Campbell of 
ampbell & Bissell; DefendantlThird Party-Plaintiff Taylor Engineering, Inc., by and through its 
ttorney of record Timothy L. Lawlor of Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole; Third-Party 
efendantiCross-Claimant ACI Northwest, Inc., by and through its attorney of record Steven C. Wetzel 
f Wetzel, Wetzel & Holt; and Third-Party Defendant Sundance Investments, LLP., by and through its 
ttorney of record Corey Rippee of Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow, McKlveene & Jones, hereby 
'pulate and agree that the summary judgment hearings previously scheduled for November 2, 2010, 
ursuant to the Court's Order on Defendants, BRN Development, Inc., BRN Investments, LLC, Lake 
iew AG, BRN-Lake View Joint Venture, Roland E. Casati Family Trust, E. Ryker Young Revocable 
rust, and Marshall Chesrown's Motion for Continuance of Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary 
14 udgment entered July 29, 2010, should be moved to December 15,2010 at 3:00 p.m. to accommodate 
15 efendants' need for additional time for discovery. The hearing is scheduled before the Honorable John 
16 . Luster at the Kootenai County Courthouse, 324 West Garden Avenue, Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814. 
17 DATED this _I_l_ day of October, 2010. 
18 
19 
20 L. ISSERLIS, ISB # 7331 
EL ETII A. TELLESSEN, ISB # 7393 
21 WINSTON & CASHATT 
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Approved via e-mail- 10/5/10 
RANDALL A. PETERMAN, ISB #1944 
C. CLAYTON GILL, ISB # 4973 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK 
& FIELDS, CHARTERED 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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Approved via e-mail- 1015110 
2 John R. Layman, ISB # 6825 





Attorney for Defendants BRN Development, BRN 
Investments, BRN-Lake View Joint Venture, 
Marshal Chesrown, Lake View AG, and Robert 
Levin, Trustee For The Roland M. Casati Family 
Trust, Dated June 5, 2008 and E. Ryker Young, 
Trustee of the E. Ryker Young Revocable Trust 
8 -r~fflOOiCl1 ~ Ct£eroved.- \Olru, t) 
Charle B. Lempesis, ISB # 2550 
9 Attorney for Defendant Thorco 
10 
11 
12 Approved via e-mail-1015110 
Richard Campbell, ISB # 5177 
Campbell & Bissell 13 
14 
Attorney for Defendant Polin & Young 
15 
Approved via e-mail-1015110 
16 Steven C. Wetzel, ISB # 2988 
Wetzel Wetzel & Holt, P.L.L.C. 
17 Attorneys for Third Party Defendant ACI 
Approved via e-mail - 1015110 
Barry Davidson, Pro Hac Vice 
Davidson Backman Medeiros 
Attorney for Defendants BRN Development, BRN 
Investments, BRN-Lake View Joint Venture, 
Marshal Chesrown, Lake View AG, and Robert 
Levin, Trustee For The Roland M. Casati Family 
Trust, Dated June 5, 2008 and E. Ryker Young, 
Trustee of the E. Ryker Young Revocable Trust 
Approved via e-mail-1015110 
Edward Anson, ISB # 2074 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S. 
Attorney for Defendants Wadsworth Golf 
Construction Company of the Southwest, The Turf 
Corporation and Precision Irrigation Inc. 
Approved via voicemaill - 10/8110 
M. GREGORY Embrey, ISB #6045 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole 
Attorney for Defendant Taylor Engineering 
Approved via e-mail-1018110 
Corey J. Rippee, ISB #6803 
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow, McKlveen 
Attorney for Third-Party Defendant Sundance 
18 ORDER 
19 








for partial summary judgment will be continued until December 15,2010 at 3:00 p.m. 
f-'''' 
DATED this (q day of October, 2010. 
HONORABLE JOHNP. LUSTER 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Tlw undersigned hereby certifies under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Idaho 
that on D- day of October, 2010, the foregoing was caused to be served on the following persons in 
the manner indicated: 
John R. Layman VIA REGULAR MAIL 0 
Layman, Layman & Robinson, PLLP VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 0 
601 South Division Street HAND DEUVERED ~ -
Spokane, WA 99202 BY FACSIMILE 509-624-2902 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 
Attorney for Defendants BRN Development, BRN Investments, 
BRN-Lake View Joint Venture, Marshal Chesrown, Lake View 
AG, and Robert Levin, Trustee For The Roland M. Casati 
Family Trust, Dated June 5,2008 and E. Ryker Young, Trustee 
of the E. Ryker Young Revocable Trust 
Barry Davidson 
Davidson Backman Medeiros 
601 West Riverside #1550 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Co-Attorney for Defendants BRN Development, BRN 
Investments, BRN-Lake View Joint Venture, Marshal 
Chesrown, Lake View AG, and Robert Levin, Trustee For The 
Roland M. Casati Family Trust, Dated June 5, 2008 and E. 
Ryker Young, Trustee of the E. Ryker Young Revocable Trust 
VIA REGULAR MAIL 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
HAND DEUVERED 
BY FACSIMILE 509-623-1660 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 
o o o 
~ 
14 Charles B. Lempesis 
Attorney at Law 
VIA REGULAR MAIL 0 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 0 
HAND DEUVERED 0 15 201 W. Seventh Avenue 












Attorney for Defendant Thorco 
Edward Anson 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, p.s. 
601 Northwest Blvd. #300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendants Wadsworth Golf Construction 
Company of the Southwest, The Turf Corporation and 
Precision Irrigation Inc. 
Richard Campbell 
Campbell & Bissell 
7 South Howard Street #416 
Spokane,WA 99201 
Attorney for Defendant Polin & Young Construction 
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BY FACSIMILE (208) 773-1044 r:s;r 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS (] 
VIA REGULAR MAIL 0 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 0 
HAND DEUVERED 0 
BY FACSIMILE (208) 667-8470 ~ 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS [] 
VIA REGULAR MAIL 0 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 0 
HAND DELIVERED 0 
BY FACSIMILE 509-455-7111 0 














Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S. 
601 Northwest Blvd. #300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Taylor Engineering 
Randall A. Peterman & C. Clayton Gill 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered 
10 I South Capital Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Co-Attorney for Plaintiff 
Maggie Lyons 
Resolve Financial Group 
3731 North Ramsey Road, Suite 110B 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Court Appointed Receiver 
Rick Harris 
12 Ramsden & Lyons 
700 Northwest Boulevard 
13 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336 








Steven C. Wetzel & Kevin P. Holt 
Wetzel Wetzel & Holt, P.L.L.C. 
616 North 4th Street, Suite 3 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorneys for Third party Defendant ACI 
Corey J. Rippee 
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow, McKlveen 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Sundance Investments 
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VIA REGULAR MAIL D 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL D 
HAND DELIVERED D 
BY FACSIMILE (208) 667-8470 5a 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS O' 
VIA REGULAR MAIL 0 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 0 
HAND DELIVERED ~ 
BY FACSIMILE (208) 385-5384 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 
VIA REGULAR MAIL 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
HAND DELIVERED 
BY ELECTRONIC MAIL 




VIA REGULAR MAIL D 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL D 
HAND DELIVERED ~ 
BY FACSIMILE (208) 664-5884 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 
VIA REGULAR MAIL 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
HAND DELIVERED 
BY FACSIMILE (208) 664-6741 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 
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Edward 1. Anson, ISB No. 2074 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
3 Attorneys and Counselors 
The Spokesman Review Building 
4 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
5 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
6 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
Email: eja@witherspoonkelley.com 
7 
8 Attorneysfor Defendant Wadsworth Golf 
9 Construction Company of the Southwest, 
The Turf Corporation, and Precision Irrigation, Inc. 
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AMERICAN BANK, a Montana banking 
corporation, 
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant, 
vs. 
17 BRN DEVELOPMENT, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, BRN INVESTMENTS, LLC, an 
18 Idaho limited liability company, LAKE VIEW 
AG, a Liechtenstein company, BRN-LAKE 
19 VIEW JOINT VENTURE, an Idaho general 
20 partnership, ROBERT LEVIN, Trustee for the 
ROLAND M. CASATI FAMILY TRUST, 
dated June 5, 2008, RYKER YOUNG, Trustee 
for the RYKER YOUNG REVOCABLE 
TRUST, MARSHALL CHESROWN a single 
man, IDAHO ROOFING SPECIALIST, LLC, 




24 INC., an Idaho corporation, CONSOLIDATED 
SUPPL Y COMPANY, an Oregon corporation, 
INTERSTATE CONCRETE & ASPHALT 
COMPANY, an Idaho corporation, 
CONCRETE FINISHING, INC., an Arizona 
25 
26 
27 corporation, WADSWORTH GOLF 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF THE 
28 
SOUTHWEST, a Delaware corporation, THE 
NO. CV-09-2619 
WADSWORTH'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AGAINST AMERICAN BANK 
AND 




December 15, 20IO~ 
3:00p.m. 
Luster 
WADSWORTH'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AGAINST AMERICAN BANK AND lft~ WI THE R S P 0 0 N • K ELL E Y 
NOTICE OF HEARING - Page I 1 7 9 8 ah. 







TURF CORPORATION, an Idaho corporation, 
POLIN & YOUNG CONSTRUCTION, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, T AYLOR 
ENGINEERING, INC., a Washington 
corporation, PRECISION IRRIGATION, INC., 
an Arizona corporation and SPOKANE 
WILBERT VAULT CO., a Washington 
corporation, d/b/a WILBERT PRECAST, 
Defendants, Counterclaimants, 
7 Crossclaimants and Crossdefendants. 
8 
9 COMES NOW, Wadsworth Golf Construction Company of the Southwest, by and 
10 through its undersigned counsel of record, and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 and other applicable law, 
II 
hereby moves for partial summary judgment against American Bank seeking the relief and for 
12 
13 
the reasons set forth in Wadsworth's Memorandum in re Summary Judgment Motions filed and 
14 served herewith. This motion is supported by that memorandum, by the affidavits of Edward J. 
15 Anson and Stephen Harrell, and by Wadsworth's Statement of Uncontested Material Facts. 




NOTICE OF HEARING 
19 
20 YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a hearing on Defendant Wadsworth Golf 
21 Construction Company of the Southwest's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment against 
22 




15 day of December, 2010, at the hour of3:00 p.m. before the Honorable John P. Luster at the 
25 Kootenai County Courthouse located at 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, or as 
26 soon thereafter as counsel may be heard at which time said motion will be considered. 
27 
28 
WADSWORTH'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AGAINST AMERICAN BANK AND fill! WIT HER S PO 0 N • K ELL E Y 
NOTICEOFHEARING-Page2 1 7 9 ..Ji~~ 





























DATED this l2th day of November, 2010. 
- E)JWard 1.' Anson 
~ITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
WADSWORTH'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AGAINST AMERICAN BANK AND -I 
NOTICE OF HEARING-Page3 ~\'i~ WITHERSP 0 ON· KELLEY 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 I certify that on this 1 t h day of November, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of 
WADSWORTH'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT AGAINST 
3 AMERICAN BANK AND NOTICE OF HEARING to be forwarded, with all required charges 

























Nancy L. Isserlis [8J 
Elizabeth A. Tellessen D 
Winston & Cashatt D 
Bank of America Financial Center D 
601 W. Riverside, Suite 1900 
Spokane, Washington 99201-0695 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Randall A. Peterman [8J 
C. Clayton Gill D 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields Chtd. D 
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor D 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Counsel for American Bank's Claim on their 
Extended Title Policy No. 6001-17833 
(Fransnation) 
Richard D. Campbell [8J 
Campbell & Bissell, PLLC D 
7 South Howard Street, Suite 416 D 
Spokane, W A 99201 D 
Attorney for Defendant, Polin & Young 
Construction, Inc. 
Charles B. Lempesis [8J 
Attorney at Law D 
W 201 t h Avenue D 
Post Falls, Idaho 83854 D 
Counsel for Thorco, Inc. 
Robert J. Fasnacht [8J 
850 W. Ironwood Dr., Ste. 101 D 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 D 




















Via Fax: 208-664-4789 
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John R. Layman [Xl 
Layman, Layman & Robinson, PLLP 0 
601 S. Division Street 0 
Spokane, Washington 99202 0 
Counsel for BRN Development, Inc., 
BRN Investments, LLC, Lake View AG, 
Robert Leven, Trustee for the Roland M 
Casati Family Trust, Marshall Chesrown and 
Ryker Young, Trustee of the Ryker Young 
Revocable Trust 
Barry W. Davidson [Xl 
Davidson Backman Medeiros, PLLC 0 
1550 Bank of America Center 0 
601 W. Riverside Avenue 0 
Spokane, W A 99201 
Phone: 509-624-4600 
Fax: 509-623-1660 
Co-Counsel with Layman 
Timothy M. Lawlor & M. Gregory Embrey 
Witherspoon Kelley 
422 W. Riverside Ave., Suite 1100 
Spokane, Washington 99201 
Counsel for Taylor Engineering, Inc. 
Terrance R. Harris 
Ramsden & Lyons, LLP 
P.O. Box 1336 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Attorney for Receiver 
Steven C. Wetzel & Kevin P. Holt 
Wetzel Wetzel & Holt, P.L.L.C. 
616 North 4th Street, Suite 3 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Attorney for Third Party Defendant ACI 
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Edward J. Anson, ISB No. 2074 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Attorneys and Counselors 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
Email: eja@witherspoonkelley.com 
8 Attorneys/or Defendant Wadsworth Golf 
9 Construction Company 0/ the Southwest, 
The Tur/Corporation, and Precision Irrigation, Inc. 
10 IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
11 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 
AMERICAN BANK, a Montana banking NO. CV-09-2619 
13 corporation, 
14 




BRN DEVELOPMENT, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, BRN INVESTMENTS, LLC, an 
18 Idaho limited liability company, LAKE VIEW 
AG, a Liechtenstein company, BRN-LAKE 
VIEW JOINT VENTURE, an Idaho general 
17 
19 
20 partnership, ROBERT LEVIN, Trustee for the 
ROLAND M. CASA TI F AMIL Y TRUST, 
dated June 5,2008, RYKER YOUNG, Trustee 
for the RYKER YOUNG REVOCABLE 
TRUST, MARSHALL CHESROWN a single 
man, IDAHO ROOFING SPECIALIST, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, THORCO, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, CONSOLIDATED 
SUPPL Y COMPANY, an Oregon corporation, 
INTERSTATE CONCRETE & ASPHALT 
COMPANY, an Idaho corporation, 
CONCRETE FINISHING, INC., an Arizona 
corporation, WADSWORTH GOLF 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF THE 
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TURF CORPORATION, an Idaho corporation, 
POLIN & YOUNG CONSTRUCTION, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, TAYLOR 
ENGINEERING, INC., a Washington 
corporation, PRECISION IRRIGATION, INC., 
an Arizona corporation and SPOKANE 
WILBERT VAULT CO., a Washington 
corporation, d/b/a WILBERT PRECAST, 
Defendants, Counterclaimants, 























Wadsworth Golf Construction Company of the Southwest (hence "Wadsworth") 
submits this memorandum in support of its motion for summary judgment as against American 
Bank, and in opposition to American Bank's motion for summary judgment against Wadsworth. 
Wadsworth seeks a ruling on its motion for summary judgment on two alternative grounds: 
1. By the filing of a bond to obtain an order from this Court releasing the 
Wadsworth lien from all real property described in the American Bank foreclosure suit, 
American Bank has removed all issues of lien priority from this case. With the bond having 
been filed, the only issue is whether or not the Wadsworth lien was valid. Wadsworth contends 
that its lien was valid, and whether or not it was in a first or last priority position is irrelevant. 
A lien is still valid even if the foreclosure sale may have extinguished the lien claimant's rights 
but for the right of redemption. 
2. Alternatively, if this Court finds that lien priority remains an issue, Wadsworth 
submits that its lien has priority over the lien of American Bank. 
When two parties adverse to each other each move for summary judgment often there 
are no issues of material fact and the parties present to the Court solely questions of law. That 
is not tIlle in this case. For example, the parties do not appear to disagree that Wadsworth 
WADSWORTH'S MEMORANDUM IN RE SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT MOTIONS - Page 2 
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commenced lienable work during October, 2006. American Bank, however, contends that for 
2 
various reasons the starting date for lienable work should be January 9, 2007, instead of 
3 
October, 2006, and that Wadsworth did not provide lienable work from January 9, 2007 until 
4 
5 
sometime subsequent to February 6, 2007. Wadsworth responds by first arguing that the 
6 starting date for lienable work is October 17,2006, but if the Court were to rule that the starting 
7 date was January 9, 2007, then there are contested issues of material fact as to whether the 
8 
work performed during the month beginning January 9, 2007 was or was not lienable work. 
9 
Thus, while Wadsworth submits that there are no contested issues of material fact that would 
10 
II preclude this Court from entering summary judgment in its favor, there are, alternatively, 
12 contested issues of material fact that should properly preclude this Court from entering 
13 summary judgment in American Bank's favor. The key for this Court in deciding this apparent 
14 
paradoxical situation is in defining what facts are, or are not, material. 
15 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
16 
17 Wadsworth incorporates by reference herein its separately filed Statement of 
18 Uncontested Material Facts. The most pertinent facts are that Wadsworth commenced 
19 
construction of the golf course on the subject real property prior to American Bank making its 
20 
loan to BRN Development, Inc. (BRN). At the time that American Bank made its loan, it knew 
21 
22 
that construction had commenced on the golf course project. American Bank never reviewed, 
23 received, or relied upon any of the lien waivers at issue in this action. 
24 While it appears that the legal effect of the form of the BRN prepared lien waiver and 
25 
the form of the Wadsworth prepared lien waiver may differ, at the time neither Wadsworth nor 
26 
BRN understood that there may be a difference. BRN was satisfied with using the form of the 
27 
28 Wadsworth prepared lien waiver. 
WADSWORTH'S MEMORANDUM IN RE SUMMARY 
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Wadsworth substantially completed the golf course on October 20, 2008 with final 
completion occurring on November 21,2008. Wadsworth was not paid the full balance of its 
contract with BRN and on January 6, 2009 timely recorded its Notice of Claim of Lien 
claiming the principal sum of $2,329,439.72. BRN does not dispute that this is the principal 
sum owing and that the only reason that Wadsworth has not been paid is that BRN does not 
have the funds to do so. 
The golf course benefits the entire BRN Development project. The golf course was 
never intended to make money, but rather was designed and planned to enhance the value of 
the adjoining property. 
1. 
ARGUMENT 
The Priority Between the American Bank Mortgage and the Wadsworth Claim of 
Lien is Not Relevant. 
The April 27, 2010 Order Releasing Claim of Lien states that the lien claims of 
Wadsworth, Turf Corporation, and Precision Irrigation "are hereby released of record for all 
purposes, only as to the real property described in Exhibit D, to the same extent as if such liens 
had been released of record by Wadsworth, Turf Corporation, and Precision, respectively, and 
if such claims are asserted by motion pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-523 or in an independent 
action pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-522, the bond filed herein shall be subject to the claims that 
would otherwise constitute liens against the above-described property." 
The release of Mechanic's Lien Bond filed in this action states that American Bank and 
International Fidelity Insurance Company do obligate themselves to Wadsworth in the sum of 
$3,494,159.58, "from which sum they will pay the claimant [Wadsworth] such amount as a 
Court of competent jurisdiction may adjudge to have been secured by his lien, with interest, 
costs and attorney's fees." 
WADSWORTH'S MEMORANDUM IN RE SUMMARY 
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The language set forth in the bond is the statutorily prescribed language set forth in 
Idaho Code § 45-519. The language in the Order is similar to the language contained in Idaho 
Code § 45-522 which in relevant parts states: 
(l) The lien claimant is entitled to bring an action against the lien claimant's 
debtor and to join therein the surety on the bond. The rights of the lien 
claimant include and the court may award to him in that action: 
(a) The amount found due to the lien claimant by the court; 
(b) The cost of preparing and filing the lien claim, including attorney's 
fees, if any; 
( c) The costs of the proceedings; 
(d) Attorney's fees for representation of the lien claimant in the 
proceedings; and 
(e) Interest at the rate of seven percent (7%) per annum on the amount 
found due to the lien claimant and from the date found by the court 
that the sum was due and payable. 
When a lien is discharged by the filing of a bond, the property is discharged from the 
lien and the lien is shifted to the bond. TO. IX v. Superior Court, 80 Cal.Rptr.3d 602 (2008); 
Washington International Insurance Company v. Hughes Supply, Inc., 271 Ga.App. 50, 609 
S;E.2d 99 (2005); Martirano Construction Corp. v. Briar Contracting Corporation, 481 
N. Y.S.2d 105 (1984). In such cases, the action although in essence is one to foreclose the lien, 
actually becomes one to test the validity of the lien had it not been discharged. If the lien is 
found to be valid a judgment is obtained against the bond rather than a judgment of foreclosure 
against the property. Lindt & Sprung/i USA, Inc. v. PR Painting Corp., 740 N.Y.S.2d 369 
(2002); Brunet v. Justice, 264 So.2d 743 (La.App., 1972); FEW v. Capitol Materials, Inc., 274 
Ga. 784, 559 S.E.2d 429 (2002); and DBM Consulting Engineers, Inc. v. United States Fidelity 
and Guaranty Company, 142 Wash.App. 35, 170 P.3d 592 (2007). 
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In a series of decisions issued by Judge Scholl of the Superior Court of Connecticut on 
April 7, 2009, the issue before the Court is whether the priority of the lien claimant's lien in 
relation to other encumbrances on the property to which the lien attached, and therefore, the 
existence of any equity to satisfy the lien, is the proper consideration by the Court in 
determining the lien's validity when the lien on the real property has been discharged by the 
filing of a bond. In all of the decisions the Court found that the issue of priority in relation to 
other encumbrances has no place in the Court's consideration of whether the lien itself was 
otherwise valid. In Dalene Hardwood Flooring Company, Inc. v. Ashforth Properties 
Construction, Inc., 2009 WL 1175516 (Conn. Super. 2009) the Court explained: 
The issue before the court is whether the priority of the Plaintiffs mechanic's 
lien in relation to other encumbrances on the property to which the lien attached, 
and therefore, the existence of any equity to satisfy the lien, is a proper 
consideration by the court in determining the lien's "validity." 
As a result, the lienor's action on the bond is an action to recover what is owed 
the lienor for its work on the liened property, the payment of which was sought 
to be secured by the lien. In A. Petrucci Construction Co. v. Alaimo Excavators 
& Blasters, Inc., Superior Court, Judicial District of Ansonia-Milford at Milfor, 
Docket No. CV90032322S (July 9, 1990, Fuller, J.) (2 Conn. L. Rptr 106), 
where the plaintiff substituted a bond for a mechanic's lien filed by the 
defendant after claiming that it was not fully paid by the plaintiff for work 
performed, the court found that: "[T]he action is no longer an action involving 
land or foreclosure of a lien on real property. The action is a conventional civil 
action '" The underlying action is now on a bond, which is a contract 
obligating a third party to respond in damages if the principal does not do so." 
Similarly, in NY Conn Corporation v. Southbury Diagnostic Imaging Center, 
Superior Court of Connecticut, Docket No. 990337528S (April 4, 2000, 
Moraghan, J.) (27 Conn. L. Rptr. 42), where the plaintiff and defendant agreed 
to substitute a bond for the plaintiffs mechanic's lien, the court found that "the 
[action on the bond] is no longer an action in which the plaintiff is seeking 
foreclosure of the mechanic's lien. The present action is essentially contractual 
because the bond was substituted for the plaintiffs lien." As a result, the effect 
of a bond substituted for a mechanic's lien is to release the property from the 
mechanic's lien while providing the lienor security for payment from the parties 
who undertook the bond agreement. The bond, therefore, is not substituted for 
the land in the sense that equity may proceed against the bond as it could against 
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the land, but the bond becomes a contract between the parties that is enforceable 
at common law. 
The Defendants argue that the Plaintiffs bond is invalid because a construction 
mortgage on the liened property had priority over the Plaintiffs mechanic's lien, 
and, as a result, there was no equity in the property to which the Plaintiffs 
mechanic's lien attached. The Plaintiff argues that priority is not a basis to 
contest validity pursuant to General Statutes § 49-37(b)(3) because validity is 
not dependent on priority, but rather upon compliance with the statutory filing 
requirements. The court agrees. 
There is nothing in General Statutes § 49-34 indicating that in order to be 
"valid" a mechanic's lien must attach to sufficient equity in the property to 
satisfy the amount of the lien. 
A mechanic's lien may be valid as a matter of law even if it is "worthless as a 
matter of fact. " 
Only after the bond has been posted do the principal and surety have an 
opportunity to test the validity or amount of the liens. Even then, there is no 
authority for reducing the amount of the lien solely based on priority. citations 
deleted in part. 
Likewise, in Ashforth Properties Construction, Inc. v. Bank of Scotland, 2009 WL 
1175538 (Conn. Super. 2009) Judge Scholl again noted that a lien may be valid as a matter of 
law even if it is worthless as a matter of fact. Judge Scholl wrote: 
In this case, if the Defendants had not sought to substitute the Plaintiffs 
mechanic's lien with a bond, the priority of that lien in relation to the 
Defendants' mortgage would have had to be determined in the foreclosure 
action, and, if the Plaintiffs lien was found to be junior to the Defendant's 
mortgage the judgment of strict foreclosure would have terminated the Plaintiffs 
interest in the property unless it was able to redeem. When the debt of a prior 
mortgage exceeds that of a later encumbrance, the latter is worthless because the 
property contains no equity to satisfy the later encumbrance. citations and 
quotations deleted. 
However, Judge Scholl found that when a bond is posted the effect is to shift the lien 
from the real property to the bond and that the underlying action is now upon the bond, which 
is a contract obligating a third party to respond in damages if the principal does not do so. As 
such, the issue of the priority of the Plaintiffs lien in relation to other encumbrances on the lien 
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property has no place in the Court's consideration on the issue of whether or not the lien was 
valid even if, as a practical matter, worthless. If the lien is valid the bond becomes a contract 
between the parties that is enforceable regardless of the value of the lien. 
On the same day Judge Scholl reached identical results in Thyssenkrupp Elevator 
Corporation v. Bank of Scotland, 2009 WL 1143143 (Conn.Super. 2009) and Shepard Steel 
Co., Inc. v. Bank of Scotland, 2009 WL 1175527 (Conn. Super. 2009) in each case finding that 
the priority of a lien claimants lien in relation to other encumbrances on the property had no 
place in determining whether the lien was valid. Each case further found that there was no 
authority for the Court to reduce the lien on the basis that there was insufficient equity in the 
property. 
In Gelder & Associates, Inc. v. St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, 34 
N.C.App. 731,239 S.E.2d 604 (1977) the bond statute and the bond itself were extremely 
similar to the bond and statute in this case. The bond statute provided for the posting of a bond 
to discharge the lien from the real property with the bond to be used to pay the amount found 
due upon the lien. Like the bond in this case, the bond in Gelder was an unconditional 
obligation to pay to the claimant the amount found due by the Court. The Defendant contended 
that the lien would have been foreclosed and therefore no payment should be made under the 
bond. The Court disagreed, stating: 
Defendant contends that the bond was intended solely to secure whatever rights 
plaintiff had by virtue of the lien on the land, that it was not intended to give 
plaintiff any greater security than it originally had by virtue of the lien and that, 
since the foreclosure of the property would have extinguished plaintiffs lien had 
not the bond been executed, the foreclosure cancelled defendant's obligations 
under the bond. Defendant's argument ignores the plain wording of the bond. 
The bond unconditionally obligates defendant to pay any sum that the courts 
finally determine to be due plaintiff by the principal, Airpark, up to the amount 
of $23,583.79, plus court costs and interest. That amount has now been 
determined. There is nothing in the contract to limit defendant's obligations to 
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what plaintiff might have collected had the lien not been discharged. Defendant 
guaranteed payment of all that its principal owed plaintiff, not what plaintiff 
might have been able to collect. 
At 239 S.E. 2d 605. 
A similar result was reached in Gesco, Inc. v. Edward L. Nezelek, Inc., 414 So.2d 535 
(Fla.App. 1982). There the contractor brought suit to foreclose its lien. Chase Manhattan 
Bank, as the construction lender, obtained a bond that released the lien from the real property. 
As under Idaho Law, the bond operated as a substitution of security pending a judicial 
determination as to the validity of the claim. The posting of the bond did not relieve the lien 
claimant from proving all of the conditions precedent to perfection and enforcement of a lien 
against the property. However, proof of priority over the construction mortgage is not such.a 
condition precedent. The Court stated: 
The language of the bond clearly established an unconditional obligation for 
payment of the sum that the court determined was due the contractor. The bond 
did not limit the surety's obligation to that which the contractor might have 
collected absent execution of the bond. The trial court, therefore, did not err in 
allowing full recovery on the bond, notwithstanding that foreclosure of the 
mortgage might have extinguished the mechanic's lien had the bond not been 
executed. 
At 414 So. 2d 540 citations deleted 
The Court in Hatch Companies Contracting, Inc. v. Arizona Bank, 170 Ariz. 553, 826 
P.2d 1179 (1991) reached an identical result holding that when the lien discharge bond has 
been obtained the lien is shifted from the property to the bond and the claimant is only required 
to prove that it would have been entitled to judgment against the property, not that it could have 
satisfied judgment through foreclosure sale of the property. At 826 P.2 1184. 
A result consistent with the cases discussed above is George W Kane, Inc. v. NuScope, 
Inc., 243 Va. 503, 416 S.E.2d 701 (1992). There the owner of real property, Buckingham, 
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acquired a construction loan secured by a deed of trust. After the recording of the deed of trust 
Buckingham entered into a construction contract with Kane, its general contractor. Later 
NuScope, a subcontractor, recorded three liens against the property. Kane obtained bonds 
causing the release of the liens. Thereafter the subcontractor brought suit against Kane and the 
surety on the bonds seeking enforcement of its claims against the bonds. 
The Chancellor entered full judgment against the bonds and the issue on appeal was 
whether Buckingham and the construction lender were necessary parties to determine the 
amount of the liens that would have been enforceable against the property. On appeal the 
Chancellor was affirmed, with the Court stating: 
Once Kane posted the bond, NuScope's security for the claim underlying its 
mechanic's lien became the bond and not the real estate. When NuScope filed its 
suit demanding payment on the bond, Kane, NuScope's debtor and principal on 
the bond, acquired "an immediate interest in resisting the demand".Id. The same 
was true of Hartford Accident, the surety on the bond. Both were necessary 
parties to that suit. 
But once the encumbrance on Buckingham's property was released and replaced 
by a substitute security, the owner no longer had an interest in its property "likely 
either to be defeated or diminished" by NuScope's suit on the bond. While, as in 
Mendenhall and Walt Robbins, the beneficiary and the trustee of the construction 
deed of trust would have acquired such an immediate interest if NuScope had 
sued to enforce its mechanic's lien by a judicial sale of the property encumbered 
by that deed of trust, neither had such an interest once the mechanic's lien was 
released and NuScope sued to enforce its claim against the substitute security. 
At 416 S.E. 2d 705. 
The result reached in Kane is that the relative priority between a lien and a deed of trust 
becomes irrelevant when the lien is released by the filing of a bond. 
Undersigned counsel has only been able to locate one decision in which priority was 
relevant when a bond had been filed to discharge the lien, being York Federal Sav. & Loan 
Ass'n v. William A. Hazel, Inc., 256 Va. 598, 506 S.E. 2d 315 (1998). The Virginia statutory 
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scheme regarding liens and the bonding off of liens is substantially different than the Idaho 
statute and those jurisdictions having laws similar to Idaho. Virginia Code § 43-70 states in 
relevant part: 
In any suit brought under the provisions of § 43-22, the owner of the building 
and premises to which the lien, or liens, sought to be enforced shall have 
attached, the general contractor for such building or other parties in interest 
may, after five days' notice to the lienor, or lienors, apply to the court in which 
such suit shall be pending, or to the judge thereof in vacation, for permission to 
pay into court an amount of money sufficient to discharge such lien, or liens, 
and the costs of the suit or for permission to file a bond in the penalty of double 
the amount of such lien, or liens, and costs, with surety to be approved by the 
court, or judge, conditioned for the payment of such judgment adjudicating 
the lien or liens to be valid and determining the amount for which the same 
would have been enforceable against the real estate as may be rendered by 
the court upon the hearing of the case on its merits, which permission shall 
be granted by the court, or judge, in either such case, unless good cause be 
shown against the same by some party in interest. emphasis added 
Virginia Code § 43-21 provides for the priority of mechanic's liens and other 
encumbrances. When, as in York, there is a deed of trust given and recorded prior to the 
commencement of any work being performed by the mechanic, the prior deed of trust holder 
has priority, but only to the extent of the value of the land as determined by the Court excluding 
the value of buildings or structures located thereon. Under Virginia law, unlike Idaho law, 
when a bond has been filed the lien claimant must prove two facts: 
1. that the lien was valid; and 
2. the amount which the lien would have been enforceable against the real estate 
after giving the prior deed of trust holder priority as to the extent only of the 
value ofthe land exclusive of all improvements. 
In this case Wadsworth only needs to establish that its lien was valid but it does not need to 
establish what amount of money, if any, Wadsworth might collect upon foreclosure of its lien. 
The Wadsworth lien secured the entire indebtedness owing to Wadsworth. It is mere 
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speculation as to what amount of money Wadsworth might receive upon foreclosure of its lien 
regardless whether Wadsworth had a first or last priority. The bond filed in this action replaced 
the real property as the security for the indebtedness owing to Wadsworth and the bond itself 
states that it shall be used to pay to Wadsworth such amount as this Court adjudges to have 
been secured by the Wadsworth lien. As the Wadsworth lien secured the entire indebtedness 
owing to Wadsworth, the bond should be used to satisfy that indebtedness in full. 
Wadsworth had assumed that the reason American Bank obtained the bond was to 
facilitate a transaction where a majority interest in the BRN obligation owing to the bank was 
sold by the bank to Fidelity National Timber Resources, Inc. The deposition of Leon Royer of 
the bank established that the sale to Fidelity National Timber Resources occurred some eight 
months prior to the bond. It therefore appears that the bond was acquired either to facilitate 
some other transaction or through negligence. If so, the case of Groom v. W H Ward Lumber 
Co., Inc., 432 So. 2d 984 (La.App. 1983) is on point. In Groom, the material man filed a lien 
against the subject property. Thereafter the material man commenced the foreclosure action 
and was awarded default judgment. After judgment was entered, the property owner bonded 
around the claim of lien. The Court enforced the claim against the bond of Union Pacific 
Insurance Company. The Court stated: 
The bond was entered into on April 1, 1980. The judgment of default by Ward 
Lumber Company against Axis was obtained earlier, having been dated 
February 25, 1980. This prior judgment had had the effect of establishing, to 
use the language of the bond for release, "the legality of said claim", that is the 
claim of Ward Lumber Company against Axis. Therefore, the bond ab initio 
was instituted "in full force and effect to protect the interest of ... claimant ... " 
(Ward Lumber Company). Although the stipulated facts are silent, we feel that 
it was clearly through negligence that Pacific entered into the bond and release 
contract with Axis when the public records indicated a judgment by default had 
been obtained against Axis. The only other alternative is that Pacific entered 
into the bond and release in full knowledge of the default judgment, an 
improbable analysis of the facts that even further weakens Pacific's position. In 
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either case, the stipulation of facts does not indicate that fraud or coercion was 
practiced against Pacific. Pacific entered into the contract freely and 
voluntarily and took the facts as it found them. Contracts have the effect of 
laws upon those who have formed them, and must be performed in good faith. 
It is not the province of the courts to relieve a party of a bad bargain. We, 
therefore, find the bond for release to be fully enforceable. At 432 So. 2d 986 
citations deleted 
American Bank had two choices. It could have chosen to litigate lien priority in the 






















American Bank or BRN could obtain the release of the Wadsworth lien by the filing of the 
bond. The trade off for being able to deal with the property free and clear of the Wadsworth 
lien is that the issue oflien priority is removed and the only issue as to enforcement against the 
bond is whether or not the lien was valid. For whatever reason, American Bank chose to file 
the bond. The decision has been made, and lien priority is no longer an issue. 
2. To the Extent That Lien Priority Remains an Issue, the Wadsworth Lien Is Valid, 
Enforceable, and Has Priority over the Mortgage of American Bank. 
A. The Idaho Contractor Registration Act Does Not Render the Wadsworth 
Lien Void. 
American Bank argues that because Wadsworth did not register as a contractor under 
the Idaho Contractor Registration Act until January 9, 2007, the Wadsworth lien is void. 
Wadsworth received a Class AAA Idaho Public Works Contractor License on December 26, 
2000, which had an expiration date of January 31, 2007. To meet the construction schedule of 
BRN, Wadsworth commenced work on the golf course project prior to the execution of final 
contract documents during October 2006, under the terms of a Conditional Letter of Intent. 
During the negotiation of the final contract documents, it came to Wadsworth's attention that it 
may need to register under the Idaho Contractor Registration Act, and it thus did so on 
January 9, 2007. The final contract consists of a number of documents bearing different dates 
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of execution but it appears that all of the documents constituting the final contract were 
completely signed by both parties by January 27, 2007. The American Bank mortgage was 
recorded on February 6, 2007. 
The purpose of the Idaho Contractor Registration Act is set forth in I.C. §54-5202, 
which states: 
The legislature finds and declares that the practice of construction in the state of 
Idaho affects the public health, safety and welfare of its citizens. The legislature 
further finds that it is in the public interest to provide a mechanism to remove from 
practice incompetent, dishonest, or unprincipled practitioners of construction. To 
aid in fulfilling these purposes, this chapter provides for the registration of 
construction contractors within the state of Idaho. 
The Idaho Contractor Registration Act became effective January 1, 2006. Prior to that 
time, Idaho had no registration for private work contracting, although since 1941, Idaho did and 
does license public works contractors. The purpose of the Public Works Contractor Licensing 
Act is set forth in I.e. §54-1901(1), which states: 
The legislature finds that it is in the best interest of the people of the state of Idaho 
to establish a process for licensure of public works contractors to be administered 
through the public works contractors license board. To assure that experienced 
and qualified contractors provide services to public entities in Idaho, the board is 
charged with licensing as provided in this chapter. Effective licensing procedures 
should assure that contractors of integrity provide work for which they have 
specific experience and expertise and that public facilities are constructed and 
rebuilt by efficient and cost-effective means. Licensing should also protect the 
public health and safety through judicious exercise of investigative, disciplinary 
and enforcement activities. 
Clearly being licensed under the Idaho Public Works Contractor Licensing Act meets 
the purposes of being registered under the Idaho Contractor Registration Act. The Idaho 
Contractor Registration Act, in fact, has an exemption from registration found at I.C. §54-
5205(1), which states as follows: 
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to restrict any person licensed, 
registered, or other wise regulated by the state of Idaho from engaging in the 
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profession or practice for which they are licensed, registered or otherwise 
regulated by the state of Idaho including, but not limited to, persons licensed 
pursuant to chapters 3, 10, 12, 19, 26, 45 and 50, title 54, Idaho Code, nor shall 
this chapter require such persons otherwise licensed, registered or regulated to 
obtain such registration as required by this chapter, so long as such person is not 
acting with the intent to evade this chapter. No such person exempt hereunder 
may hold himself out as a registered contractor. 























appears to provide that a licensed public works contractor is not required to register under the 
Idaho Contractor Registration Act when the public works contractor is engaged in public works 
contracting. The last phrase of the statute can be read as meaning that a licensed public works 
contractor is not required to register when engaged in private contracting so long as the 
contractor is not acting with the intent to evade the act. This in essence, provides for an 
innocent party exception from registration and would be applicable in this case. When 
Wadsworth commenced construction under the conditional letter of intent during October, 
2006, Wadsworth was not aware of the new Idaho Contractor Registration Act. As soon as 
Wadsworth became aware of the Act it registered. Under this interpretation Wadsworth was 
exempt from registration when it commenced work. 
B. Even Assuming that Wadsworth Was Not Exempt From Registration 
Under the Idaho Contractor Registration Act, the Wadsworth Lien is Valid. 
The Idaho Contractor Registration Act was recently analyzed in Park West Homes, LLC 
v. Barnson, 149 Idaho 603, 238 P.3d 203 (2010). The Court first noted that "The Mechanics' 
Lien Statutes are liberally construed in favor of those to whom the lien is granted, and to create 
a valid lien the claimant must substantially comply with the statutory requirements." At 238 
P.3d 205. The Court found that a contractor is denied a lien for work or labor done in the 
construction during the period the contractor is not registered under the act. However, work 
done after the contractor has registered is certainly legal and the contractor is thus entitled to a 
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lien for work or labor it provided during the time that it was duly registered. The Court noted 
2 
that "to hold otherwise would mean that a contractor who violated the Act would be forever 
3 
barred from obtaining a mechanic's lien." At 238 P.3d 208. 
4 
5 
Idaho Code § 45-501 grants mechanic's lien for work or labor done or materials 
6 furnished. Idaho Code § 45-506 gives priority to mechanic's liens for labor commenced prior 
7 to the date or recording of the mortgage notwithstanding the fact that the mortgage is recorded 
8 
prior to the recording of a Notice of Claim of Lien. See also, Ultrawall, Inc. v. Washington 
9 
10 
Mutual Bank, 135 Idaho 832, 25 P.3d 855 (2001); Metropolitan Life Insurance Company v. 
11 First Security Bank of Idaho, 94 Idaho 489, 491 P.2d 1261 (1972). Under Park West Homes, 
12 supra, mechanic's lien statutes are liberally construed in favor of the lien claimant. In accord, 
13 Metropolitan Life Insurance Company v. First Security Bank of Idaho, 94 Idaho 489, 491 P.2d 
14 
1261 (1971). Likewise under ParkWest Homes a claimant is precluded from filing a lien when 
15 
16 
it is unregistered and not exempt from registration under the Idaho Contractor Registration Act. 
17 However, upon registration the lien claimant is entitled to a lien for work or labor it provided 
18 during the time it was registered. There is nothing in the Idaho Contractor Registration Act 
19 
which effects or changes the lien priority of Idaho Code § 45-506. Wadsworth commenced its 
20 
work on October 17, 2006. Wadsworth was paid for its work up to October, 2008. 
21 
22 
Wadsworth's lien was recorded on January 6, 2009. Prior to October 30, 2008 Wadsworth 
23 could not have recorded a claim of lien as it had been paid. Payment for work performed prior 
24 to the recording of the American Bank mortgage is irrelevant as to the priority of Wadsworth 
25 
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C. American Bank Ignores the Substantial Work Performed by Wadsworth 
Commencing on October 17, 2006. 
Wadsworth has argued that it was exempt from registration under the Idaho Contractor 
Registration Act and therefore its lien has an October 17, 2006 priority over American Bank's 
February 6, 2007 mortgage. Alternatively, Wadsworth argues that under ParkWest Homes, 
supre, Wadsworth was entitled to a lien for its unpaid work and that there is nothing in the 
Idaho Contractor Registration Act that effects or changes the priority of that lien. 
American Bank is arguing that the priority of the Wadsworth lien can be no earlier than 
the date Wadsworth registered under the Idaho Contractor Registration Act and that from the 
date of registration, January 9, 2007 to the date of the recording of the American Bank 
mortgage, February 6, 2007, the Wadsworth work on the project was limited to erosion control 
and general maintenance and preservation of the previously performed work. 
From October 17, 2006 to December 31, 2006 Wadsworth performed $159,747.00 
worth of work on the golf course project. During October, November, and December of 2006 
Wadsworth worked on the layout of various tees, fairways, greens, and a lake. Wadsworth 
additionally did shaping work on holes six and seven including supervising earth moving for 
holes four, five, six, seven, and related erosion control. From mid December, 2006 through 
February 6, 2007 Wadsworth maintained the jobsite and performed the sensitive erosion 
controls that were necessary both to preserve the work performed to that time as well as to 
remain compliant with the various environmental requirements. Erosion controls included 
installing, maintaining, and repairing silt fences, erosion fabric, straw mulch, straw wattle rolls, 
and straw bails to control water flow on the slopes of the golf holes to prevent sediment from 
getting into the water that was running off the site. If erosion controls were not properly 
maintained and an event occurred which caused sedimentation of off-site water ways and water 
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sheds, such an occurrence would have had the affect of shutting down the project until 
remedial action had taken place. This remedial action would take months and even perhaps a 
year during which time no work could be performed on the project. The Environmental Storm 
Water Prevention and Pollution Control Plan would be required to be reviewed and a new plan 
could be required for submission and approval. Harrell Affd 
Even if American Bank is correct in its contention that lienable work was required to be 
performed by Wadsworth between January 9, 2007 and February 6, 2007 there is at least a 
contested issue of material fact as to whether the work performed by Wadsworth during that 
period constitutes lienable work. 
D. American Bank's Argument That the Wadsworth Lien Should Be 
Subordinated by Reason of Idaho Code § 45-508 Lacks Merrit. 
Idaho Code § 45-508 provides: 
Claims against two bUildings. - In every case in which one (l) claim is filed 
against two (2) or more buildings, mines, mining claims, or other improvements, 
owned by the same person, the person filing such claim must, at the same time, 
designate the amount due him on each of said buildings, mines, mining claims, 
or other improvement; otherwise the lien of such claim is postponed to other 
liens. 
BRN Development, Inc. (henceforth "BRN") intended to develop Black Rock North 
as a high end residential golf course community. The project consisted of approximately one 
thousand acres located to the north and east of the original Club at Black Rock development. 
The one thousand acres were designed for the development of three hundred twenty-five 
(325) residential units segmented into a total of one hundred ninety-eight (198) single family 
detached lots ranging in size from 0.9 acres to 11 acres and one hundred twenty-seven (127) 
residential units designed for cluster housing, town homes, and condominiums. The golf 
course traverses throughout the entire project and consists of approximately two hundred 
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(200) acres. Anson Afj'd Exs. 1, 2, and 3 [Capps Depo. at 13-14, Harrell Depo. Ex. 1, BRN 
Development Depo. Ex. 181]. 
Marshall Chesrown, the president of BRN, described the purpose of building the golf 
course was to increase the value of the adjoining properties. Marshall Chesrown described 
the business plan as follows: 
So the plan always was for repayment to the bank, and everything 
was always structured around the 325 residential units. That was the only 
opportunity to create revenue, the only opportunity to payoff debt, all those 
kinds of things. Because golf courses lose money. I mean, none of them 
make money. 
So - but that again, what it did is you take lots that - let's say just -
not in this case, but I'll just use round numbers. If, you know, a normal lot in 
your market sells for 50,000 and it costs 25,000 to build them, you got 25,000 
in margin, of course. In this world, you just take that same lot, and all of a 
sudden it costs the same to build typically, all right, but now you take the cost 
of that golf course and amortize it over those lots. And so now your lot cost 
goes from 25 to 100, but your value goes from 100 to 400. So now you have 
300,000 of margin to play with. So that's how the business model was built. 
Anson Afj'd Exs. 4 and 5 [BRN Development Depo. at 11, Chesrown Depo., Vol. 2, at 77-
78]. 
Wadsworth submits that Idaho Code § 45-508 is inapplicable because there is only one 
project and the golf course was designed to benefit the entire project. For illustrative purposes 
the Black Rock North Conceptual Master Plan is attached as Exhibit 58 to the Affidavit of 
Edward 1. Anson. 
In Weber v. Eastern Idaho Packing Corporation, 94 Idaho 694, 496 P.2d 693 (1972) a 
contractor was hired to remove rock and level earth on three adjoining parcels of real property 
totaling approximately two hundred acres. The contractor did so, and when not paid, filed a 
lien against all three parcels. The property owners contended that the extent of the lien was too 
broad in that it did not specify what portions of the land in question had been benefited. The 
Court found that the work performed benefited the entire two-hundred acres as a farming unit. 
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In this case the golf course had no independent value and was constructed to benefit the entire 
one-thousand acre project. 
3. The Lien Releases Given By Wadsworth To BRN Do Not Affect the Wadsworth 
Lien Priority. 
The final contract between Wadsworth and BRN provided that "as a prerequisite for 
any payment, subcontractor shall provide, in a form satisfactory to owner, partial lien releases, 
claim waivers, and affidavits of payment from subcontractor, and its subcontractors and 
suppliers of any tier, for the build portion of subcontract's work." at Harrell Depo, Ex. 6, Page 
4. In the final contract Wadsworth is identified as the subcontractor. 
The contract itself contained as exhibits a Pay Request form and a Conditional Lien 
Waiver, Release and Subordination form. During the course of this project Wadsworth never 
utilized the Pay Request form as set forth in the exhibit to the contract. Instead, in the twenty-
five Applications for Payment made by Wadsworth to BRN during the course of this project 
from the first application dated October 31, 2006 to the last application dated November 30, 
2008, Wadsworth utilized an industry standard AlA prepared Application and Certification for 
Payment together with continuation statements and various supporting documents. This form 
provided more detailed information than the Pay Request form attached as an exhibit to the 
contract and it was accepted by BRN. Harrell Affd. 
Wadsworth was familiar with its conditional waiver and release on progress payment 
form which it used in its ordinary course of business. The form was prepared pursuant to 
Arizona Revised Statute § 33-1008 and that conditioned upon bank clearance of a check in the 
sum of the application, Wadsworth was acknowledging payment in full for work performed to 
the date set forth in the form, excluding retention, pending modifications, and changes or items 
furnished after the date used. It was Wadsworth's understanding that the lien release form 
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prepared pursuant to the Arizona statute does not affect lien priority in the event that a lien is 
recorded subsequent to the date of the document, and that further, under Arizona law no waiver 
of lien priority is effective unless given for consideration other than mere payment then due 
and owing under the contract. Harrell Affd 
In the first two applications for payment Wadsworth used its conditional waiver and 
release on progress payment form. All the Wadsworth forms were identical except for the date 
and the amount. The first Wadsworth conditional waiver and release on progress payment 
form stated the following: 
CONDITIONAL WAIVER AND RELEASE ON PROGRESS 
(Pursuant to A.R.S. § 33-1008) 
Project: 
Job No: 
Black Rock Development, Inc. 
317-01 
On receipt by the undersigned of a check from Black Rock Development, Inc. in 
the sum of $38,250.00 payable to Wadsworth Golf Construction Company and 
when the check has been properly endorsed and has been paid by the bank on 
which it was drawn, this document becomes effective to release any mechanics' 
lien, any state or federal statutory bond right, and private bond right, any claim 
for payment and any rights under any similar ordinance, rule or statute related to 
claim or payment rights for personals in the undersigned's position that the 
undersigned has on the job of Black Rock North Golf Course located at Black 
Rock North Golf Course in Coeur d'Alene, ID to the following extent. This 
release covers a progress payment for all labor, services, equipment or materials 
furnished to the jobsite or to Back Rock North Golf Course through October 31, 
2006 only and does not cover any retention, pending modifications and changes 
or items furnished after that date. Before any recipient of this document relies on 
it, that person should verify evidence of payment to the undersigned. 
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The undersigned warrants that he either has already paid or will use the monies he 
receives from this progress payment to promptly pay in full all of his laborers, 
subcontractors, materialmen and suppliers for all work, materials, equipment or 
services provided for or to the above referenced project up to the date of this 
waiver. 
Anson Affd Ex. 11 
Forms of this nature have uniformly been held not to effect lien priority. In A.A.R. 
Testing Laboratory, Inc. v. New Hope Baptist Church, 112 Wash.App. 442, 50 P.3d, 650 
(2002) the Court was faced with analyzing a similar form and stated: 
Absent a true subordination agreement, the priority of mechanics' and 
materialmen's liens against real property is not compromised by waiver and 
release agreements executed in exchange for payment through a certain date. 
A reading of the release indicates that Heritage only released lien rights for any 
"labor, services, materials or equipment supplied by the undersigned [Heritage] 
through June 30, 1998." Payment for work done after June 30, 1998 was still 
secured by the statutory lien and the priority of that claim relates back to the date 
work began. A waiver and release of a lien claim for work done through a certain 
date does not extinguish the lien or change the date of commencement under the 
statute. The interpretation of the waiver and release agreements asserted by the 
construction lenders renders the underlying mechanics' and materialmen's lien 
rights meaningless and allows a shifting of priority dates without the existence of 
a corresponding subordination agreement. 
The ruling below elevates the waiver and release documents to subordination 
agreements. The releases cannot be read as subordination agreements. 
At 50 P.3d 651 and 654. 
A similar result construing a similar lien waiver was reached in Metropolitan 
Federal Bank of Iowa v. A.J. Allen Mechanical Contractors, Inc., 477 N.W. 2d 668 (Iowa 
1991) where the Court stated: 
The language of the waivers employed by Allen specifically waived Allen's rights 
to mechanic's liens only on account of labor or material "furnished up to and 
including" the date of payment. There is no language in these waivers purporting 
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to waive rights accruing subsequent to the date of payment, nor is there any 
language purporting to waive Allen's priority. 
At 477 N.W2d 673, 674. 
Likewise, see LePore v. Parker-Woodward Corporation, 818 F.Supp. 1029 (E.D. 
Mich., 1993); District Judge Owen's Memorandum Decision dated May 1, 2009 In Re 
Tamarack Resort Foreclosure and Related Proceedings, Valley County Case No. CV-08-310C, 
and see generally, Baker v. Boren, 129 Idaho 885, 934 P.2d 951 (Court App. 1997). 
Wadsworth utilized its conditional waiver and release on progress payment form in the 
first two applications for payments submitted to BRN prior to the final execution of the 
contract. As the contract did not require use of the BRN conditional lien waiver, release, and 
subordination form as attached to the contract, but merely required use of a partial lien release 
in a form satisfactory to BRN, and as BRN made payments under the first two applications for 
payment, Wadsworth understood that its conditional waiver and release on progress payment 
form was acceptable to BRN. 
Wadsworth made a total of twenty-five applications for payment to BRN. Wadsworth 
prepared Conditional Waiver and Release on Progress Payment forms that were used on 
seventeen of the applications and were accepted by BRN. There were five occasions when 
the BRN prepared conditional lien waiver forms were utilized. In his affidavit Stephen 
Harrell, the President of Wadsworth, explains that when a BRN prepared conditional lien 
waiver form was utilized it was either because there was either a mistake in completing the 
form, or that Wadsworth apparently neglected to enclose its conditional lien waiver form, or 
that the amount of money that BRN proposed to pay towards an application was different 
than the amount of the application itself. Each time that Mr. Harrell executed a BRN 
prepared conditional lien waiver release form it was with the understanding that the only 
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difference between it and the Wadsworth prepared form was either in the amount or to 
2 
correct an error. At no time when Mr. Harrell either signed or authorized his signature by 
3 
Wadsworth to a BRN prepared conditional lien release form was there ever an intention by 
4 
5 
Mr. Harrell to waive or effect Wadsworth lien priority in the event that Wadsworth were 























possibility that the execution of the BRN lien release form could effect Wadsworth's lien 
priority and he never knowingly intended to waive the Wadsworth lien priority. Harrell 
Affd 
Marshall Chesrown, who at all relevant times was and is the president of BRN 
testified that it did not matter to him whether the Wadsworth prepared conditional lien waiver 
release form was used or the BRN prepared form was used. Kyle Capps, who was the BRN 
Project Manager for the Golf Course, testified that BRN's only concern with the lien waivers 
was that amount of the lien waiver matched the amount that BRN was paying. Leon Royer, 
who at the time was president of American Bank, testified that the bank did not review or 
receive any of the lien releases issued by any of the contractors or subcontractors for the BRN 
project. Anson Affd Exs. 16, 17 and 18 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63, at 373-379; Capps Depo. at 
54-64; Capps Depo. Ex. 75, at 537]. Harrell Affd [BRN Development Rule 30(b)(6) Depo. 
at 10, 11, 165-167, Royer Depo. at 144-145). 
American Bank contends that on the five occasions when the BRN lien waiver form 
was used because of some mistake in the Wadsworth form, or BRN's decision to pay an amount 
different than the Wadsworth application for payment, or the inadvertence of Wadsworth to 
include its conditional waiver and release on progress payment form with its payment 
application, the parties created fundamental changes in the nature of the lien waivers. When 
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read literally, the BRN prepared lien waiver form waives any claim for payments through the 
date of the waiver, which would include the agreed upon five percent retainage otherwise due 
at the completion of the project, and changed the priority of any lien that may be thereafter filed 
from the date of commencement of work to the date of the lien waiver. The parties never 
intended these effects. The argument of American Bank fails due to a lack of consideration for 
the relinquishment of the retainage rights and subordination oflien priority, and for the fact that 
the usage of the BRN form was due to the mutual mistake of the parties or unilateral mistake of 
Wadsworth. 
A. Lack of Consideration. 
The general rule is that an express waiver of a mechanic's lien must be supported by 
consideration in order to be effective and binding. Pierson v. Sewell, 97 Idaho 38, 539 P.2d 
590 (1975). The doing of something which one is already bound by contract to do is not a valid 
consideration. In Louk v. Patten, 58 Idaho 334, 73 P.2d 949 (1937) the Court stated: 
A promise to do what the promisor is already bound to do cannot be 
consideration, for if a person gets nothing in return for his promise but that to 
which he is already legally entitled, the consideration is unreaL Therefore, as a 
general rule, the performance of, or the promise to perform, an existing legal 
obligation is not a valid consideration. 
The promise of a person to carry out a subsisting contract with the promise or the 
performance of such contractual duty is clearly no consideration, as he is doing 
no more than he was already obligated to do, and hence has sustained no 
detriment, nor has the other party to the contract obtained any benefit. 
t 73 P.2d 951, citations deleted. 
The issue before the Court in Sussel Co. v. First Federal Savings and Loan Association 
of St. Paul, 304 Minn. 433, 232 NW.2d 88 (1975) was whether a lien waiver given in 
connection with an obligated contractual payment constituted merely a waiver of past lien 
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rights or included a waiver of future lien rights and lien priorities. The Court found that there 
was no consideration for anything other than a waiver of past lien rights. The Court stated: 
However, it is clear that respondent agreed on June 27 to pay appellant in 
exchange for appellant's waiver of past lien rights. Thus, appellant's purported 
waiver of priorities and future lien rights on July 13 was devoid of 
consideration, as respondent was merely doing that which it was already 
obligated to do. Appellant received respondent's promise to pay in exchange for 
its waiver of past lien rights. The waiver of priorities and future lien rights 
required additional consideration, totally lacking in this case. 
As a result, we hold that the check issued by respondent was not voluntary, but 
was made pursuant to an existing legal commitment. The lien waiver printed on 
the reverse side of the check, then, was void of the additional consideration 
necessary to waive future lien rights from and after June 27, 1972, and was 
unenforceab Ie. 
At 232 N.W. 2d 91, citations deleted. 
A similar issue was before the Court in Beebe Construction Corp. v. Circle RCa., 10 
Ohio App.2d 127, 226 N.E.2d 573 (1967) where the Court found that there was no 
consideration for a waiver of a mechanic's lien beyond the amount of the payment given for the 
lien waiver. The Court stated: 
In paying to plaintiff $1,196.73, upon receipt of a waiver of mechanic's lien 
from the plaintiff, defendant Putnam, so far as appears from the record in this 
case, was doing only what it was legally bound to do. A waiver of mechanic's 
lien in consideration of payments made by an owner or contractor, which he is 
legally bound to pay to the claimant, does not constitute valuable consideration 
so as to make the lien waiver effective and binding. 
At 226 N.E. 2d 576, citations deleted 
BRN never paid to Wadsworth anything in addition to that which was owed under the 
contract. On two occasions BRN paid substantially less. For the Wadsworth Payment 
Application dated September 30, 2007 in the amount of $1,187,951.44 BRN only paid 
$1,000,000.00. For the October 30, 2007 Wadsworth Application in the sum of $870,484.18 
BRN only paid $58,435.64. BRN did not pay the November 30, 2007 Application nor the 
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Applications dated December 31, 2007, January 31, 2008, and February 28, 2008 until they 
paid all four Applications with one check during April of 2008. As all of these payments were 
in amounts different than the Wadsworth Applications and corresponding Wadsworth 
Conditional Lien Waiver Forms, BRN prepared its Lien Waiver Form so that it would have a 
form that corresponded to the amount of each check. No consideration was given for any 
waiver of Wadsworth's lien priority. Likewise, no consideration was given for any waiver of 
the right to the retainage upon the completion of the project. Wadsworth was only waiving, 
and consideration was only given, for Wadsworth's acknowledgment that it had received the 
amount of the payment and waived any right to file a lien based upon the amount of the 
payment. On the basis of the foregoing, the lack of consideration makes any lien priority 
waiver, waiver of future lien rights, and waiver of the right to retainage all ineffective. 
B. Mutual Mistake and Unilateral Mistake. 
The doctrine of mutual mistake allows one party to a contract to modify a term of the 
contract, void the contract, or reform a contract if certain facts are present. RESTATEMENT 
(SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 152 (2010). In order for the doctrine of mutual mistake to 
provide reformation or relief for one party the party must prove the following: 
1. 
2. 
That both parties to the contract are mistaken as to a basic assumption on 
which the contract was made; and 
that the mistake was material. 
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 152 (2010). 
Wadsworth submitted two applications for payment to BRN prior to finalization of the 
26 final contract between Wadsworth and BRN. Each application contained a Wadsworth 
27 
28 
prepared conditional waiver and release on progress payment form prepared pursuant to 
Arizona revised statute § 33-1008. Wadsworth understood the effect of this form and knew 
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that it did not waive claims for retainage and that it did not affect lien priority. BRN accepted 
the use of this form and make payments on each of the first two applications. While the final 
contract entered into between Wadsworth and BRN contained as an attachment a BRN 
prepared lien waiver release form, the contract did not require the use of that form but merely 
required the use of a lien waiver form acceptable to BRN. BRN accepted the use of the 
Wadsworth prepared form. Neither Wadsworth nor BRN ever contemplated that there could 
possibly be a difference in the legal effect of the Wadsworth prepared form and the BRN 
prepared form. American Bank never reviewed any of the lien release forms. 
Wadsworth and BRN intended to use a lien release form that had the legal effect of the 
Wadsworth prepared form. They did so on seventeen occasions. By mutual mistake, on five 
occasions a BRN lien waiver form was used. 
The contract between BRN and Wadsworth provided that BRN would withhold as 
retainage from Wadsworth five percent of the amount of each payment application. The 
Wadsworth prepared lien release forms specifically excluded retainage from the scope of the 
release. The BRN prepared lien release form did not exclude retainage from its scope and 
would act to release all claims for payment to the date of the release, not withstanding the fact 
that only ninety-five percent of the amount then due was being paid. Actually the parties made 
a mistake in the calculation of retainage. From October, 2006 to October 2007, by mutual 
mistake ten percent of the amount of the payment applications were being withheld as retainage 
as opposed to the correct five percent amount. When the mistake was discovered the surplus 
retainage in the sum of $244,557.90 was paid by BRN to Wadsworth. By that time, four of the 
BRN prepared lien release forms had been executed by mistake. Had BRN intended to rely on 
the purported effect of its lien waiver release form it would not have paid to Wadsworth the 
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$244,557.90 in excess retainage. The parties instead intended that the legal effect of the lien 
waivers would be pursuant to the Wadsworth prepared lien waiver form, and the use of the 
BRN form was purely by mistake or inadvertence. 
In Bailey v. Ewing, 105 Idaho 636, 671 P.2d 1099 (Court App. 1983) the Court 
explained the doctrine of mistake as follows: 
A mistake is an unintentional act or omission arising from ignorance, surprise, 
or placed confidence. See 13 WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS § 1535 (3d ed. 
1970). The mistake must be material or, in other words, so substantial and 
fundamental as to defeat the object of the parties. Woodahl v. Mathews, 639 
P .2d 1165 (Mont.1982). A unilateral mistake is not normally grounds for relief 
for the mistaken party, whereas a mutual mistake is. Loeb Rhoades, 
Hornblower & Co. v. Keene, 28 Wash.App. 499, 624 P.2d 742 (1981). See 
Moran v. Copeman, 55 Idaho 785, 47 P.2d 920 (1935). A mutual mistake 
occurs when both parties, at the time of contracting, share a misconception 
about a basic assumption or vital fact upon which they based their bargain. Mat-
SuiBlackardiStephan & Sons v. State, 647 P.2d 1101 (Alaska 1982); Shrum v. 
Zeltwanger, 559 P.2d 1384 (Wyo. 1977). Some courts require the parties to 
have the same misconception about the same basic assumption or vital fact. 
E. G., Shrum v. Zeltwanger, supra. However, mutual mistake also has been 
defined to include situations in which the parties labor under differing 
misconceptions as to the same basic assumption or vital fact. RESTATEMENT 
(SECOND) CONTRACTS § 152, comment h (1981) [hereafter cited as 
Restatement]. We believe the Restatement presents the better view. The 
assumption or fact must be the same; otherwise two unilateral mistakes, instead 
of one mutual mistake, would result. 
At 105 Idaho 639. 
Thus, in Bailey v. Ewing the Court found: 
It is undisputed that Erhardt intended to sell the house with lot five and that he 
assumed the boundary line was located so as to allow him to sell the whole 
house. Erhardt believed the boundary line was somewhere east of its 
subsequently determined "true" location. Ewing shared this belief. Thus, both 
Ewing and Erhardt mistakenly believed that the boundary line was further east 
than it turned out to be. As a result of their ignorance concerning the true 
location, an act that neither of them intended occurred. Neither intended that the 
property sold as lot five would fail to include the whole house. This, there was 
an "unintentional act ... arising from ignorance." We hold, therefore, that Ewing 
and Erhardt made a mutual mistake regarding the location of the boundary line 
between lots five and six. 
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At 105 Idaho 639, 640. 
3 When a Court reforms an instrument when it appears from the evidence that the 
4 instrument does not reflect the intentions of the party and that such failure is a product of a 
5 
mutual mistake the Court is not rewriting the contract but instead is reforming the instrument to 
6 
give effect to the agreement that the parties had made and that but for reason of mistake was 
7 
8 
not expressed in the writing. Chandler v. Hayden, 147 Idaho 765,215 P.3d 485 (2009). 
9 Whether a mutual mistake exists is a question of fact. O'Connor v. Harger 





American Bank argues that by mistakenly executing five BRN prepared lien release 
14 forms, Wadsworth has waived its lien priority, and by extension and effect, has waived its 
15 retainage rights. Waiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment of a known right. Frontier 
16 
Federal Savings and Loan Association v. Douglass, 123 Idaho 808, 853 P.2d 553 (1993). As 
17 
stated by the Court in Seaport Citizens Bank v. Dippel, 112 Idaho 736, 735 P.d 1047 (Ct. App. 
18 
19 
1987) "Waiver is foremost a question of intent. To establish a waiver, the intention to waive 
20 must clearly appear." At 112 Idaho 739. The existence of a waiver is ordinarily a question of 
21 fact. Riverside Development Company v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515,650 P.2d 657 (1982). Clearly 
22 
on the basis of the forgoing, Wadsworth did not knowingly or intentionally waive its lien 
23 
priority or retainage rights. 
24 
25 
To date, BRN has not disputed the fact that the use of the BRN prepared lien release 
26 form was only by happenstance with neither party intending any legal effect different than the 
27 legal effect of the Wadsworth prepared lien release. American Bank may, however, argue that 
28 
the mistaken use of the BRN form was a unilateral mistake on the part of Wadsworth. While a 
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unilateral mistake is not ordinarily grounds for relief it is grounds for relief when one party is 
mistaken and the other party has knowledge of the mistake. Thus, in Belk v. Martin, 136 Idaho 
652, 39 P.3d 592 (2001) the parties agreed to a lease with a rental fee of $14,768.00. Through 
mistake, the written lease stated that the rent was only $1,476.80. In an action brought by the 
lessor to reform the lease to the correct rental amount, the lessee contended that he was aware 
of the mistake in the written lease and that relief should not be given for the unilateral mistake 
of the lessor. The Court found that to be the exception to the rule and that reformation of an 
agreement can be awarded if one party has knowledge that the other party suffers from a 
unilateral mistake. If American Bank argues that the mistake was unilateral as to Wadsworth 
then by definition BRN had knowledge of the mistake and relief should still be awarded to 
Wadsworth to reform the BRN prepared lien release forms to be identical to the Wadsworth 
prepared forms. 
4. Equitable Subrogation. 
American Bank knew that Wadsworth was constructing the golf course prior to its loan 
to BRN. It lent money to BRN to pay for the development of the project. It took no action to 
assure that the money it lent was being used to pay Wadsworth and the other contractors. 
While presumably it required BRN to obtain lien releases, American Bank never reviewed the 
lien releases and in all likelihood would not, in any event, have discerned any difference 
between the Wadsworth prepared lien release form and the BRN prepared lien release form. 
Now American Bank, and its majority loan participant, Fidelity National Timber Resources, 
Inc., seek to foreclose upon the property and assert that its lien position is superior to the liens 
of all of the contractors, subcontractors, and materialmen. With the decline in the economy, it 
is between possible and probable that if American Bank is adjudged to be in the senior position, 
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that all of the contractors and workers on the project will receive nothing for their unpaid 
InVOIces. American Bank and Fidelity will reap the benefit of all of the work and 
improvements without having paid anything towards them. This seems inherently unfair, and 
equity provides a remedy. In the event that this Court rejects all of Wadsworth's forgoing 
arguments and finds that the American Bank mortgage has priority over the Wadsworth lien, 
then Wadsworth submits that under the doctrine of equitable subrogation this Court has the 
power and authority to subordinate the American Bank mortgage to the Wadsworth lien. As 
stated by the court in Houghtelin v. Diehl, 47 Idaho 636, at 639-640, 277 P. 699 (1929): 
Subrogation, in its broadest sense, is the substitution of one person for another, 
so that he may succeed to the rights of the creditor in relation to the debt or 
claim and its rights, remedies and securities. The doctrine is derived from the 
civil law, from which it has been adopted by courts of equity. It is considered a 
creature of equity, and is so administered as to secure real and essential justice 
without regard to form, and it will not be allowed where it would work an 
injustice to others, as where it would disturb the priorities of liens or defeat any 
rights of others. Its principle is often extended to those who, because of their 
interest in the property on which debts of others are a charge, are entitled to pay 
such debts and be substituted to the place of the original creditor. ... The 
doctrine of subrogation is not administered as a legal right, but the principle is 
applied to subserve the ends of justice and to do equity. It does not rest on 
contract, and no general rule can be laid down which will afford a test in all 
cases for its application, and whether the doctrine is applicable to any particular 
case depends upon the peculiar facts and circumstances of such case. 
See also Idaho District Judge Mitchell's decision in Van Horn v. Nelsen, 2002 WL 
32864540 (2002); May Trucking Co., v. International Harvester Company, 97 Idaho 319, 543 
P.2d 1159 (1975) and; Metropolitan Life Insurance Company v. First Security Bank of Idaho, 
94 Idaho 489, 491 P.2d 1261 (1971). 
On the basis of the forgoing, if this Court is not otherwise convinced of the Wadsworth 
lien priority it should apply the doctrine of equitable subrogation and subordinate the American 
Bank Mortgage to the Wadsworth lien. 
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Wadsworth respectfully submits that on the basis of the forgoing that the American 
Bank Motion for Summary Judgment should be denied and that this Court should grant 
summary judgment in favor of Wadsworth as against American Bank holding either that lien 
priority is not relevant and that Wadsworth may proceed to judgment against the surety on the 
bond, or that if lien priority is relevant, that the Wadsworth lien has priority over the lien of 
American Bank, and if not, that under the doctrine of equitable subrogation that this Court 
subordinate the lien of American Bank to the Wadsworth lien. 
Respectfully submitted this 1ih day of November, 2010. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
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8 Attorneys for Defendant Wadsworth Golf 
9 Construction Company of the Southwest, 
The Turf Corporation, and Precision Irrigation, Inc. 
10 IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
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AMERICAN BANK, a Montana banking 
corporation, 
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant, 
vs. 
BRN DEVELOPMENT, INC., an Idaho 
corporatibn, BRN INVESTMENTS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, LAKE VIEW 
AG, a Liechtenstein company, BRN-LAKE 
VIEW JOINT VENTURE, an Idaho general 
20 partnership, ROBERT LEVIN, Trustee for the 
ROLAND M. CASA TI F AMIL Y TRUST, 
dated June 5, 2008, RYKER YOUNG, Trustee 
22 for the RYKER YOUNG REVOCABLE 
TRUST, MARSHALL CHESROWN a single 
23 man, IDAHO ROOFING SPECIALIST, LLC, 
21 
an Idaho limited liability company, THORCO, 
24 INC., an Idaho corporation, CONSOLIDATED 
SUPPL Y COMPANY, an Oregon corporation, 
INTERSTATE CONCRETE & ASPHALT 
25 
26 COMPANY, an Idaho corporation, 
27 
28 
CONCRETE FINISHING, INC., an Arizona 
corporation, WADSWORTH GOLF 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF THE 
SOUTHWEST, a Delaware corporation, THE 
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TURF CORPORATION, an Idaho corporation, 
POLIN & YOUNG CONSTRUCTION, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, TAYLOR 
ENGINEERING, INC., a Washington 
corporation, PRECISION IRRIGATION, INC., 
an Arizona corporation and SPOKANE 
WILBERT VAULT CO., a Washington 
corporation, d/b/a WILBERT PRECAST, 
Defendants, Counterclaimants, 






















Wadsworth Golf Construction Company of the Southwest (henceforth "Wadsworth") 
submits its Statement of Uncontested Material Facts. 
1. BRN Development, Inc. (henceforth "BRN") intended to develop Black Rock 
North as a high end residential golf course community. The project consisted of approximately 
one thousand acres located to the north and east of the original Club at Black Rock 
development. The one thousand acres were designed for the development of three hundred 
twenty-five (325) residential units segmented into a total of one hundred ninety-eight (198) 
single family detached lots ranging in size from 0.9 acres to 11 acres and one hundred twenty-
seven (127) residential units designed for cluster housing, town homes, and condominiums. 
The golf course traverses throughout the entire project and consists of approximately two 
hundred (200) acres. Anson Affd Exs. 1,2, and 3 [Capps Depo. at 13-14, Harrell Depo. Ex. 
1, ERN Development Depo. Ex. 181]. 
2. Marshall Chesrown, the president of BRN, described the purpose of building 
the golf course is to increase the value of the adjoining properties. Marshall Chesrown 
described the business plan as follows: 
So the plan always was for repayment to the bank, and everything was 
always structured around the 325 residential units. That was the only 
opportunity to create revenue, the only opportunity to payoff debt, all those 
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kinds of things. Because golf courses lose money. I mean, none of them make 
money. 
So - but that again, what it did is you take lots that - let's say just - not 
in this case, but I'll just use round numbers. If, you know, a normal lot in your 
market sells for 50,000 and it costs 25,000 to build them, you got 25,000 in 
margin, of course. In this world, you just take that same lot, and all of a 
sudden it costs the same to build typically, all right, but now you take the cost 
of that golf course and amortize it over those lots. And so now your lot cost 
goes from 25 to 100, but your value goes from 100 to 400. So now you have 
300,000 of margin to play with. So that's how the business model was built. 
Anson AfJ'd Exs. 4 and 5 [BRN Development Depo. at 11, Chesrown Depo., Vol. 2, at 77-78]. 
3. Wadsworth initially submitted a bid for both the golf course construction and 
for mass excavation outside of the golf course boundaries. Ultimately ACI was awarded a 
contract for the mass excavation and Wadsworth was awarded the contract for the actual golf 
course construction. Anson AfJ'd Ex. 3 [Capps Depo. at 25-26]. 
4. BRN prepared a conditional letter of intent dated September 18, 2006 and 
transmitted it to Wadsworth. Wadsworth executed the conditional letter of intent and returned 
it to BRN. On behalf of BRN, Kyle Capps executed the conditional letter of intent on or about 
October 10,2006. AnsonAfJ'd Exs. 4 and 5 [Capps Depo. at 27-28, Harrell Depo. Ex. 4]. 
5. The conditional letter of intent governed the relationship between Wadsworth and 
BRN until a final contract was signed. Wadsworth commenced work on the golf course project 
after the execution of and in reliance upon the conditional letter of intent. During October, 
November, and December of 2006 Wadsworth worked on the layout of various tees, fairways, 
greens, and a lake. Wadsworth additionally did shaping work on holes six and seven including 
supervising earth moving for holes four, five, six, seven, and related erosion control. BRN 
desired to have the golf course substantially complete by the fall of 2008 to allow for limited 
golf play at that time and to allow for full golf play during the spring of 2009. To meet that 
construction schedule BRN requested that Wadsworth commence construction during the fall of 
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2006 prior to finalization of the final contract. Had Wadsworth not commenced during that 
2 
time, the golf course would not have been substantially completed by the fall of 2008. Anson 
3 




6 6. During October, 2006 Steve Harrell prepared the contract with one of his 
7 subcontractors, Precision Irrigation, Inc. In connection with its preparation he attached to the 
8 
contract various documents, some of which were documents that he had received from BRN. A 
9 
10 
true and correct copy of the Wadsworth contract with Precision Irrigation together with all 
II documents attached is attached to the Deposition of Stephen A. Harrell as Exhibit 4. One of the 
12 documents attached to the contract was the BRN prepared lien waiver form. At times Precision 
13 Irrigation would utilize the BRN prepared lien waiver form and at other times Precision 
14 
Irrigation would utilize its own prepared lien waiver form. Attached to the Deposition of 
15 
16 
Stephen A. Harrell as Exhibit 5 are copies of the Precision Irrigation prepared lien waiver forms 
17 as used on the project. It is Steve Harrell's understanding that the contract between Wadsworth 
18 and Precision Irrigation did not require the use of any particular lien waiver form. Harrell AfJ'd. 
19 
7. From mid December, 2006 through March, 2007, Wadsworth maintained the 
20 
jobsite and performed the sensitive erosion controls that were necessary both to preserve the 
21 
22 
work performed up to that time as well as to remain compliant with the various environmental 






erosion fabric, straw mulch, straw wattle rolls, and straw bails to control water flow on the 
slopes of the golf holes to prevent sediment from getting into the water which was running off 
the site. If erosion controls were not properly maintained and an event occurred which caused 
sedimentation of off-site water ways and water sheds, such an occurrence would have had the 
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affect of shutting down the project until remedial action had taken place. This remedial action 
2 
would take months and even perhaps a year during which time no work could be performed on 
3 
the project. The Storm Water Prevention and Pollution Control Plan would be required to be 
4 
5 
reviewed and a new plan could be required for submission and approval. Harrell Affd. 
6 8. Wadsworth submitted to BRN its first Application and Certification for 
7 Payment dated October 31, 2006 for that period ending October 31, 2006 in the total amount of 
8 
$42,500.00, of which $4,250.00 represented retainage, leaving an amount due of $38,250.00. 
9 
Anson Affd. Exs. 10 and 11, [Capps Depo. at 39-44, Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at BRN510-
10 
11 BRN516j, Harrell Affd. 
12 9. Included within the first Application for Payment was a Conditional Waiver and 
13 Release on Progress Payment prepared by Wadsworth. Kyle Capps, who is a Vice President of 
14 
BRN and in charge of the golf course development, reviewed the Application for Payment and 
15 
16 
Conditional Waiver and he approved it for payment on or about November 20, 2006. The 
17 Application for Payment was paid by a check dated December 8, 2006 in the amount then due. 
18 Id., Harrell Affd. 
19 
10. The first Wadsworth Application and Certification for Payment contained a 
20 
Wadsworth prepared Conditional Waiver and Release on Progress Payment form. This is a 
21 
22 
form that Wadsworth uses in its ordinary course of business. It is prepared pursuant to Arizona 
23 Revised Statute § 33-1008. It is Mr. Harrell's understanding that conditioned upon bank 
24 clearance of a check in the sum of the application, that Wadsworth was acknowledging payment 
25 
in full for work performed to the date set forth in the form, excluding retention, pending 
26 
modifications, and changes or items furnished after the date used. It is Mr. Harrell's 
27 
28 understanding that this document does not effect lien priority in the event that a lien is recorded 
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subsequent to the date of the document, and that further, under the law no waiver of lien priority 
2 
is effective unless given for consideration other than mere payment of the amount then due and 
3 
owing under the contract. Harrell AfJ'd. 
4 
5 
11. The second Application for Payment was originally made on December 26, 
6 2006 in the sum of $177,862.50. In reviewing this application Mr. Capps believed that too 
7 much was being billed for mobilization charges. Wadsworth and BRN agreed to reduce the 
8 
mobilization charge and a revised second Application for Payment was sent on December 31, 
9 
10 
2006 in the sum of $117,247.50. This revised second application was also accompanied by a 
II Conditional Waiver and Release on Progress Payment prepared by Wadsworth in the revised 
12 sum of $117,247.50. The application and conditional waiver were each received and approved 
13 by Kyle Capps and was paid by BRN with a check dated January 24, 2007. Anson AfJ'd. Exs. 
14 
12 and 13 [Capps Depo. at 46-54 and Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at BRN521 and BRN525-530j. 
15 
12. Wadsworth utilized its Conditional Waiver and Release on Progress Payment 
16 
17 form in the two applications for payments submitted to BRN prior to the final execution of the 
18 contract. As the contract did not require use of the BRN Conditional Lien Waiver, Release and 
19 
Subordination as set forth as an exhibit to the contract, but merely required use of a partial lien 
20 
release in a form satisfactory to BRN, and as BRN made the payments under the first two 
21 
22 
applications for payment, it was Mr. Harrell's understanding that the use of the Wadsworth 
23 prepared Conditional Waiver and Release on Progress Payment form was acceptable to BRN. 
24 Harrell AfJ'd. 
25 
13. Between October 10, 2006 and January 27, 2007 there was a fair amount of 
26 
give and take between Wadsworth and BRN negotiating the terms of the final contract. Anson 
27 
28 AfJ'd. Ex. 14 [Capps Depo. at 130 and 131j. 
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14. As maintained by Wadsworth, the final contract consists of various exhibits, 
2 
documents, a Performance Bond, and copies of correspondence, all with various dates. Anson 
3 
Affd. Ex.i5 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 66]. 
4 
5 
15. The initial two page Contract Agreement is dated the _ day of __ _ 
6 2006. At the bottom of each page of the agreement appears to be a revision date of September 
7 6,2006 and a print date of January 26,2007. The following document is an undated Contract 
8 
General Conditions. Following that is a three page exhibit of inclusions and exclusions 
9 
undated but apparently showing a revision date of September 6, 2006 and a print date of 
10 
11 January 26, 2007. Following that is an attachment A-I Contract Qualifications and 

















Conditional Lien Waiver, Release and Subordination which appears to show a revision date of 
August 8, 2006. Following that is a Subcontractors Application for Payment Form which is 
undated. Following that is a Substance Abuse Program Requirements which is undated but 
bares a revision date of September 6, 2006 and an apparent print date of January 26, 2007. 
Following that is another form of a Substance Abuse Program Requirements bearing a date of 
September 18, 2006 with a revision date of September 6, 2006 and an apparent print date of 
January 26, 2007. Following that is the same document bearing the execution by Steven 
Harrell of Wadsworth dated December 4, 2006. Following that is an undated Substance Abuse 
Policy. Following that is a certificate of DOT Drug and Alcohol Program Enrollment bearing 
the date of October 1, 2007. Following that is a quarterly mailing stamped received August 18, 
2006. Following that are six pages of undated insurance forms. Following that is an Insurance 
Compliance Statement dated December 19, 2006. Following that is a Certificate of Liability 
Insurance dated December 29, 2006. Following that is a Request for Tax Payer Identification 
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Number executed by Steven Harrell dated January 29, 2007. Following that is a letter from 
Kyle Capps to Steve Harrell dated January 27, 2007 which states that the final contract 
between BRN and Wadsworth in its entirety is enclosed. Following that is a memorandum 
from Steve Harrell to Kyle Capps dated December 26, 2006 transmitting copies of five various 
documents. Following that is an undated Safety and Health Program. Following that is an 
undated Unit Prices for Adjustments. Following that is an undated list of contract drawings 
with contract drawing bearing various dates from April 14, 2006 to October 13, 2006. 
Following that is a letter from Kyle Capps to Steven Harrell dated November 10, 2006. 
Following that is a Performance Bond dated December 5, 2006 bearing a copy of an 
acknowledgment dated December 5, 2006. Id 
16. Prior to American Bank making its subject loan to BRN during December 2006, 
Leon Royer who was then President of American Bank, inspected the Black Rock North 
property. He viewed the construction that had taken place up to that time. He noticed that the 
property had undergone dirt work and that a retention pond had been constructed. He noticed 
that there were "big things that had been moved." Anson Aff. Ex. 18 (Royer Depo. at 132-134). 
17. On February 2, 2007 American Bank entered into a revolving credit agreement 
with BRN. BRN executed and delivered to American Bank a revolving credit note and a 
mortgage. The American Bank Mortgage is dated February 2, 2007 and was recorded in the 
records of Kootenai County, Idaho on February 6,2007. Klein Aff. 
18. The third Application for Payment was made on February 28, 2007 in the sum 
of $42,334.18. This was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared Conditional Waiver and 
Release on Progress Payment which inadvertently described the project as being the Ridge 
Creek Golf Course. The records ofBRN do not contain a copy of this third conditional waiver, 
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but do contain a copy of a BRN prepared Conditional Lien Waiver, Release and Subordination 
executed by Wadsworth. The Wadsworth records do not have a copy of this BRN prepared 
conditional lien waiver. Kyle Capps testified that typically Wadsworth would submit their 
own conditional lien waivers and as long as the waiver matched the amount of the payment, 
BRN would issue payment. However, in the event that there were revisions, adjustments, 
partial payments, or anything else BRN would send to Wadsworth their own waiver form for 
Wadsworth's execution so that everything corresponded and matched. Mr. Capps opined that 
the reason that BRN prepared this conditional lien waiver was because of the fact that the 
Wadsworth lien waiver had the name of the wrong golf course on it. In his affidavit Mr. 
Harrell states that when the error in the project identification was discovered in the third 
application for payment, BRN submitted to him its lien waiver form and that he signed it with 
the understanding that the only difference between the two forms was the correction of the 
name of the project. This third application for payment was then approved and paid by BRN 
with a check dated April 6, 2007. Anson Affd. Ex. 16 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63, at 373-379; 
Capps Depo. at 54-64; Capps Depo. Ex. 75, at 536J; Harrell Affd. 
19. Wadsworth made a total of twenty-five applications for payment to BRN. 
Wadsworth prepared conditional Waiver and release on progress payment forms that were used 
on seventeen of the applications and were accepted by BRN. There were five occasions when 
the BRN prepared conditional lien waiver forms were utilized. In his affidavit Mr. Harrell 
explains that when a BRN prepared conditional lien waiver form was utilized it was either 
because there was either a mistake in completing the form, or that Wadsworth apparently 
neglected to enclose its conditional lien waiver form, or that the amount of money that BRN 
proposed to pay towards an application was different than the amount of the application itself. 
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Each time that Mr. Harrell executed a BRN prepared conditional lien waiver release fonn it 
was with the understanding that the only difference between it and the Wadsworth prepared 
form was either in the amount or to correct an error. At no time when Mr. Harrell either signed 
or authorized his signature by Wadsworth to BRN prepared conditional lien release form was 
there ever an intention by Mr. Harrell to waive or effect Wadsworth lien priority in the event 
that Wadsworth was forced to subsequently record a lien. Mr. Harrell never understood that 
the possibility of an execution of the BRN lien release form could effect Wadsworth's lien 
priority and he never knowingly intended to waive the Wadsworth lien priority. Harrell Affd 
20. Marshall Chesrown, who at all relevant times was and is the president of BRN 
testified that it did not matter to him whether the Wadsworth prepared conditional lien waiver 
release form was used or the BRN prepared form was used. Leon Royer, who at the time was 
president of American Bank, testified that the bank did not review or receive any of the lien 
releases issued by any of the contractors or subcontractors for the BRN project. Anson Affd 
Exs. 17 and 18 [BRN Development Rule 30(b)(6) Depo. at 10, 11, 165-167, Royer Depo. at 
144-145}. 
21. The fourth Application for Payment was made on March 28, 2007 in the sum of 
$406,067.82. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared Conditional Lien Waiver in that 
amount. It was approved and paid by a BRN check dated May 8, 2007. Anson Affd Exs. 19 
and 20 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63, at 380-385,' Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at 539]. 
22. The fifth Application for Payment was made on May 29, 2007 in the sum of 
$251,734.88. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared Conditional Lien Waiver in that 
amount. It was approved and paid by a BRN check dated June 7, 2007. Anson Affd Exs.21 
and 22 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 396-412; Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at 541}. 
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23. The sixth Application for Payment was made on June 29, 2007 in the amount of 
2 
$719,304.62. Wadsworth's copy of this application does not contain a copy of a conditional 
3 
lien waiver. Kyle Capps assumes that because Wadsworth did not include a lien waiver, BRN 
4 
5 
prepared its form of the conditional lien waiver and sent it to Wadsworth, who then executed it 
6 and returned it to BRN. BRN then approved the application and paid it by check dated August 
7 1, 2007. Anson Affd Exs. 23, 24 and 25 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 413-425; Capps Depo. at 
8 
70-75; Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at 543; Ex. 76 at 4]. 
9 
24. The seventh Application for Payment was made on July 31, 2007 in the sum of 
10 
11 
$545,132.86. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared Conditional Lien Waiver in that 
12 amount. It was approved and paid by a BRN check dated September 13, 2007. Anson Ajj'd., 




25. The eighth Application for Payment was made on September 4, 2007 in the 
16 
17 amount of $1,270,508.80. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared Conditional Lien 
18 Waiver in that amount. It was approved and paid by a BRN check dated October 30, 2007. 
19 Anson Ajj'd., Exs. 28, 29 and 30 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 438-450; Capps Depo. at 83-84; 
20 
Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at 545]. 
21 
22 
26. The ninth Application for Payment was made on September 30, 2007 in the 






prepared conditional lien release pertaining to this ninth application for payment. BRN 
proposed to pay $1,000,000.00 of the application and prepared its own form of a conditional 
lien release in that amount. Wadsworth executed that conditional lien release and returned it to 
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BRN. BRN then paid the $1,000,000.00. Anson Affd., Exs. 31 and 32 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63, 
2 
at 451-465; Capps Depo. Ex. 76 at 8]. 
3 
27. The tenth Application for Payment was made on October 30, 2007 in the 
4 
5 
amount of $870,484.18. This application likewise did not appear to have been accompanied by 
6 a Wadsworth prepared conditional lien waiver. BRN proposed to pay $58,435.64 of this 
7 statement and prepared its form of conditional lien waiver in that amount and sent it to 
8 
Wadsworth, who executed it and returned it to BRN. BRN then paid the sum of $58,435.64 
9 
upon this payment application. Anson Affd Exs. 33 and 34 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 466-479; 
10 
11 Capps Depo. Ex. 76 at 11]. 
12 28. Like the tenth application, the 11 th Application for Payment was also dated 
13 October 30, 2007 and was in the amount of$244,557.90. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth 
14 
prepared conditional lien waiver. This application for payment was not for work done during 
15 
16 
the preceding time period but rather to correct a mistake in the amount of retention in the prior 
17 payments. Up until this time, ten percent of certain payments were being withheld as 











percent. The $244,557.90 represented a payment to Wadsworth of the excess five percent. 
This amount was approved by BRN and paid to Wadsworth. Anson Affd., Exs. 35 and 36 
[Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 494-499; Capps Depo. at. 90-95]. 
29. The twelfth Application for Payment was made on November 30, 2007 in the 
amount of $195,905.12. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared conditional lien 
waiver. The next three applications, being 13, 14, and 15 were dated December 31, 2007, 
January 31, 2008, and February 28, 2008. They were in the amounts of $13,050.00, 
$13,775.00, and $18,975.74. Each of these three applications were for winter maintenance and 
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none of the three were accompanied by a lien waiver. BRN decided to pay these three 
applications, together with the preceding twelfth application during April of 2008. BRN 
prepared its form of the conditional lien waiver and sent it to Wadsworth who executed it and 
returned it to BRN. BRN then paid the cumulative total of the four applications in the sum of 
$242,430.86. Mr. Capps explained as follows: 
Q. If a check was being issued in an amount different than a lien release, for 
example, Wadsworth were to give BRN a lien release for $195,000, and later 
BRN issues a check for $242,00, would the $195,000 lien release be utilized? 
A. I don't think so. It's my understanding that a check wasn't issued without 
a lien release that matched the amount. We didn't use - my understanding was 
Wadsworth submitted their lien with - their lien form with their application for 
payment every time we - they requested payment. We issued - we made sure 
that a lien waiver was attached that matched the dollar amount for whatever 
check we were issuing, whether that was a full invoice amount or a partial 
payment amount. On full invoice amounts that matched Wadsworth numbers, it 
was typically their lien form that appears to be used. You know, any time we 
didn't have an application or we made a partial payment, we would send them 
one of our forms. 
Anson Affd., Exs. 37 and 38 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63, at 500-531,' Capps Depo. Ex. 76, at 12, 
Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at 551 and Capps Depo. at. 95-102}. 
30. The sixteenth Application for Payment was made on March 31, 2008. It was 
accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared conditional lien waiver in that amount. It was 
approved and paid by a BRN check dated April 28, 2008. Anson Affd., Exs. 39 and 40 
[Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 532-537,' Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at 553}. 
31. The seventeenth Application for Payment was made on April 30, 2008 in the 
sum of $55,349.03. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared conditional lien waiver in 
that amount. It was approved and paid by a BRN check dated June 4, 2008. Anson Affd., Exs. 
41 and 42 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 538-545; Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at 555}. 
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32. The eighteenth Application for Payment was made on May 31, 2008 in the sum 
of $108,630.60. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared conditional lien waiver in that 
amount. It was approved and paid by a BRN check dated July 7, 2008. Anson Affd, Exs. 43 
and 44 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 546-560,' Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at 557]. 
33. The nineteenth Application for Payment was made on June 30, 2008 in the sum 
of $629,936.58. While Wadsworth did not maintain a copy of the Conditional Lien Waiver, 
BRN received a copy and produced it at the Kyle Capps deposition. The application was 
approved and paid by a BRN check dated July 31, 2008. Anson Affd, Exs. 45 and 46 [Capps 
Depo. Ex. 76 at 16,' Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at 559]. 
34. The twentieth Application for Payment was made on July 31, 2008 in the sum 
of $1,088,124.23. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared conditional lien waiver in 
that amount. It was approved and paid by a BRN check dated September 22, 2008. Anson 
Affd, Exs. 47 and 48 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 566-571; Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at 561]. 
35. The twenty-first Application for Payment was made on August 31, 2008 in the 
sum of $1,169,728.66. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared conditional lien waiver 
in that amount. It was approved and a partial payment was made by BRN check dated October 
10,2008 in the sum of$I,OOO,OOO.OO. Anson Affd, Exs. 49 and 50 [Harrell Deposition Ex. 63 
at 598-603 and 639; Capps Depo. Ex. 75 at 563]. 
36. The twenty-second Application for Payment was made on September 30, 2008 
in the sum of $919,972.62. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared conditional lien 
waiver in that amount. The application was not paid by BRN. Anson Affd, Exs. 51 and 52 
[Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 640-645; Capps Depo. at 107-108]. 
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37. The twenty-third Application for Payment was made on October 31, 2008 in the 
sum of $298,095.06. It was accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared conditional lien waiver in 
that amount. The application was not paid by BRN. Anson Affd., Exs. 53 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 
63 at 646-654j. 
38. The twenty-forth Application for Payment was made on November 30, 2008 in 
the sum of $448,385.33. It was not accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared conditional lien 
waiver. BRN did not prepare its form of a conditional lien waiver and did not pay the 
application. Anson Affd. Ex. 54 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 655-659j. 
39. The twenty-fifth Application for Payment was made on November 30, 2008 in 
the sum of $473,328.04. This application was for the retainage withheld from the prior BRN 
payments. It was not accompanied by a Wadsworth prepared conditional lien waiver. BRN 
likewise did not prepare a conditional lien waiver for this application and did not pay this 
application. Anson Affd., Ex. 55 [Harrell Depo. Ex. 63 at 660-670j. 
40. The BRN records show that based on their calculations the amount owing to 
Wadsworth by BRN is the sum of $2,329,439.74. By coincidence, that amount is actually two 
cents more than the amount Wadsworth is claiming is owing to it. During his deposition Mr. 
Capps testified as follows: 
Q: To your knowledge - well, let me ask you first if you know. Do you 
know whether or not BRN is contesting the allegation of Wadsworth that BRN 
owes Wadsworth the sum of $2,239,439.70 and some cents? 
A: I believe, in our responses to your interrogatories, we have disputed it, 
because we were off by a few cents. 
Q: And that's the only reason that there is a dispute, IS a two cent 
difference? 
A: As far as I know, is a - is the dollar amount is slightly different. 
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Anson Affd., Ex. 56 [Capps Depo. at 111; Capps Depo. at 116]. 
41. Mr. Capps also testified that the golf course is substantially complete with only 
some minor work and warranty work remaining to be done. Mr. Capps described the quality 
of the work performed by Wadsworth in constructing the golf course as being of good quality. 
Mr. Capps testified that the only reason Wadsworth has not been paid the full amount of their 
invoices is because BRN lacks the funds to do so. Anson Ajj'd Ex. 57 [Capps Depo. at 115-
117]. 
42. The last payment that Wadsworth received from BRN under the golf course 
construction contract was $1,000,000.00 received on or about October 30, 2008. Since that date 
Wadsworth has received no further payments from BRN and the principal sum of 
$2,329,439.72, together with accrued interest in the sum of$477,118.32 calculated to September 
15,2010, with interest accruing thereafter at the rate of $765.84 per day, together with costs and 
attorney's fees is now owing by BRN to Wadsworth. Harrell Affd 
43. On January 6, 2009 Wadsworth caused a Notice of Claim of Lien to be recorded 
against the BRN real property. A true and correct copy of the Notice of Claim of Lien showing 
recordation is attached as Exhibit 8 to the Harrell affidavit. Harrell Ajj'd 
44. The entire BRN North Golf Course development was intended to be developed as 
a high-end residential community. The entire development consists of approximately one 
thousand acres. The Wadsworth constructed golf course provides benefit to the entire project. 
The Wadsworth Claim of Lien is upon the entire development. Attached as Exhibit 9 to the 
Affidavit of Stephen A. Harrell is a true and correct copy of the BRN North conceptual master 
plan depicting the location of the golf course and the remainder of the property. Harrell Affd. 
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45. In connection with the Wadsworth application for payments and issuance of 
2 
conditional lien waivers, at no time did Wadsworth receive anything in addition to the amounts 
3 
then owing under the contract. With regard to the five conditional lien waivers which utilized 
4 
5 
the BRN prepared forms the following is a summary of the amounts of the applications and the 
6 amounts paid: 
7 Application Date Application Amount Amount Paid 
8 February 28, 2007 $ 42,334.18 $ 42,334.18 
June 29, 2007 $ 719,304.62 $ 719,304.62 
9 September 30, 2007 $1,187,951.44 $ 1,000,000.00 
October 30, 2007 $ 870,484.18 $ 58,435.64 
Various dates $ 242,430.86 $ 242,430.86 
10 


















46. Other than dates and amounts, the language used in each of the Wadsworth 
prepared conditional lien waivers was identical. Likewise, other than the dates and amounts, the 
language used in each of the BRN prepared conditional lien waivers was identical. Harrell 
Affd 
47. Of the $2,329,439.72 in principal now owing to Wadsworth by BRN under the 
golf course construction contract, $473,258.04 represents the amount retained from each 
progress payment. Harrell Affd 
48. From December 26, 2007 to October 30, 2008 BRN made approximately twenty-
three progress payments to Wadsworth. From each progress payment BRN would hold as 
retainage five percent of the payment application amount, excluding amounts representing costs 
pertaining to stored materials. Harrell Affd 
49. Wadsworth obtained an Idaho Public Works contractor's license from the Idaho 
Public Contractor's License Board on December 26,2000 which expired on January 31, 2007. 
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In addition, Wadsworth received a Contractor's License from the Idaho Contractor's Board on 
January 9, 2007 which expires on January 9, 2011. Harrell AfJ'd 
50. That on April 27, 2010 this Court entered an Order releasing the Wadsworth 
Notice of Claim of Lien from the real property described in the BRN mortgage to American 
Bank and replaced it with a release of mechanic's lien bond in the sum of$3,494,159.58. 
DATED this 1th day of November, 2010. 
WADSWORTH'S STATEMENT OF UNCONTESTED 
war . Anson 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this 1th day of November, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of 
WADSWORTH'S STATEMENT OF UNCONTESTED MATERIAL FACTS to be forwarded, 
with all required charges prepaid, by the methodes) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Nancy L. Isserlis 
Elizabeth A. Tellessen 
Winston & Cashatt 
Bank of America Financial Center 
601 W. Riverside, Suite 1900 
Spokane, Washington 99201-0695 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Randall A. Peterman 
C. Clayton Gill 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields Chtd. 
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Counsel for American Bank's Claim on their 
Extended Title Policy No. 6001-17833 
(Fransnation) 
Richard D. Campbell 
Campbell & Bissell, PLLC 
7 South Howard Street, Suite 416 
Spokane, W A 99201 
Attorney for Defendant, Polin & Young 
Construction, Inc. 
Charles B. Lempesis 
Attorney at Law 
W 201 7th A venue 
Post Falls, Idaho 83854 
Counsel for Thorco, Inc. 
Robert J. Fasnacht 
850 W. Ironwood Dr., Ste. 101 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Attorney for Interstate Concrete & Asphalt 
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John R. Layman [2J 
Layman, Layman & Robinson, PLLP D 
601 S. Division Street D 
Spokane, Washington 99202 D 
Counselfor BRN Development, Inc., 
BRN Investments, LLC, Lake View A G, 
Robert Leven, Trustee for the Roland M 
Casati Family Trust, Marshall Chesrown and 
Ryker Young, Trustee of the Ryker Young 
Revocable Trust 
Barry W. Davidson 
Davidson Backman Medeiros, PLLC 
1550 Bank of America Center 
601 W. Riverside Avenue 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Phone: 509-624-4600 
Fax: 509-623-1660 
Co-Counsel with Layman 
Timothy M. Lawlor & M. Gregory Embrey 
Witherspoon Kelley 
422 W. Riverside Ave., Suite 1100 
Spokane, Washington 99201 
Counsel for Taylor Engineering, Inc. 
Terrance R. Harris 
Ramsden & Lyons, LLP 
P.O. Box 1336 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Attorney for Receiver 
Steven C. Wetzel & Kevin P. Holt 
Wetzel Wetzel & Holt, P.L.L.C. 
616 North 4th Street, Suite 3 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Attorney for Third Party Defendant ACI 
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